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Abstract

Although tremendous efforts have been devoted to modelling various membrane proper-

ties, few studies considered the membrane viscous effects. Meanwhile, immersed bound-

ary method (IBM) has been a popular choice for simulating the motion of deformable cells

in flow for the convenience of incorporating the flow-membrane interaction. Unfortunately,

the direct implementation of membrane viscosity in IBM suffers severe numerical instabil-

ity. In this thesis, three numerical schemes for implementing membrane viscosity in IBM

are developed. Furthermore, the effects of membrane viscosity on the capsule dynamics in

shear flow have been examined in detail.

In Chapter 1, the biomechanical properties of red blood cells (RBCs) are introduced fol-

lowed with a literature review. Also, the motivations and objectives, the structure of this

thesis, and the contributions of the candidate are described.

In Chapter 2, a finite-difference approach is proposed for implementing membrane vis-

cosity in IBM. To improve the simulation stability, an artificial elastic element is added

in series to the viscous component in the membrane mechanics. The detailed mathemati-

cal description and key steps for its implementation in immersed boundary programs are

provided. Validation tests show a good agreement with analytical solutions and previous

calculations. The accuracy dependence on membrane mesh resolution and simulation time

step is also examined.

In Chapter 3, two other schemes are proposed based on the convolution integral expression

of the Maxwell viscoelastic element. Several carefully designed tests are conducted and

the results show that the three schemes have nearly identical performances in accuracy,
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stability, and computational efficiency. In addition, suggestions have been provided for

selecting appropriate relaxation time and artificial spring stiffness in IBM simulations using

these methods.

In Chapter 4, the capsule dynamics in shear flows are simulated using the finite-difference

method developed in Chapter 2. The similar but different effects from the membrane and

interior viscosities are observed in the capsule deformation, inclination, and rotation fre-

quency. Also, the analysis shows that the energy dissipation ratio cannot be treated as a

constant to represent the membrane viscosity effect by increasing the interior viscosity. It

is suggested that the membrane viscosity needs to be considered explicitly for accurate and

reliable results.

This research developed three algorithms for membrane viscosity simulations with good

accuracy, stability, and computational efficiency. The simulations of capsule dynamics

in shear flow suggest that the membrane viscosity needs to be considered carefully for

accurate and reliable results. The membrane viscous schemes could be valuable for future

simulations of red blood cells and other biological capsules and vesicles.

Keywords

Red blood cell, Capsule, Membrane viscoelasticity, Lattice Boltzmann method, Immersed

boundary method, Finite-difference method, Integral scheme
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Biomechanical Properties of Red Blood Cells

Blood is essential to various biological functions and processes in human and animal bod-

ies. It circulates through a vast network of arteries, capillaries, and veins within the body,

delivering necessary substances (such as oxygen and nutrients) and taking metabolic waste

products (such as carbon dioxide, ammonia, and uric acid) away. Erythrocytes, usually

called red blood cells (RBCs), typically take 40% to 45% of the blood volume in the adult

human body. As the oxygen carriers, RBCs play a crucial role in blood flow behaviors and

functions in the circulatory system. The shape of a healthy human RBC is biconcave (Fig-

ure 1.1(a)), with the surface area and volume as ∼140 µm2 and ∼90 µm3, respectively

[10]. The diameter of human RBCs is ∼ 8 µm, by contrast, the diameter of the small-

est vessels, such as capillaries connecting arterioles and venules, can be as small as 2∼4

µm (Figure 1.1(b)). Therefore, the ability of RBCs to travel through the microcirculation

systems is decisive for a healthy metabolism. To pass through the capillaries, RBCs have

to deform significantly from its original biconcave shape. To achieve high deformability,
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RBCs possess several unique features, such as the disk-like biconcave shape, the absence

of a nucleus, and the extremely low elastic modulus of their membrane.

(a) (b)

Figure 1.1: (a) A scanning electron micrograph shows the characteristic disk-like bicon-
cave shape of RBCs. (b) A picture of the microvascular networks in human mesenteric
tissues. The vessels are labeled with letters as A for arterioles, V for venules and c for
capillaries [3].

Due to the fact that RBCs lack a cell nucleus and most organelles, their mechanical charac-

teristics are mainly determined by the membrane, and the interior cytoplasm fluid, which

is a high-concentration hemoglobin solution. Meanwhile, the suspending liquid for RBCs

in the blood is called plasma, which is a dilute aqueous solution of proteins, glucose, elec-

trolytes, etc. The RBC membrane separates the interior cytoplasm and exterior plasma.

When taking a close look at it, this thin membrane is composed of three layers: the glyco-

calyx on the exterior, the lipid bilayer which contains many transmembrane proteins, and

the membrane cytoskeleton, a structural network of proteins located on the inner surface

of the lipid bilayer. The properties of the latter two components significantly affect the

RBCs‘ deformability. A lipid is an amphiphilic phospholipid molecule, which has one hy-

drophilic (water-loving) polar head and two strong hydrophobic (water-hating) non-polar

tails (Figure 1.2(a)). Two of these lipid monolayers fold in opposite directions and form a

bilayer (Figure 1.2(b)). The hydrophilic heads of these molecules are in contact with the
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aqueous fluids both inside and outside of the RBCs. In contrast, the hydrophobic tails will

not interact with water. The strong hydrophobic tails of these molecules make these closed

structures energetically favorable, and thus ensure the structural stability under mechanical

stress. The membrane also exhibits viscous and bending resistance due to the lipid bilayer

[11]. The cytoskeleton is formed by a network of the spectrin proteins linked by short fila-

ments of actin (Figure 1.2(c)). The membrane elasticity is mainly attributed by the spectrin

network. The typical thickness of a membrane lipid bilayer is ∼ 4 nm [4], in contrast to

the diameter of a RBC ∼ 8 µm as mentioned above. Because of this orders difference, the

membrane is typically considered as a two-dimensional (2D) incompressible sheet with

negligible thickness [12].

Experiments have shown that RBCs exhibit reduced deformability in many pathological

situations, such as heart disease, hypertension, diabetes, malaria, and sickle cell anemia

[13]. For example, sickle cell anemia (SCA) is a genetic disease that leads to mis-shaped

RBCs. These sickle-shaped RBCs are less deformable and more viscoelastic and can cause

blood vessel blockage, pain, strokes, and other tissue damage. In principle, the elevated

cell rigidity can be caused by increasing the membrane viscoelastic modulus, bending re-

sistance, and/or the cytoplasm viscosity.

RBCs are vital in maintaining normal metabolism. Consequently, tremendous efforts have

been devoted to study the dynamics of an individual RBC in the flow field and the sus-

pension flow behaviors of multiple RBCs in the past decades. Several phenomena have

been noticed. Human RBCs suspended at low concentrations in steady shear flow have

been observed to exhibit three types of motion (Figure 1.3). With sufficiently high shear

rates and low internal-to-external fluid viscosity ratio, the cell membrane rotates around
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 1.2: Schematic representations for (a) the structure of a phospholipid with a polar
head and two non-polar tails [4], (b) a vesicle formed by closed bilayers, and the bilayers
formed by the phospholipids [4], and (c) The cytoskeleton architecture of the RBC mem-
brane. The filamentous meshwork of proteins forms a membrane skeleton along the entire
cytoplasmic surface of the membrane [5].

the elongated cell in an approximately stable shape and the interior cytoplasm performs an

eddy-like circulation flow [14, 15]. Fischer et al. [14] used the term tank-treading (TT) to

describe this motion of RBCs (Figure 1.3(c)). Tumbling motion (Figure 1.3(a)) is observed

for low shear rates of large viscosity contrast rations. Another motion mode between these

two regimes, the swinging motion (Figure 1.3(b)), was examined by Abkarian et al. [16].
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1.3: Rotation and deformation of a single RBC in shear flows from two-dimensional
(2D) simulations with different viscosity contrast ratios Three consecutive RBC shapes, as
indicated by numbers (1 to 3) and colors (black, blue, and red), are displayed for a period
of the cell tank-treading (a), tumbling (b), or swinging (c) motions. The small circles
represent a membrane marker initially at the cell rim [6].

It happens under small shear flow and close to the tumbling tank-treading transition. In the

swinging motion, a cell undergoes periodic shape deformation and inclination oscillation

while its membrane is rotating around the liquid inside.

Other than the behaviors of an individual RBC, the dynamics of multiple RBCs in suspen-

sion flow are more complicated. RBCs can aggregate and form one-dimensional stacks-

of-coins-like rouleaux or three-dimensional (3D) aggregates [13]. This phenomenon is

particularly important in the microcirculation since such rouleaux or aggregates can affect

in vivo hemodynamic behaviors, especially in low shear flow regions in the venules [17].

Increased aggregation is often observed in several clinical states, such as diabetes, heart

diseases, inflammation, acute myocardial infarction, and bacterial sepsis [18]. Currently,

there exist two theoretical descriptions of the aggregation: the bridging model and the de-

pletion model [13]. The former assumes that macromolecules in the blood plasma, such

as fibrinogen, can adhere to the adjacent RBC surfaces and bridge them together [19].

On the other hand, the depletion model attributes the RBC aggregation to a polymer de-

pletion layer between RBC surfaces, which is accompanied by a decrease in the osmotic

pressure [20]. In general, it can be assumed that the attractive interaction between RBC
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surfaces will occur when the surfaces are close. On the contrary, a repulsive interaction

would occur when the separation distance is sufficiently small.

When flowing in vessels, one notable phenomenon is that the blood flow features change

greatly with the vessel diameter. For example, when blood flows in tubes with a diameter

in the range of 10 ∼ 300 µm, the apparent viscosity decreases with diameter, and this

phenomenon is called the Fahraeus-Lindqvist effect [21]. This observation is attributed to

a cross-stream migration of RBCs leading to the formation of two phases [22]: a core with

a high RBC concentration, and a cell-free layer (CFL), also called a cell-depleted layer,

next to the tube wall devoid or depleted of cells (Figure 1.4). The CFL has a lower viscosity

in comparison with the RBC core and serves as a lubrication layer, reducing the effective

blood viscosity [13, 22]. The cross-stream migration of RBCs in tube flow is governed by

two counter interactions: one is cell-wall hydrodynamic interactions, which drive the cells

away from the wall; and the other is due to cell-cell hydrodynamic interactions, which tend

to disperse RBCs [23]. The CFL is formed by cell migration, which depends on several

factors, including the tube diameter, the hematocrit (volume fractions occupied by RBCs

in the blood), the flow rate, and the RBC properties.

Besides the RBC motion in shear flow and multiple RBCs in a vessel, another interesting

phenomenon is the hematocrit phase separation, which represents the divergence when

blood flow across the bifurcation of a microvessel. The microvascular network is composed

of many levels of vessel branches (Figure 1.1(b)). When blood flows toward a diverging

bifurcation of a microvessel, RBCs preferentially enter the higher flow rate branch, leading

to unequal discharge hematocrits in the downstream branches [24]. The unequal of the

phase separation is mainly due to the non-uniform RBC distribution in the mother vessel
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.4: (a) A video micrograph of vessel in a 38 µm venule with dextran-treated,
aggregating blood flowing through it [7]. (b) A micrograph of RBCs flowing through
microvascular networks in the rat mesentery [8].

[25]. This phenomenon is important for blood flow properties and oxygen delivery in

microcirculation.

1.2 Background Literature

In Section 1.1, I discussed the complex structure of human RBCs on the molecular level,

and their mechanical effects and flow behaviors in the microcirculation system are intro-

duced. In this section, the relevant literature in RBC flows by experimental, theoretical, and

computational methods are reviewed. In addition, I will describe several commonly used

numerical techniques for RBC simulations. In these studies, RBCs are usually considered

from a view of fluid mechanics, and their detailed molecular structures are neglected. They

are treated as liquid capsules with a highly deformable membrane enclosing a Newtonian
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fluid, the cytoplasm. Appropriate constitutive relationships have also been developed to

describe the stress-strain relation for the RBC membrane.

1.2.1 Experimental and Numerical Studies of RBC Behaviors

Researchers have utilized various techniques to examine RBC deformation. One classical

method is micropipette aspiration. In this technique, a known suction pressure is applied

within a small diameter glass pipet causing an aspiration of the contacted cell into the

pipette, and the mechanical properties of the cell can be measured from the cell deforma-

tion. [26]. Optical tweezers have also been utilized to analyze RBC deformation. This in-

strument uses highly focused laser beams to manupulate microscopic and sub-microscopic

objects like cells, nanoparticles and droplets [27]. Another useful technique for probing

cell micromechanics is the magnetic twisting cytometry. This technique applies on twisting

forces on ligand-coated magnetic microbeads bound to membrane receptors and measures

the resulting bead rotation with a magnetometer. As the bead rotates, mechanical stresses

opposing to the rotation are developed within the cell to which the bead is attached. As

such, mechanical properties of the cell can be derived from measurements of the applied

rotatory torque and the resulting bead rotation recorded from an in-line magnetometer [28].

However, these methods have their own disadvantages. One particular criticism is that the

deformation generated by these methods is different from what the RBCs experience in

the microcirculation situation, and the RBC properties obtained from these methods might

be doubtful for modelling and simulating blood flow behaviors [29]. Another alternative

approach for RBC mechanics studying is a rheoscope. Rheoscopic technology utilizes a

transparent cone-plate chamber, where RBCs are suspended at low hematocrits in a high-
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viscosity solution [30]. The RBC elongation and rotation frequency can be measured when

the suspension is subjected to a simple shear flow. Nonetheless, such experimental studies

also suffer several inevitable technical difficulties, including measurement inaccuracy and

intraindividual distributions of cell parameters in the sample.

In addition to experiments, theoretical and numerical analysis are helpful to reveal un-

derlying mechanisms, examine the various effects involved, provide design guidelines for

practical applications, and even to interpret experimentally observed phenomena. Since

theoretical analysis is limited to very simple situations, numerical simulations are often

employed to obtain detailed, in-depth information, especially for that not directly available

from experimental measurements.

Considering the tiny thickness of biological capsules (e.g., ∼10 nm for RBCs) compared

to the capsule size (e.g., ∼8 µm in diameter for RBCs), the capsule membrane can be

treated as a two-dimensional sheet with no mass and thickness. The elastic stress induced

by the membrane in-plane deformation usually is expressed in terms of the strain energy

function, such as the Skalak function for RBCs [12]. Three-dimensional simulations of

RBC deformation using the strain energy function for the membrane mechanics can be

traced back to 1998 when Eggleton and Popel [31] examined the motion of a single RBC

in simple shear flow. In this work, they assumed the internal and external fluid possessed

the same viscosity and ignored the viscoelastic properties of the RBC membrane. The

membrane was represented by the neo-Hookean elastic constitutive relationship. Similar

numerical analysis have been conducted by Abkarian et al. [16], Sui et al. [32] and

Skotheim and Secomb [33] for a single RBC or multiple RBCs. Their results showed that

the motion of RBC was related to interior and suspending viscosities, membrane elasticity,
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geometry, and shear rate. In other words, the RBC can exhibit either tumbling, tank-

treading, or swinging alternately with different combinations of these above parameters.

1.2.2 Typical Numerical Methods of RBC Dynamics

One characteristic for the blood flow in microcirculation is the low Reynolds number, and

thus the flow is generally considered as Stokesian. Although Stokes flows can be de-

scribed with relatively simple linear governing equations, the direct numerical simulation

of the cellular flow system is still a challenging one. This is because the cell geometry

is continuously changing with its deformation, and the simultaneous interaction among

the cells and between cells and the vessel wall makes the modelling and calculations even

more complicated. For classical simulation methods, boundary-fitted meshes need to be

updated dynamically with the cell motion and deformation, and this is complicated and

time-consuming in simulations. Fortunately, there are several numerical techniques that

can effectively avoid these difficulties in RBC simulations

We start with the dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) [34], which is a mesh-free method

for fluids and other soft matters. In DPD, the fluid is represented by a set of particles that

move according to the Newton’s second law. Such particles are interacting with each other

via conservative, dissipative, and random forces. DPD has been employed in simulations

of several RBC phenomenons, such as RBC rotation in the shear flow [35, 36], rouleau

formation and its disaggregation [37, 38], CFL in microvessel [39], and RBC separa-

tion at microvascular bifurcations [40]. In spite of these applications, the computational
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efficiency could be a concern considering a large number of DPD particles and the com-

plex calculation for interaction forces and particle trajectories. Moreover, the algorithm

involves a group of parameters and their quantities are not directly related to macroscopic

parameters [34].

The second approach is the boundary integral method (BIM), which utilizes the linearity of

Stokes flows to express the flow solutions as surface integrals over interfaces and bound-

aries [41]. In BIM, only the cell and vessel-wall surfaces are required to be discretized, and

the difficulties in the volumetric meshing of the complex-shaped flow domain are avoided.

BIM has been employed for simulations of RBC motions, including tank-treading, swing-

ing and tumbling [42, 43], large RBC deformations [44] and multiple cell interactions

[45]. However, two major limitations exist. BIM requires the simulation in a periodic

domain, however, it is difficult to model a system with complicated vessel boundaries. In

addition, BIM is established based on the Stokes equation and therefore it is not applicable

for flows with finite or moderate Reynolds numbers.

Besides the DPD and BIM, the immersed boundary method (IBM) has been extensively

applied to simulate deformable objects in flow fields in recent years. IBM was developed

to simulate the blood flow in the heart by Peskins in the 1970s [46]. One unique feature

of IBM is that it combines the Lagrangian description for the moving/deforming objects

and the Eulerian description for the surrounding flow in a novel approach. It thus avoids

the complicated and time-consuming mesh regeneration. Also, the general IBM algorithm

for incorporating the dynamic flow-structure interaction can be conveniently implemented

in various numerical methods for fluid dynamics, such as the lattice Boltzmann method,

finite element method and finite volume method. Because of these advantages, IBM has
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become a popular choice for simulating the motion and deformation of cells, capsules

and vesicles in flow fields recently [9, 41, 47]. For example, Eggleton and Popel [31]

combined IBM with a finite element treatment of the RBC membrane to simulate large 3D

RBC deformation in a shear flow. Bagchi [48] simulated a suspension containing multiple

cells in a vessel. Zhang et al. [15, 47] developed an integrated immersed boundary-lattice

Boltzmann method (IB-LBM) to study RBC behavior in both shear and channel flow. A

more detailed description of IBM will be presented in section 2.2.1.

1.2.3 Numerical Modelling for RBCs Membrane Viscosity

The RBC membrane shows complex constitutive relations between the membrane defor-

mation and the induced internal stress. These properties can significantly affect the dynam-

ics of individual RBC in flow field and the suspension flow behaviours of multiple cells.

For example, studies show that the RBC membrane is highly deformable and flexible with

very small elastic and bending moduli [49]. In contrast, it has a strong resistance to surface

area change as indicated by a large area dilation modulus [50]. Besides, the membrane

also exhibits viscous response in experimental studies, meaning a stress will be generated

in response to the temporal change in membrane strain [51, 52]. This viscous behaviour

is characterized by the membrane viscosity, which is the proportional coefficient relating

the induced viscous stress to the strain rate in the membrane. Typically, the 2D membrane

strain and stress tensors are decomposed into the shear and dilatational parts, and therefore

two independent membrane viscosities exist, namely the shear and dilatational viscosities
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[2, 9, 50].

In spite of the endeavours mentioned above in modelling other aspects of the complex

membrane mechanics, the membrane viscosity has not been well addressed in RBC mod-

elling and simulations. In the literature, only few RBC simulations considered the mem-

brane viscosity. Noguchi and Gompper [53, 54] modeled the capsule membrane as a

triangular network with tethers connecting membrane nodes. To represent the fluidity of

the membrane, they flipped the tethers between two possible diagonals of two adjacent

triangles based on a Monte Carlo method, and a probability parameter was adjusted to

produce desirable membrane viscosity. Although their technique may appear simple and

convenient for the node-link network representation of membrane, it is not applicable to the

finite element representation typically employed in IBM simulations [2, 9]. The other trial

based on the node-link network representation was proposed by Fedosove et al. [55, 56].

They introduced a dissipative force between two connecting nodes to mimic the viscous

effect in membrane. Yet, their model is not suitable for capsules undergoing significant

deformation [9, 57]. Besides, it cannot be used for general membranes with independent

shear and dilatational viscosities separately.

The practical challenge for implementing membrane viscosity in IBM simulations is the

numerical noise in the membrane viscous stress calculation. To circumvent this difficulty,

Gounley and Peng [58] suggested to spread the membrane viscosity coefficient to fluid

grid nodes in the layer along the membrane. Their strategy is contradictory to the classical

definition of membrane viscosity. Moreover, it is physically not true when the membrane

undergoes no change in deformation. Yazdani and Bagchi [9] proposed to replace the lin-

ear viscous component with a Maxwell viscoelastic element by adding an artificial spring
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in series to the viscous element in order to improve the numerical stability. Although this

is a more thoughtful numerical scheme, several concerns are noticed, including the un-

physical decomposition of the shear and dilatation membrane stresses and the incorrect

adoption of the Prony series for a nonlinear spring. Gounley and Peng [58] introduced

a similar method based on the integral formulation from Christensen [59]; however, this

method is limited to linear elastic membranes and it is not useful for general membrane

strain energy functions such as the Skalak function for the RBC membrane [12]. Other

than these concerns, the algorithms in Refs. [9, 58] involve extensive matrix calculations

and this could affect the computation efficiency.

1.3 Motivations and Objectives

The motivation of my research is to develop algorithms that overcome these concerns for

implementing membrane viscosity in IBM simulations, and then to utilize the developed

models to analyze the effects of membrane viscous stress on capsule dynamics in shear

flows. The following specific objectives will be pursued:

1. To develop accurate and stable numerical schemes for simulating biological capsules

of viscoelastic membranes with IBM;

2. To examine the numerical performances of the developed viscous methods in IBM

simulations, including the accuracy, stability and efficiency;

3. To study the membrane viscosity effects on capsule dynamics in shear flows.
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1.4 Structure of Thesis

This thesis comprises an introductory chapter (Chapter 1), three journal manuscripts (Chap-

ters 2 - 4), and a concluding chapter (Chapter 5). Some information is repeated in Chapters

2 - 4 since they are intended for publication as individual stand-alone manuscripts.

In Chapter 1, after introducing some background information and presenting the up-to-date

literature review, I present the research motivation and problems to be addressed in this

thesis. The basic structure of this thesis and the scientific contributions are also outlined in

this chapter.

Chapter 2, entitled “A finite-difference method with subsampling for immersed bound-

ary simulations of the capsule dynamics with viscoelastic membranes”, proposes a finite-

difference approach for implementing membrane viscosity in IBM. An artificial spring ele-

ment is added in series to the viscous elements to improve the numerical stability. Detailed

mathematical description of the method and key steps for its implementation in immersed

boundary programs are provided. Validation calculations confirm the good agreement with

analytical solutions and previous publications. The membrane mesh resolution indepen-

dent and simulation time step tests are provided. It is concluded that this method would

be a better choice for future IBM simulations of capsule dynamics with viscoelastic mem-

branes.

Chapter 3, entitled “Finite-difference and integral schemes for Maxwell viscous stress cal-

culation in immersed boundary simulations of viscoelastic membranes”, introduces two

new schemes for the membrane viscous stress calculation based on the convolution inte-
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gral expression of the Maxwell viscoelastic element. A set of comprehensive comparisons

among the three algorithms developed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 are conducted from

the aspects of accuracy, stability and efficiency. Firstly, a various of tests for accuracy

are performed using a one-dimensional Maxwell element and a twisting sphere under a

pro-defined sinusoidal deformation. After that, extensive simulations are conducted for

the dynamic deformation of a spherical capsule in shear flow. These tests involve three

viscous stress calculation schemes, different artificial spring constants and membrane vis-

cous stress calculation frequencies. No observable differences are noticed among the three

schemes in terms of numerical accuracy, stability and computational efficiency. The results

are valuable for selecting appropriate simulation parameters in future IBM simulations of

viscoelastic membranes.

Chapter 4, entitled “Similar but different effects of membrane and interior fluid viscosi-

ties on capsule dynamics in shear flows”, presents comprehensive numerical simulations

to distinguish the dynamic effects from membrane and interior fluid viscosities on capsule

dynamics in shear flows. The finite-difference scheme developed in Chapter 2 is used for

the membranes viscous stress calculation in IBM. The results show that the membrane and

interior viscosities have similar however different effects. The variations of various dy-

namic parameters, including the circumference, average membrane velocity, and rotation

frequency, are also analyzed. In addition, an intuitive mechanism is proposed to relate

the membrane velocity and rotation frequency to the capsule deformation and inclination

angle. The observed spoon-like variation patterns for membrane velocity and rotation fre-

quency are explained. Furthermore, the validation of the energy dissipation ratio approach

based on the mathematical functional dependence is examined. This research is valuable
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for a better understanding of the complex capsule dynamics in flows and also suggests that

the membrane viscosity needs to be considered explicitly for accurate and reliable results

in future studies.

Chapter 5 presents the overall conclusions of the thesis and proposes future research based

on this thesis. The dissertation developed three numerical schemes for implementing mem-

brane viscosity in IBM with comprehensive validation tests and analyses for the effects of

membrane viscosity on the capsule dynamics in shear flow. For the future work, several

topics can be explored, such as the effects of membrane viscosity on single RBC dynamics

in shear flow, one or multiple RBCs in tube flow and bifurcation system.

1.5 Statement of Original Contributions

This research has developed three algorithms to implement the viscoelastic membranes in

IBM by using the finite-difference and integral schemes. Unlike previous attempts, these

models are consistent with the classical membrane viscosity definition, and the algorithms

have been carefully validated. The major contributions of this thesis are listed below.

1. The extensive verifications have been conducted for the algorithms from the aspects

of accuracy, stability and computational efficiency. It is demonstrated that the errors

from the viscous stress calculation can be neglected comparing to the other compo-

nents in the IBM simulations. Furthermore, these methods avoid the complicated

matrix calculations and only little extra computation time is required.

2. General suggestions for selecting the simulation parameters are provided. A nondi-
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mensional parameter, the ratio of the relaxation time for the Maxwell element to the

characteristic time for the element deformation, is defined for selecting an appro-

priate spring stiffness. Also, the membrane viscous stress calculation frequency is

analyzed and we recommend to do the calculation at each simulation time step for

better numerical stability.

3. In previous studies, the energy dissipation ratio has been used to represent the mem-

brane viscosity effect by increasing the interior viscosity; however, the applicability

and accuracy of this treatment have not been evaluated carefully. In this study, tests

with various combinations of membrane and interior fluid viscosities are conducted

to analyze the deformation dynamics of a single capsule in shear flow. The results

show that the membrane and interior fluid viscosity have similar however differ-

ent effects on the capsule deformation dynamics. The dissipation ratio is a system-

process-dependent variable and it cannot be treated as a constant even for the same

capsule. This suggests that the membrane viscosity needs to be considered explicitly

for accurate and reliable results in future studies.
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Abstract

The membrane or interfacial viscosity is an important property in many multiphase and

biofluidic situations, such as red blood cell dynamics and emulsion stability. The immersed

boundary method (IBM), which incorporates the dynamic flow-membrane interaction via

force distribution and velocity interpolation, has been extensively employed in simulations

of such systems. Unfortunately, direct implementation of membrane viscosity in IBM suf-

fers severe numerical instability, which causes an IBM calculation to break down before

generating any useful results. Few attempts have been recently reported; however, several

concerns exist in these attempts, such as the inconsistency to the classical definition of

membrane viscosity, the inability to model the shear and dilatational viscosities separately,

the unjustified mathematical formulations, and the complicated algorithms and computa-

tion. To overcome these concerns, in this paper we propose a finite-difference approach

for implementing membrane viscosity in immersed boundary simulations. The viscous

stress is obtained via finite-difference approximations to the differential strain-stress re-

lationship, with the help of a sub-sampling scheme to reduce the numerical noise in the

calculated strain rates. This simple method has also avoided the complicated matrix cal-

culations in previous attempts, and hence a better computational efficiency is expected.

Detailed mathematical description of the method and key steps for its implementation in

immersed boundary programs are provided. Validation and illustration calculations are

performed, and our results are compared to analytical solutions and previous publications

with satisfactory agreement. The influences of membrane mesh resolution and simulation

time step are also examined, and the results show no indication that our finite-difference

method has downgraded the general IBM accuracy. Based on these simulations and anal-
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ysis, we believe that our method would be a better choice for future IBM simulations of

capsule dynamics with viscoelastic membranes.

Keywords

Capsule dynamics, Droplet/Bubble dynamics, Finite-difference method, Front-tracking

method, Immersed boundary method, Interfacial viscosity, Membrane viscosity, Multi-

phase flow
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2.1 Introduction

Since it was first proposed in the 1970s by Peskin [46] to simulate the blood flow in the

heart, the immersed boundary method (IBM) has been utilized extensively for various flow

systems, including fluid-structure interactions, particulate flows, multiphase flows, flows

through heart valves, swimming and flight, settling processes of flexible objects in fluid,

and filament flapping dynamics [60–64]. One attractive feature of IBM is that it combines

the Lagrangian description for the moving/deforming objects and the Eulerian descrip-

tion for the surrounding flow in a novel approach and thus avoids the complicated and

time-consuming mesh regeneration. In addition, IBM provides a general algorithm for in-

corporating the dynamic flow-structure interaction that can be conveniently implemented

in any numerical flow solvers. For this reason, in recent years IBM has become a popular

choice for simulating the motion and deformation of cells, capsules and vesicles in flow

fields [9, 41, 47, 65–69].

To simulate the dynamics of individual capsules in flow field and even the suspension flow

behaviors of multiple capsules, in addition to IBM for the flow-membrane interaction, sev-

eral other challenges exist and tremendous efforts have been devoted in past years. The

membranes of these biological cells and vesicles and synthetic capsules usually show com-

plex constitutive relations between the membrane deformation and the induced internal

stress. For example, studies show that the red blood cell membrane is highly deformable

and flexible with very small elastic and bending moduli; however, it has a strong resistance

to surface area change as indicated by a large area dilation modulus [50]. In addition, ex-

perimental investigations via various techniques [57, 70, 71] have shown that these capsule
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membranes also exhibit viscous characteristics as 2D liquids, meaning that stress will be

induced in response to the strain rate in the membrane. Koleva and Rehage [72, 73] also

studied the membrane properties and capsule dynamics of polysiloxane microcapsules,

and the membrane viscous effect has been observed. Similar viscous behaviors have also

been observed in fluid-fluid interfaces when surfactants or other contaminants are present

[1, 2, 74]. This viscous behavior is characterized by the membrane viscosity, which is the

proportional coefficient relating the induced viscous stress to the strain rate in membrane.

Typically, the 2D membrane strain and stress tensors are decomposed into the shear and

dilatational parts, and therefore two independent membrane viscosities exist, namely the

shear and dilatational viscosities [2, 9, 50, 75]. Experiments have shown that the interfacial

viscosity is an important factor for the dynamic behaviour of foams and emulsions [75, 76];

in particular, the dilatational viscosity is more relevant for short-term foam/emulsion sta-

bility [77, 78]. Furthermore, for membranes, studies have shown that the dilatational vis-

cosity is essential to the coexisting phase domains in Langmuir monolayers [79] and the

relaxation and poration of giant vesicles in electric fields [80].

In spite of the endeavours in modelling other aspects of the complex membrane mechanics,

the membrane viscosity has not been well addressed in IBM capsule simulations. Typically

the finite element representation is adopted to discretize the membrane into triangular el-

ements for three-dimensional (3D) systems or spring elements for two-dimensional (2D)

systems [47, 66]. Several attempts at including the membrane viscosity in simulations

have been reported in the literature. Noguchi and Gompper [53, 54] modeled the capsule

membrane as a triangular network with tethers connecting membrane nodes. To represent

the fluidity of the membrane, they flipped the tethers between two possible diagonals of
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two adjacent triangles based on a Monte Carlo method, and a probability parameter was

adjusted to produce different membrane viscous effects. This technique may appear sim-

ple and convenient for the node-link network representation of membrane; however it is

not applicable to the finite element representation typically employed in IBM simulations

[2, 9, 66, 81], since flipping a link direction between two adjacent triangular elements

causes changes in the reference configurations as well as the shape functions for the two

elements. The single probability parameter is not adequate either to consider independent

shear and dilatational membrane viscosity values. Also based on the node-link network

representation, Fedosove et al. [55, 56] introduced a dissipative force between two con-

necting nodes to mimic the viscous effect in membrane. An expression was derived to

relate the apparent membrane viscosity to the dissipative force parameters. The deriva-

tion was performed by assuming a hexagonal network configuration around a node, and

this will not be true for capsules undergoing significant deformation as shown in previous

simulations and experiments [9, 57, 81]. Again only one membrane viscosity was estab-

lished there and therefore it is not suitable to model general membranes with independent

shear and dilatational viscosities. Moreover, the derived apparent membrane viscosity has

a different dimension (unit Pa·s in Refs. [55, 56]) than that from the classical membrane

viscosity definition (unit N·s/m) [1, 2, 9, 50, 57]; and this makes it difficult for direct

utilization of measured membrane viscosity in simulations. As for the finite element rep-

resentation where the membrane is discretized into 2D triangular elements, Pozrikidis [82]

and Gounley et al. [2] studied the droplet dynamics in shear flow with interfacial viscosity

consistent with its classical definition. However, these studies were performed with the
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boundary integral method.

The practical challenge for implementing membrane viscosity in IBM simulations is the

numerical noise in membrane velocity, which is amplified in the strain rate calculation and

eventually causes the simulations to break down. Please see Appendix A for more details.

To circumvent this difficulty, Gounley and Peng [58] suggested spreading the membrane

viscosity coefficient to fluid grid nodes in the layer along the membrane via the delta func-

tion, similar to the classical force distributing treatment in IBM. No rigorous justification

was presented there, and this method cannot distinguish the shear and dilatational mem-

brane viscosities either. Moreover, the extra fluid viscosity at fluid nodes near the mem-

brane will affect the flow field and flow-membrane interaction even when the membrane

undergoes no change in deformation (i.e., zero strain rate), and this is contradictory to the

classical description of membrane viscosity. For a simple example, considering a mem-

brane placed in a simple shear flow in parallel to the flow and moving with the fluid. The

entire membrane simply moves at a constant velocity and there will be no strain rate in the

membrane. Therefore there is no viscous stress and the membrane viscosity is not play-

ing a role in this system. However, the extra fluid viscosity near the membrane, coming

from the membrane viscosity according to Ref. [58], will cause changes in the velocity

profile as well as the shear stress on the membrane. This is physically not true. For a more

realistic example, we can look at the membrane of a steady, tank-treading capsule or red

blood cell in shear flow. By definition, membrane viscous stress only exists in the area

where the membrane undergoes a local configuration change, and the viscous stress status

depends on the in-plane strain rate. On the opposite, the method in Ref. [58] adds artificial

viscous effect all along the membrane uniformly, regardless of the membrane strain state.
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The extra viscous stress from this approach is related to the local velocity gradient, and

again this is not consistent to the rheological and biomechanical description of interfacial

and membrane viscosity [50, 75].

A more thoughtful numerical scheme to model membrane viscosity for IBM simulations

was proposed by Yazdani and Bagchi [9]. Here the classical definition and formulation of

membrane viscosity were followed (i.e., the viscous stress was calculated from the simul-

taneous strain rate in the membrane). To improve the numerical stability, the linear viscous

component was replaced with a Maxwell viscoelastic element by adding an artificial spring

in series to the viscous element. The spring stiffness needs to be large enough so its ef-

fect on the membrane dynamics can be neglected. A dimensional analysis shows that this

requirement can be expressed by a nondimensional parameter, the ratio of the relaxation

time of the Maxwell element to the characteristic time of the element deformation, and

the membrane elasticity should not be involved (see Sect. 2.3.1 for more details). Instead,

Yazdani and Bagchi [9] used the ratio of the artificial spring stiffness to the membrane

elastic module as a major control parameter when studying the system performance. In ad-

dition, the algorithm was established on the Prony series expression of the time-dependent

modulus; in the meantime, it had assumed that the artificial spring element in the Maxwell

component follows the same stress-strain constitutive relationship as the membrane elastic-

ity. It should be noted that the exponential terms in the Prony series are obtained from the

condition that the spring elements in the Maxwell components respond linearly to their in-

dividual strain rates [83]. Therefore the two aspects in Ref.[9] (the Prony series expression

of the dynamic modulus and the neo-Hookean stress-strain relationship for the artificial

spring component) are contradictory. Moreover, the viscous stress calculation requires a
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decomposition of the elastic stress tensor into the shear and dilatational parts; and the de-

composition method in Refs. [9, 84] leads to non-zero shear and dilatational stresses even

for a membrane at its undeformed, stress-free state. Gounley and Peng [58] has introduced

a similar method based on the integral formulation from Christensen [59]; however, it is

difficult to implement the general membrane strain energy functions such as the Skalak

function for red blood cell membrane [12]. Also, this method did not separate the shear

and dilatational components in stress and strain tensors, and therefore is not suitable for

simulating membranes or interfaces with independent shear and dilatational viscosities. In

addition to these fundamental concerns, the algorithms in Refs. [9, 58] involve extensive

matrix calculations; and the algorithms have not been validated, for example, with com-

parisons to published results, probably due to the lack of such results for capsules in the

literature.

Our aim in this study is to develop a numerical scheme for IBM simulations of flexible cap-

sules with membrane viscosity consistent with the classical definition. Following Yazdani

and Bagchi [9] we also use an artificial spring element to improve the numerical stabil-

ity; however, the strain rate is obtained directly from the membrane dynamic deformation

via the finite element method, and the induced viscous stress is calculated efficiently via

a finite-difference approach. The method can incorporate the shear and dilatational mem-

brane viscosities independently, and various membrane constitutive relationships or even

the surface tension effect for fluid droplets can be considered. Rigorous analysis for the ef-

fect from the artificial spring element is performed, and this provides a guidance for choos-

ing an appropriate value for the artificial spring constant. The finite-difference algorithm

for calculating the viscous stress is first tested for the one-dimensional (1D) Maxwell vis-
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coelastic element, for which analytical solutions are available for comparison. The method

is then applied to simulate the deformation of droplets and capsules in shear flows with var-

ious system parameters, and the calculated droplet deformation is compared to available

published results from Refs. [1, 2]. Effects of membrane mesh resolution and simulation

time step are also evaluated, and direct comparisons show that our finite-difference method

has introduced no negative impact on the IBM simulation accuracy.

2.2 Model Development and Algorithm Implementation

2.2.1 The IBM

Here we present IBM from a practical prospect, while more mathematical descriptions and

analyses can be found in the literature [46, 60, 64]. To solve the flow field (both inside

and outside of the capsule) an appropriate numerical method can be adopted and here

we assume the solution is performed over a uniform Eulerian grid. IBM incorporates the

dynamic interaction between the Eulerian flow field and the Lagrangian capsule membrane

via two steps: the force distribution and the velocity interpolation. When a membrane is

deformed, the membrane force will be developed according to the material constitutive

relationship, as to be discussed in Sect. 2.2.2. The membrane force Fm calculated at a

membrane node xm is then transferred to local fluid nodes x f as body forces F f :

F f (x f ) = ∑
xm

D(x f −xm)Fm(xm) (2.1)
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using a discrete delta function D(x), which is chosen to approximate the properties of the

Dirac delta function [46]:

D(x) = 1
(4δx)3

(
1+ cos πx

2δx

)(
1+ cos πy

2δx

)(
1+ cos πz

2δx

)
, (2.2)

|x| ≤ 2δx , |y| ≤ 2δx ,and |z| ≤ 2δx

D(x) = 0, otherwise.

Here x, y, z are the three elements of location vector x, and δx is the Euler grid resolution.

Other forms for the kernel function D(x) have also been proposed in the literature [64, 66].

On the other hand, as the fluid flows, the membrane moves with the ambient flow and

deforms accordingly. To enforce the no-slip requirement between the flow and the mem-

brane surface, the membrane velocity um(xm) is obtained from the local flow field u via

interpolation, which also uses the kernel function D:

um(xm) = (∆x)3
∑
x f

D(x f −xm)u(x f ) . (2.3)

Here the summation runs over all fluid nodes with D > 0. The membrane location and

configuration can then be updated, for example, using the Euler approximation according

to the membrane velocity um.

2.2.2 Membrane Viscoelasticity

Considering the tiny thickness of biological capsules (e.g., ∼10 nm for red blood cells)

compared to the capsule size (e.g., ∼8 µm in diameter for red blood cells), the capsule
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membrane can be treated as a 2D sheet with no mass and thickness. The elastic stress

induced by the membrane in-plane deformation usually is expressed in terms of the strain

energy function, such as the Skalak function for red blood cells [12]:

Ws =
Es

8
(I2

1 +2I1−2I2)+
Ea

8
I2
2 , (2.4)

where Ws is the strain energy per membrane area, and Es and Ea are, respectively, the shear

and dilation moduli. The strain invariants I1 and I2 are related to the two principle stretch

ratios ε1 and ε2 for a 2D membrane by

I1 = ε
2
1 + ε

2
2 −2 ; I2 = ε

2
1 ε

2
2 −1 . (2.5)

The elastic stress tensor τe can then be obtained from this energy function as [12, 85]

τ
e = τ

e
1e1⊗ e1 + τ

e
2e2⊗ e2 , (2.6)

where

τ
e
1 =

1
ε2

∂Ws

∂ε1
; τ

e
2 =

1
ε1

∂Ws

∂ε2
; (2.7)

are the two principal stresses; and e1 and e2 are their corresponding directions. The princi-

ple directions e1 and e2 can be obtained as the unit eigenvectors of the left Cauchy-Green

deformation tensor G = FFT with F as the deformation gradient matrix [9, 66]. With the

membrane being discretized into triangular elements, the matrix F can be readily calcu-

lated by comparing the deformed and original configurations of each element [86]. The
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strain tensor E is related to matrices G or F as:

E =
1
2
(GT −1) =

1
2
(FT F−1) . (2.8)

The viscous stress τv in membranes or fluid interfaces is typically split into two parts: the

shear viscous stress τv
s induced by the shear (deviatoric) part of the strain rate tensor D,

and the dilatational viscous stress τv
d from the dilatational (hydrostatic) part of D [2, 9, 82,

87, 88]:

τ
v = τ

v
s + τ

v
d = µs [2D− tr(D)I]+µdtr(D)I , (2.9)

where µs and µd are the shear and dilatational membrane viscosities, respectively. The ma-

trix D is the strain rate tensor of the membrane and I is the 2×2 unit matrix. A convenient

way to numerically obtain the strain rate tensor D is to apply a backward finite-difference

approximation to the strain tensor E; whereas another approach is via the membrane ve-

locity gradient [2, 82, 88]

D =
1
2
[
∇mum +(∇mum)

T ] , (2.10)

where ∇m is the gradient operator and um is the membrane velocity, both in the local

membrane plane.

As discussed above, IBM requires the nodal force at each Lagrangian membrane node.

This can be accomplished with the help of the shape functions of the triangular elements

according to the finite element theory [9]. The elastic part of the nodal force can also

be calculated directly from the energy function according to the virtual work principle
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[66, 81]. Other aspects of membrane mechanics, including the bending modulus, area

conservation and intercellular aggregation, can be considered as well [9, 66, 81].

2.2.3 The Finite-Difference Algorithm for the Maxwell Model

The velocity interpolation in Eq. (2.3) inevitably introduces numerical errors in the calcu-

lated membrane velocity. The inaccuracy may appear less significant or even negligible in

the node velocity and position. However, when finite-difference calculations are performed

to approximate the temporal rate or spatial gradient of such variables, significant noises are

observed in the calculated strain rate, even when the flow field itself varies very gently in

space and time (see Appendix A). To model the membrane viscosity directly according

to the mathematical formulation in Sect. 2.2.2, such finite-difference calculations are nec-

essary. The noises in the calculated strain rate or velocity gradient affect the numerical

stability greatly and the simulations cannot proceed. This has been mentioned by Yazdani

and Bagchi [9] using the finite volume method as the flow solver, and it has also been

noticed in our previous unsuccessful attempts using the lattice Boltzmann method to solve

the flow field.

For simplicity and clarity, we employ the Kelvin-Voigt model (Figure 2.1(a)) as an ideal-

ization of the membrane viscoelastic behavior described in Sect. 2.2.2. The elastic part

of the membrane mechanics is represented by the spring element k and the viscous part

is displayed as the dashpot element µ . These two elements are connected in parallel and

thus they share the same membrane deformation and strain. Please note that this is just

an illustration schematic and the dashpot µ can be considered as the shear or dilatational
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Figure 2.1: Schematic drawings showing (a) the Kelvin–Voigt model for viscoelastic mem-
brane mechanics (spring k for membrane elasticity and dashpot µ for membrane viscosity)
and (b) the standard linear solid (SLS) model with an artificial spring k′ added to improve
the numerical stability in IBM simulations. In (b) the dashpot µ and the spring k′ together
form a Maxwell viscoelastic model.

viscous contribution to the membrane stress. In this section, we do not distinguish them

for the algorithm description. Since in IBM the flow-membrane coupling process is a

strain-imposed problem (i.e., we are calculating the membrane stress from the membrane

deformation), the significant errors in strain rate discussed above produce abrupt variations

in the viscous stress from the dashpot. To overcome this difficulty in numerical stability,

we follow previous practices [9, 58] and add an artificial spring element k′ in series to

the dashpot µ (Figure 2.1(b)). Now the dashpot µ and the new spring k′ form a Maxwell

viscoelastic element; and the original Kelvin–Voigt model is transferred into the so-called

standard-linear-solid (SLS) model in the viscoelasticity theory [83]. As to be shown in

Sect. 2.3.1, when the stiffness of k′ is sufficiently large, its effect on the system perfor-

mance becomes negligible. However, with the addition of this spring k′, the stress induced

in the Maxwell element under a given strain ε(t) cannot be expressed explicitly. Previous

attempts used the integral approach [9, 58]; however, several physical and mathematical

concerns exist in these implementations, such as the inability to model neo-Hookean mem-

branes for Ref. [58] and the inconsistency between the linear elasticity assumption for the

Prony series expression and the neo-Hookean Skalak energy function in Ref. [9]. Here

we propose a finite-difference alternative to calculate the stress in the Maxwell element.
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We consider the simple 1D situation as shown in Figure 2.1(b), and the algorithm can be

extended to a 2D sheet with different shear and dilatational viscosities easily as given in

the next section.

Since the dashpot µ and the spring k′ are connected in series, the internal stress in these

two components is the same as that in the overall Maxwell element

σM = σµ = σk′ ; (2.11)

and the strain of the Maxwell element is the sum of those for the dashpot µ and artificial

spring k′

εM = εµ + εk′ ; (2.12)

where all these strain terms are defined according to the same undeformed length of the

Maxwell element. Here we use σ for the stresses and ε for the strains, and subscripts

are used to indicate the corresponding components for these properties: M for the Maxwell

element, µ for the dashpot µ , and k′ for the spring k′. The stresses and strains in the dashpot

µ and spring k′ are related via the coefficients for the viscous dashpot and the linear spring

as

σµ = µε̇µ ; σk′ = k′εk′ . (2.13)

In this equation, µ and k′ have also been used to denote, respectively, the viscosity of the

dashpot µ and the Hookean coefficient of the spring k′. Applying the time rate to Eq. (2.12)

and utilizing relations in Eqs. (2.11) and (2.13) yield

ε̇M =
σM

µ
+

σ̇M

k′
. (2.14)
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This can be considered as the dynamic constitutive relation for the Maxwell element. For a

time interval from t−∆t to t, we can apply the central finite-difference approximation for

the time rate terms

ε̇M(t−∆t/2)≈ εM(t)− εM(t−∆t)
∆t

; σ̇M(t−∆t/2)≈ σM(t)−σM(t−∆t)
∆t

. (2.15)

In the meantime we write the stress at t−∆t/2 as the average of those at t−∆t and t:

σM(t−∆t/2)≈ σM(t−∆t)+σM(t)
2

. (2.16)

Using these approximations, Eq. (2.14) now is written as

εM(t)− εM(t−∆t)
∆t

≈ σM(t−∆t)+σM(t)
2µ

+
σM(t)−σM(t−∆t)

k′∆t
, (2.17)

from which the stress term σM(t) can then be solved as

σM(t)≈ (2µ− k′∆t)σM(t−∆t)+2µk′[εM(t)− εM(t−∆t)]
2µ + k′∆t

. (2.18)

With the initial condition specified [typically the system dynamics starts from a stress-free

state εM(0) = 0 and τM(0) = 0], and a time interval ∆t being selected properly, the above

equation can be employed to calculate the stress in the Maxwell element σM(t) from the

imposed strain function εM(t).
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2.2.4 The Integrated Algorithm for Membrane Viscosity in IBM

The above description is given for the simple 1D situation as shown in Figure 2.1 for clarity,

and the IBM calculation is not involved. Here we describe the detailed algorithm and steps

for applying our finite-difference method to IBM simulations with membrane viscosity.

As demonstrated in Appendix A, the finite-difference time interval ∆t should be large

enough compared to the simulation time step δ t to smear the numerical noise from IBM

velocity interpolation. On the other hand, a too-large ∆t may reduce the finite-difference

accuracy in describing the dynamic membrane deformation. In practice, a frequency num-

ber N can be introduced as ∆t =Nδ t. This means that we only need to do the viscous stress

calculation every N time steps of simulation and the calculated viscous stress will be used

in the next N steps, until the new viscous stress is calculated. We would call this method

the finite-difference method with sub-sampling, since the finite difference estimates are

performed by sub-sampling the membrane deformation (although available at every time

step) at every N time steps. We are aware that this practice may induce numerical errors:

the viscous stress used in the current time step has been calculated some time before. This

could be improved by calculating the viscous stress at each time step nδ t (n > N) from

previously stored stress and strain values at (n−N)δ t, however, at a cost of extra memory

demand considering the relatively large value of N (50∼200) in the following simulations.

Some analysis and tests on the selection of the sub-sampling frequency N will be presented

in Sect. 2.3.2.

Generally, in flow simulations, some initialization work is necessary to start the calculation,

and the simulation time is set as t = 0. After that, the computer program repeats a series of
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calculations for one time step δ t, and the simulation time proceeds from ti to ti+1 = ti+δ t.

Such calculation cycles are repeated till satisfactory results have been obtained: for exam-

ple, the results have converged to a certain accuracy for steady simulations or the process

of interest has been covered by the simulation for unsteady systems. Below we outline the

key steps in one calculation cycle with corresponding equations. Our description focuses

on our method for the membrane viscosity, and details on other components such as the

computational fluid dynamics methods for flow and the finite element methods for mem-

brane can be found in the literature. At the beginning of the i-th cycle we have all property

values at ti−1 available, from the initialization or the previous calculation cycle.

1. Calculate the membrane node velocity um(ti−1) using Eq. (2.3).

2. Calculate the new membrane node position xm(ti) via the Euler scheme:

xm(ti) = xm(ti−1)+um(ti−1)δ t . (2.19)

3. Calculate the local membrane strain tensor E(ti) =

E11 E12

E21 E22

 by Eq. (2.8) for each

membrane element. Note that the strain tensor E is symmetric and E12 = E21.

4. Calculate the elastic membrane stress τe(ti) =

τe
11 τe

12

τe
21 τe

22

 from the constitutive re-

lationship of the membrane material (such as Eq. 2.4) via Eqs. (2.5-2.7). Details of

the implementation of these equations can be found in Refs. [86, 89].

5. Check if the viscous membrane stress needs to be calculated at this time step: If not

(i mod N > 0), skip the calculations in this step, and move to Step 6 to complete the
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rest calculations in the cycle; If yes (i mod N=0), perform the following calculations:

(a) Calculate the shear (Es
11 and Es

12) and dilatational (Ed
11) strain tensor elements:

Es
11 =

E11−E22

2
, Es

12 = E12 , and Ed
11 =

E11 +E22

2
. (2.20)

All other elements are directly related to these three (Es
21 = Es

12, Es
22 = −Es

11,

and Ed
22 = Ed

11) or simply zeros (Ed
12 = Ed

21 = 0). The three independent strain

elements, Es
11, Es

12 and Ed
11, should be stored for next viscous stress calculation

after N time steps.

(b) Calculate the three independent viscous stress elements from the corresponding

strain elements above using the following equations, which are direct modifi-

cations of Eq. (2.18):

τ
v,s
11 (ti)≈

(4µs− k′s∆t)τv,s
11 (ti−N)+4µsk′s[E

s
11(ti)−Es

11(ti−N)]

4µs + k′s∆t
, (2.21)

τ
v,s
12 (ti)≈

(4µs− k′s∆t)τv,s
12 (ti−N)+4µsk′s[E

s
12(ti)−Es

12(ti−N)]

4µs + k′s∆t
, (2.22)

τ
v,d
11 (ti)≈

(4µd− k′d∆t)τv,d
11 (ti−N)+4µdk′d[E

d
11(ti)−Ed

11(ti−N)]

4µd + k′d∆t
; (2.23)

and other viscous stress elements are

τ
v,s
21 = τ

v,s
12 , τ

v,s
22 =−τ

v,s
11 , τ

v,d
22 = τ

v,d
11 , and τ

v,d
12 = τ

v,d
21 = 0 . (2.24)

The three independent viscous stress elements, τ
v,s
11 , τ

v,s
12 and τ

v,d
11 , will be used

in Step 6 for the next N time steps.
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6. Add the elastic and viscous stresses together for each membrane element:

τ = τ
e + τ

v,s + τ
v,d =

τe
11 + τ

v,s
11 + τ

v,d
11 , τe

12 + τ
v,s
12

τe
12 + τ

v,s
12 , τe

22− τ
v,s
11 + τ

v,d
11

 . (2.25)

7. Convert the total local membrane stress τ to nodal forces on the three vertices of

each element. See details in Refs. [9, 86].

8. Distribute the nodal forces to neighboring fluid nodes according to Eq. (2.1).

9. Calculate the flow field u(ti) using an appropriate numerical method, with the mem-

brane nodal forces included. Details for this step depend on the particular numerical

method employed.

10. Return to Step 1 for the next cycle.

It can be seen from the above algorithm outline that our method has a simple algorithm and

introduces very limited extra demand for computation and memory in Step 5.

2.3 Results and Discussion

2.3.1 Nondimensional Analysis and Numerical Tests for the 1D Maxwell Model

We first conduct nondimensional analysis on the governing equation Eq. (2.14) for the

Maxwell element. Introducing the characteristic stress σ0, strain ε0, and time T0 for the

Maxwell viscoelastic element, the following nondimensional variables can be defined:

σ
∗
M =

σM

σ0
; ε

∗
M =

εM

ε0
; σ̇

∗
M =

σ̇M

σ0/T0
; and ε̇

∗
M =

ε̇M

ε0/T0
. (2.26)
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Eq. (2.14) is then rewritten to the following nondimensional form:

τ

T0
σ̇
∗
M +σ

∗
M =

µε0

T0σ0
ε̇
∗
M , (2.27)

where τ = µ/k′ is the relaxation time of the Maxwell element [83]. The first term on the left

hand side of this equation represents the effect from the artificial spring k′, and the second

term represents the effect of the original dashpot µ . The coefficient τ/T0, the nondimen-

sional relaxation time, can be considered as the relative weight of k′-effect compared to that

from the dashpot µ . The smaller τ/T0, the less significant the role of the artificial spring

k′ in determining the overall strain-stress dynamics of the Maxwell element. When using

IBM simulating membrane dynamics, the imposed strain is calculated from the membrane

deformation. The k′ value should be selected according to the membrane viscosity and the

strain variation; the membrane elasticity should not be involved. Yazdani and Bagchi [9]

and Gounley and Peng [58] used the ratio of the shear elastic modulus k to the artificial

spring constant k′ as a primary control parameter to justify their selections of the artificial

spring constant value. This practice is incorrect according to our nondimensional analysis

above as well as our test calculations below in this section.

We next conduct some numerical tests for the 1D Maxwell element in Figure 2.1(b). The

membrane elastic part is not involved so it is not considered here. To obtain an analytical

solution of the stress, we impose a model deformation

εM(t) = ε0[1− cos(2πt/To)] . (2.28)

Here ε0 serves as the variation amplitude and T0 as the variation period. Assuming the
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system starts from the stress-free state with σM(0) = 0, the viscous stress can be solved

analytically with the following solution:

σM(t) = µωε0

[
sin(ωt)−ωτ cos(ωt)+ωτ exp(−t/τ)

ω2τ2 +1

]
, (2.29)

where ω = 2π/T0 is the variation frequency. For a large artificial spring constant k′, the

relaxation time τ = µ/k′ approaches 0 and we therefore have ωτ = 2πτ/T0→ 0. Under

this situation, the last two terms in the numerator and the ω2τ2 term in the denominator in

the above equation are negligible, and the solution is simplified to

σµ(t) = lim
k′→∞

σM(t) = µωε0 sin(ωt) = µε̇M(t) , (2.30)

meaning the Maxwell element reverses back to the original dashpot µ and the effect of the

artificial spring k′ disappears. This is consistent with our nondimensional analysis above

and will be confirmed next in our test calculations. To quantify the artificial inaccuracy

induced by adding the artificial spring k′ to the dashpot µ , we define the following discrep-

ancy parameter

L =
∫ T0

0

[σM(t)−σµ(t)]2

[σµ(t)]2
dt , (2.31)

where σM(t) and σµ(t) are calculated from Eqs. (2.29) and (2.30), respectively.

We calculate this error parameter for systems with various dashpot viscosity µ , strain pe-

riod T0, and the spring constant k′ values. The calculated discrepancy L are plotted in

Figure 2.2. The discrepancy L appears decreasing with k′ linearly in the log-log plot. To

achieve a certain accuracy, a larger k′ is required for a larger dashpot viscosity µ (Figure
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Figure 2.2: The dependence of the artificial error L on the spring constant k′ under different
situations: (a) a constant strain period T0 = 100 and different dashpot viscosity µ = 0.1,
0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, and 10 (from bottom to top); and (b) a constant dashpot viscosity µ = 1
and different strain period T0 = 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, and 1000 (from top to bottom).
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Figure 2.3: The dependence of the artificial error L on the nondimensional relaxation time
τ/T0. This graph covers all data points in Fig. 2.2 with blue circles for data points from
Figure 2.2(a) and red crosses for those from Figure 2.2(b). They all fall on a single curve
on this graph, indicating the relative error L only depends on the nondimensional relaxation
τ/T0.

2.2(a)) or a smaller variation period T0 (Figure 2.2(b)). The data points in these two graphs

appear identical, even though they were obtained with different system parameters (see

details in the caption text of Figure 2.2). Actually, when plotting these L values versus

the nondimensional relaxation time τ/T0 = µ/k′T0 in Figure 2.3, the 112 data points with

various combinations of µ , k′ and T0 values in Figure 2.2 condense to 21 points and they

fall onto a single curve, indicating that there exists a one-to-one relationship between L and

τ/T0. To choose an appropriate value for k′ in IBM simulations, one should compare the

relaxation time τ to the characteristic time of the membrane variation (such as the rotation

period for a capsule in shear flows). The membrane elastic modulus k is not involved.

We now perform some simple calculations for the 1D Maxwell element under the imposed
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strain Eq. (2.28) to validate our finite-difference approach for the viscoelastic stress. We

first look at the influence of the finite difference time interval ∆t on the calculation ac-

curacy. We take µ = 1 for the dashpot, k′ = 0.5 for the spring, and ε0 = 1 and T0 = 20

for the imposed strain (Figure 2.4(a)), all non-dimensional. Figure 2.4(b) displays the cal-

culated stresses with different ∆t = T0/5, T0/10, and T0/20, and the difference between

the calculated and theoretical values are shown in Figure 2.4(c). Fairly good results are

observed there even for a coarse finite-difference approximation with ∆t = T0/5, and ex-

cellent agreement between the calculated and analytical stresses is achieved when finer

resolutions ∆t = T0/10 and T0/20 are adopted. Obviously, the accuracy improves as ∆t de-

creases. We also calculate the relative errors between the calculated and analytical stresses

by

L2 =

[
∑(σM,n−σM,t)

2

∑σ2
M,t

] 1
2

, (2.32)

where both summations include all available data points in Figures 2.4 (b, c). The cal-

culated L2 values are: 0.126 for ∆t = T0/5, 2.80×10−2 for ∆t = T0/10, and 6.70×10−3

for ∆t = T0/20. Plotting these L2 errors vs. the finite difference time interval ∆t on a log-

log graph exhibits a straight line of slope 2.11, suggesting a second order convergence of

our method with ∆t. However, in actual IBM simulations, the membrane strain calculated

from the capsule deformation contains significant noise, and a too small ∆t will cause se-

vere numerical instability. The calculations here suggest that our algorithm can provide a

reasonably good accuracy with a relatively large interval ∆t; and this aspect is important for

IBM simulations. We test ∆t = (50 ∼ 200)δ t in our next droplet and capsule simulations

and find the difference among them is negligible.

We also conduct calculations with different k′ values to illustrate how our numerical so-
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Figure 2.4: Validation of our finite-difference algorithm with the 1D Maxwell model. The
imposed strain εM(t) is shown in (a), and the effect of the finite difference time interval
∆t is examined in (b). The errors between the numerical results from our finite-difference
method using different ∆t (σM,n) and the theoretical values from Eq. (2.29) (σM,t) are
displayed in (c). The performance of our algorithm with different spring constant k′ is
also displayed in (d). In (b) and (d), the thick lines are the analytical solutions from Eq.
(2.30) for the limit of k′→ ∞; the thin lines are obtained from Eq. (2.29); and the symbols
are calculated using our method Eq. (2.18). The arrows in (d) indicate the direction of k′

increasing from 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, to 10.

lution agrees to the analytical expression Eq. (2.29) and how it approaches the dashpot

solution Eq. (2.30) as k′ increases (Figure 2.4(c)). The time interval ∆t is set at T0/20.

It clearly shows that our numerical solutions match the corresponding analytical solutions

very well for all k′ values tested here. As the k′ increases (i.e., the ratio τ/T0 decreases), the

k′ effect gradually disappears and the Maxwell element reduces back to the simple dashpot
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µ . For k′ > 2, the difference becomes almost indistinguishable in Figure 2.4(d).
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Figure 2.5: Simulated droplet deformation D (a) and inclination θ (b) in shear flow for
Ca = 0.33, λ = 1, Bqs = 5, and Bqd = 0. The inset in (a) shows the definitions of the
deformation index D and inclination angle θ .

2.3.2 Droplet Deformation in Shear Flow

Although our purpose of this work is for capsule simulations, it can be utilized for droplet

dynamics simulations as well, simply by replacing the elastic stress tensor τe in Eq. (2.6)

with γI, where γ is the surface tension. The calculation for the viscous stress is the same

for membranes and fluid interfaces. The reason for simulating droplet deformation here

is to further validate our method by comparing our results to those published in a few

previous studies on interfacial viscosity effects [1, 2, 82]. We use the lattice Boltzmann

method to solve the flow in a cubic domain with a droplet of radius a placed at the center.

The side length of the cubic computational domain is set as 2πa [9]. The ambient fluid

viscosity is µo and the droplet viscosity is µi. The external shear flow of a shear rate γ̇

is generated by applying opposite velocities on the top and bottom domain boundaries.
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The characteristic time for this system is chosen as T0 = 1/γ̇ . The initial spherical droplet

interface is discretized into 5120 triangular elements. More details on the simulation setup

and numerical techniques can be found in Appendix B and Ref. [81]. As in previous studies

[1, 2, 82], the following nondimensional numbers are taken as controlling parameters for

the system performance:

viscosity contrast: λ =
µi

µo
; (2.33)

Capillary number: Ca =
µoγ̇a

γ
; (2.34)

Boussinesq numbers: Bqs =
µs

µoa
, and Bqd =

µd

µoa
. (2.35)

To describe the droplet deformation, two parameters are typically utilized: the Taylor de-

formation index D = (l−w)/(l +w) (l and w represent, respectively, the major and minor

axes of the deformed ellipsoidal droplet in the shear plane); and the inclination angle θ

(the angle between the flow direction and the major axis in the shear plane). See the inset

of Figure 2.5(a) for an illustration of the definitions of D and θ . Figure 2.5 shows the

droplet deformation processes for a system with Ca = 0.33, λ = 1, Bqs = 5, and Bqd = 0

with ∆t = 100δ t and τ/T0 = 1/20. It can be seen there, as observed in previous studies for

droplets and capsules [2, 9, 58, 81], the droplet gradually deforms into a stable ellipsoidal

shape with a constant inclination angle in the shear plane. Once the stable state established,

the droplet performs the so-called tank-treading rotation with no further apparent change

in shape and orientation.

Different finite difference time interval ∆t and relaxation time τ have been tested for this

same system, and the calculated stable deformation and orientation values are compared to
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Table 2.1: Simulated droplet deformation D and inclination θ using various finite differ-
ence time interval ∆t and relaxation time τ . The results from Refs. [1, 2] are also provided
for comparison.

N = ∆t/δ t τ/T0 Deformation D Inclination Angle θ (o)
50 1/20 0.206 25.0

100 1/20 0.206 25.0
200 1/20 0.206 25.0
100 1/10 0.205 25.4
100 1/40 0.207 24.7

Gounley et al. 2016 [2] 0.213 25.4
Flumerfelt 1980 [1] 0.231 31.9

those from the theoretical analysis by Flumerfelt [1] and the boundary integral simulation

by Gounley et al. [2] in Table 2.1. It can be seen that the effects of these tested ∆t and τ

values are relatively minor and they yield very close results in both droplet deformation and

orientation. It suggests that our method can work well with relatively wide ranges of these

parameters; such insensitivity is favorable since it makes the selection of these parameters

easier for future applications of this method. Both our results and those by Gounley et al.

[2] deviate from the theoretical predictions by Flumerfelt [1] quite noticeably. This should

not be surprising since the analysis in Ref. [1] had assumed small droplet deformation.

The droplet deformation from our calculations is smaller and the inclination angles are

similar when compared to the numerical results in Ref. [2]. Since there are no other results

available in the literature, it is inappropriate at present to make further comments on the

accuracy of our and Gounley et al.′s methods.

More simulations are performed for droplets in shear flows with different interfacial vis-

cosities and capillary numbers, and the results are plotted in Figure 2.6 as filled symbols.

Also shown there are the results from previous studies by Flumerbelt [30] (lines) and Goun-

ley et al. [2] (open symbols). For the droplet deformation, our calculations reveal similar

trends for the interfacial viscosity effect as previous studies: The shear viscosity Bqs re-
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Figure 2.6: Simulated droplet deformation D (a, c) and inclination angle θ (b, d) in shear
flow for systems with different Boussinesq numbers Bqs and Bqd . Results from previous
studies [1, 2] are also displayed for comparison.

duces the droplet deformation index D (Figure 2.6(a)); however, the dilatational viscosity

Bqd enhances the droplet deformation (Figure 2.6(c)). While the depressing effect of Bqs

on D might be anticipated, the enhancing effect of Bqd on D is interesting and somehow

counterintuitive. Considering the system complexity here, it is difficult to provide quali-

tative explanation and analysis for this observation. The increase in droplet deformation

D with the capillary number Ca is obvious due to the smaller interfacial tension γ associ-

ated with a larger Ca. On the other hand, the dependences of the inclination angle θ on

interfacial viscosities Bqs and Bqd are much complicated. In Figure 2.6(b), the Flumer-

felt analysis [1] predicts that the inclination angle would always decrease with the shear

interfacial viscosity Bqs. However, according to numerical results from both the boundary
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integral method [2] and the immersed boundary method (our present study), this trend is

only true for small deformation D, and an opposite dependence relationship is observed for

larger deformation. Even for the Ca = 0.1 systems with D ∼ 0.1, the agreement between

numerical studies and the Flumerfelt theory for θ is worse than that for deformation index

D. In Figure 2.6(d), the effect of Bqd on θ appears much less evident, and the Flumerfelt

theory seems over-predict the inclination angle compared to the numerical results from

Gounley et al. [2] and this current study. Overall, the effects of Bqs and Bqd on both

D and θ are more dramatic in the low viscosity range. For the systems considered here,

the droplet deformation and inclination become approximately constant for Bqs > 20 and

Bqd > 10.

When comparing the numerical results from Gounley et al. [2] by the boundary integral

method and ours by the immersed boundary method, we find they agree well in the incli-

nation angle θ for both the Bqs and Bqd cases (Figure 2.6(b, d)). The deformation D from

these two studies exhibit very similar variation behaviors with Bqs and Bqd; however, ob-

vious differences in magnitude can be seen in Figure 2.6(a, c). Since these are the only two

numerical studies available for such systems with interfacial viscosities considered, we are

not able to comment on the accuracy. For the few clean droplet situations (Bqs = Bqd = 0),

the results from our calculations and those in Ref. [2], in spite of the differences, are both

in the acceptable range from the literature. For example, Ref. [90] collects droplet de-

formation results in shear flows from various numerical and experimental studies, and it

shows a range of D = 0.222 ∼ 0.250 for Ca = 0.2. At this capillary number, D = 0.234

from our calculation falls in the middle and D = 0.221 from Gounley et al. [2] locates at

the low end of the reported range.
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Figure 2.7: Simulated capsule deformation D (a) and inclination angle θ (b) in shear flow
with different shear Boussinesq numbers Bqs. The symbols indicate the states at which the
snapshots in Figure 2.8 are taken.

2.3.3 Spherical Capsule Deformation in Shear Flow

As the motivation of this research is to develop a numerical scheme for membrane viscos-

ity, here we apply our method to simulate the deformation processes of spherical capsules

in shear flows. The Skalak constitutive relation Eq. (2.4) is adopted for the membrane

elasticity and only the shear membrane viscosity is considered (i.e., Bqd = 0) for the area

conservation in typical biological capsules. For the demonstration purpose here, we set

C = 1, λ = 1, and the capillary number Ca = µ0γ̇a/Es = 0.3. The only varying parameter

in the following simulations is the nondimensional shear viscosity Bqs, unless otherwise

specified. The simulated capsule deformation D and inclination angle θ are plotted in

Figure 2.7. In addition, the initial spherical capsule and several representative deformed

shapes are displayed in Figure 2.8. With the absence of membrane viscosity (Bqs = 0), the

capsule quickly deforms into a stable ellipsoidal shape with D = 0.433 and θ = 23.3o (Fig-

ure 2.8(b)). When the shear membrane viscosity increases gradually (Bqs = 2, 5 and 10),

the developing processes are prolonged and oscillations are noticed in both D and θ . The

oscillations eventually die out and a stable droplet shape and inclination are established.
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Wrinkles are also developed on the membrane for Bqs = 10 (Figure 2.8(d)), although the

capsule shape and orientation are steady after the initial transient period γ̇t > 20. Fur-

ther increasing the membrane viscosity (Bqs = 20 and 40) results in a higher oscillation

frequency and a longer decaying time. The equilibrium deformation index (D as t → ∞)

keeps decreasing with Bqs for these cases, although the decreasing becomes less steep at

large Bqs. On the other hand, the inclination angle decreases with the shear viscosity first,

from 23.3o for Bqs = 0 to∼ 13.9o for Bqs = 10. After that (Bqs = 20 and 40), in addition to

the stronger oscillation, the inclination angle starts to increase back: the equilibrium angle

is∼ 14.9o for Bqs = 10 and∼ 16.3o for Bqs = 40. These values are estimated based on our

simulations up to time γ̇t = 32.5. Such behaviors are different from those observed for the

Bqs effect on droplet deformations in Figure 2.6(a, b), where no oscillations are noticed and

both D and θ become insensitive to Bqs > 20. The membrane winkle patterns appear stable

during the deformation and inclination oscillation process for Bqs > 10 (Figures 2.8d-l).

Similar membrane wrinkles have also been reported in previous studies [9, 69]. Despite the

concerns regarding the numerical formulations in Refs. [9, 58], similar oscillations have

been reported in these previous studies, indicating the membrane viscous effect has been

somehow represented in those methods.

The above capsule calculations are performed with a triangular mesh of 5120 membrane

elements based on previous studies for non-viscous membranes [66, 81]. Next we ex-

amine the mesh-accuracy dependence when the finite-difference method for membrane

viscosity is involved. Unlike the general practices in IBM convergence studies where the

Lagrangian-Eulerian grid ratio was fixed [91, 92], here we maintain the same Eulerian grid

used in above droplet and capsule simulations: the 120δx× 120δx× 120δx cubic simu-
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lation box and the undeformed capsule radius a = 19.10δx. By doing so we can exclude

the Eulerian grid resolution effect on simulation results from the flow solver (the lattice

Boltzmann method in this work, see Appendix B for details). Four different membrane

meshes are considered:

– Mesh #1: 320 elements with the average edge length of 5.717δx;

– Mesh #2: 1280 elements with the average edge length of 2.879δx;

– Mesh #3: 5120 elements with the average edge length of 1.442δx; and

– Mesh #4: 20480 elements with the average edge length of 0.721δx.
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Figure 2.9: Comparisons of the simulated capsule deformation D (a) and inclination angle
θ (b) using different membrane meshes.

A finer level mesh is obtained by subdividing each triangular element of a course level

mesh into four new elements, and the new nodes are then projected radially onto the sphere

surface of radius a [43]. Mesh #1 is constructed by repeating the subdivision process twice

from the regular icosahedron, which has 20 identical equilateral triangular faces. Mesh

#3 has been used in the above droplet and membrane simulations. Figure 2.9 displays the

capsule deformation index D (a) and inclination angle θ (b) for the Bqs = 0 and BqS = 10
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cases. The calculations with Mesh #1 (black dashed lines) do not converge due to the large

element size, and the results from Mesh #1 will not be considered in our next discussions.

For the case with Mesh #2 at Bqs = 0, the simulation does not converge either: the de-

formation D keeps increasing and the inclination angle θ keeps decreasing, approximately

linearly with simulation time (blue lines). However, using the same Mesh #2, the simula-

tion for Bqs = 10 yields fairly good results in both deformation D and inclination θ . This is

probably due to the smaller capsule deformation with Bqs = 10, meaning that the capsule

is less stretched and therefore the relatively course Mesh #2 is less deteriorated. The results

from Meshes #3 and #4 match each other very well in Figure 2.9, indicating that Mesh #3

used in above droplet and capsule simulations is fine enough and those simulation results

are reliable. It should be noted that, although the average element edge length of Mesh #3 is

relatively large (1.442δx) compared to the Eulerian fluid grid δx, the 4δx-thick immersed

boundary layer in Eq. (2.2) helps to smooth out the discrete effect from the relatively

sparse membrane nodes. For a more explicit comparison, we list the capsule deformation

and inclination values at γ̇t = 4.17 (the instant of the maximum deformation for Bqs = 10)

in Table 2.2a. The relative errors ED and Eθ between results from two consecutive meshes

are also calculated there. We see the error magnitudes in the Bqs = 10 cases are smaller

for ED and slightly larger for Eθ ; however, we would not overinterpret the differences in

these small error values. For example, the inclination angle θ has tiny differences between

Meshes #3 and #4, 0.016o for Bqs = 0 and 0.038o for Bqs = 10. Such < 0.05o angle de-

viations are well acceptable in the literature for droplet and capsule simulations [81, 90].

We also notice that, unlike the small differences listed in Table 2.2a, the deviations in
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Figure 2.10: Comparisons of the simulated capsule deformation D (a) and inclination angle
θ (b) using Meshes #3 and #4 of under dynamic shear with Bqs = 0.

both D and θ between Meshes #3 and #4 for Bqs = 10 become slightly larger later of the

simulations (γ̇t > 10, Figure 2.9). Since this is not observed for the Bqs = 0 cases, which

are stable in the later stage, we hypothesize the different behaviors are due to the unsteady

capsule dynamics in Bqs = 10 cases. To verify this assumption, we simulate the capsule

dynamics with Bqs = 0 under a dynamic shear rate γ̇(t) = γ̇0[1+0.1sin(2πγ̇0t/10)], which

varies about shear rate γ̇0 at an amplitude of 0.1γ̇0 and a period of 10/γ̇0. The shear rate γ̇0 is

set for a reduced capillary number Ca = µ0γ̇0a/Es = 0.15 so we can have similar capsule

deformations to that for Bqs = 10 in Figure 2.9(a) [81]. The oscillation period 10/γ̇0 is

chosen according to the deformation variation curve in 5 < γ̇t < 15 in Figure 2.9(a). The

variations of deformation index and inclination angle in response to this dynamic shear

rate are displayed in Figure 2.10. It can be seen there that, similar to the Meshes #3 and

#4 curves in Figure 2.9, the agreement between the two sets of results is excellent in the

early stage (γ̇0t < 10), and the deviations grow gradually as simulations proceed longer.

This clearly confirms our initial hypothesis that the larger deviations in the later stage of

simulations for Bqs = 10 in Figure 2.9 are due to accumulation of numerical errors and

they are not introduced by our finite-difference method for membrane viscosity.
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Table 2.2: Effects of different membrane mesh resolutions, simulation time steps, and
finite-difference schemes on the result accuracy for capsule simulations.

(a) Effect of the membrane mesh resolutions in elastic (Bqs = 0) and viscoelastic (Bqs = 10) capsule simulations.

Mesh D ED
(1) θ (o) Eθ

(1)

Bqs = 0
Mesh #2 0.4388722 23.40104
Mesh #3 0.4345484 9.96×10−3 23.51034 4.65×10−3

Mesh #4 0.4342053 7.92×10−4 23.52626 6.77×10−4

Bqs = 10
Mesh #2 0.3589808 16.18897
Mesh #3 0.3583316 1.81×10−3 16.29732 6.65×10−3

Mesh #4 0.3583688 1.04×10−4 16.33489 2.30×10−3

(b) Effect of the simulation time steps in elastic (Bqs = 0) and viscoelastic (Bqs = 10) capsule simulations.

δ t D ED
(1) θ (o) Eθ

(1)

Bqs = 0
1.333×10−4 0.4346157 23.55958
6.667×10−5 0.4345484 1.55×10−4 23.51034 2.09×10−3

3.333×10−5 0.4344999 1.12×10−4 23.48645 1.02×10−3

Bqs = 10
1.333×10−4 0.3583676 16.59339
6.667×10−5 0.3583316 1.00×10−4 16.29732 1.82×10−2

3.333×10−5 0.3582654 1.85×10−4 16.15217 8.99×10−3

(c) Comparison of the sub-sampling and moving-average schemes for the finite-difference approximation of strain
rate in viscoelastic (Bqs = 10) capsule simulations.

D ED
(2) θ (o) Eθ

(2)

Sub-Sampling Scheme 0.3583316 16.29732
Moving-Average Scheme 0.3584090 1.08×10−4 16.31122 4.26×10−4

Notes: (1) The error is calculated by dividing the absolute difference of the two values in
the same and above rows of the left column by the value in the same row of the left
column. (2) The error is calculated by dividing the absolute difference of the two values
in the same and above rows of the left column by the average of them.

Another concern is the time step effect associated with our finite-different method. Similar

to the above comparisons for the membrane mesh effect, we simulate the capsule deforma-

tion processes for Bqs = 0 and Bqs = 10 using three different time steps: δ t = 1.333×10−4,

δ t = 6.667×10−5 and δ t = 3.333×10−5, all nondimensional. The intermediate time step

δ t = 6.667×10−5 has been used in our above simulations. The deformation and inclina-

tion angle evolution curves would be visually indistinguishable if we plot them in graphs,

and thus we list the D and θ values at γ̇t = 4.17 in Table 2.2b. Again these values indi-
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cate that the time step we use is appropriate and our method has not imposed any more

strict requirements on the simulation time step. Furthermore, one anonymous reviewer has

suggested the moving-average scheme instead of the sub-sampling scheme for the finite-

difference approximation of strain rate. In place of the first equation in Eq. (2.15), the

suggested moving-average finite-difference scheme can be expressed as

ε̇M(t−∆t/2)≈ ε̄M(t−∆t/2)− ε̄M(t−3∆t/2)
∆t

(2.36)

for the viscous stress calculation at t. Here ε̄M is the average of strain εM over a finite

difference interval ∆t:

ε̄M(t−∆t/2) =
∑

N−1
i=0 εM(t− iδ t)

N
, ε̄M(t−3∆t/2) =

∑
N−1
i=0 εM(t−∆t− iδ t)

N
. (2.37)

Eqs. (2.21-2.23) should be modified accordingly by replacing the strain elements with

these corresponding average values. This scheme is tested with the Bqs = 10 case. Again

because of the excellent agreement to our sub-sampling scheme, we present the result

comparison in Table 2.2c instead of using figures. The small relative differences in both

D and θ suggests both the sub-sampling and moving-average schemes can be adopted in

combination with our finite-difference method for membrane viscous stress calculations.

2.4 Summary and Concluding Remarks

We have developed a finite-difference approach with sub-sampling for IBM simulations

with membrane viscous effect considered. Due to the inherent numerical noise in the
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membrane node velocity, direct implementation of the membrane viscosity in IBM cal-

culations introduces severe numerical instability. Recognizing that the characteristic time

of membrane dynamics is typically much larger than the time step of flow simulation, we

propose to calculate the membrane viscous stresses via the finite-difference method from

the membrane deformation over a time interval. The method has been described in details

and its implementation in the general IBM algorithm has been outlined. Compared to the

other few methods in the literature for membrane viscosity in IBM, our method has sev-

eral theoretical and practical advantages, such as the consistency to the classical membrane

viscosity definition, the ability to include independent shear and dilatational membrane vis-

cosities, the simple algorithm formulation, and the easy implementation in IBM programs.

The method has been further analyzed and validated by comparing our calculated results

to theoretical solutions and previous numerical studies. Good agreement was observed in

these comparisons. At last, we have also applied our method to simulate the capsule de-

formation process in shear flow. Our calculations reveal that the membrane viscosity can

reduce the capsule deformation and even transfer the capsule motion from tank-treading

to oscillation modes. The inclination angle decreases with the membrane viscosity to an

apparent minimum value, before strong oscillations in capsule deformation and orientation

are observed at high membrane viscosity. Accompanied with the appearance of capsule

oscillation, the equilibrium inclination angle starts to increase from the minimum value.

Similar behaviors have also been noticed in previous studies [9, 58]. Effects of the mem-

brane mesh resolution and simulation time step have also been carefully examined, and

the results show no apparent influence of our method on the simulation accuracy. These

validation and demonstration simulations suggest that our method could be a better option

for implementing membrane/interfacial viscosity in existing IBM programs for simulating
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of droplet and capsule dynamics.

At last, we acknowledge that the main focus of this article is to present the method and

algorithm. The simulations conducted in this work just serve the purposes of numerical

confirmation, validation, and illustration. We have not attempted to investigate any partic-

ular systems or phenomena thoroughly. However, even with the limited cases calculated

here, several interesting features have been noticed, including the opposite effects of shear

and dilatational interfacial viscosities on droplet deformation, the insensitivity of droplet

deformation and orientation to high interfacial viscosities, and the complex capsule re-

sponse to membrane viscosity. These behaviors as well as their relationships to system

parameters all deserve further careful examinations.
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A Demonstration and Analysis of the Numerical Noise in Calculated

Strain Rate from the IBM Interpolated Velocity

Here we present a 2D example to demonstrate the numerical noise resulted in the IBM

calculated strain rate, and also the improvement from our finite-difference approach with

sub-sampling. The flow considered here is the ideal corner flow, for which the stream

function is given by

ψ = 3x2y− y3 , (2.38)

and the streamlines from this equation are plotted in Figure 2.11(a). We choose one stream-

line ψ = 0.2 (the blue curve in Figure 2.11(a)), and assume a membrane is moving with

the flow along this streamline. This system is purely for the demonstration purpose and

one should not interpret it too much physically, such as how to generate this flow and how

to force the membrane to move along the streamline. We now considered a point on the

membrane, which locates at

x0 =

√
0.2+ y3

0
3y0

=
1

350

√
142649

3
= 0.623 , y0 =

49
50

= 0.98


at time t = 0, indicated as the first circle along the blue streamline in Figure 2.11(a). A time

step δ t = 0.0015 is selected and the point positions (xi,yi) at ti = iδ t are obtained along the

streamline. In total 500 such positions are considered in the following discussion, and the

positions at every 50δ t are displayed in Figure 2.11(a) as circles. The particle displacement

over each time step varies in a range of 1.5∼ 6×10−3, which is small enough considering

the gentle flow variation in space. A smaller time step δ t = 0.0005 has also been tested, and
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the observations are similar to those to be presented below; however, 1500 time steps are

required to cover the same range along the streamline. This process can also be interpreted

as the movement of a membrane element: The two nodes of this element locate at (x0,y0)

and (x1,y1) at t = 0, and they move to, respectively, (xi,yi) and (xi+1,yi+1) at t = iδ t.

To mimic the discrete flow field from a numerical simulation, we create a 100× 100

grid for the space in Figure 2.11(a): x ∈ [0,1] and y ∈ [0,1]. The grid resolution is then

δx = 0.01. The velocity at such grid nodes can be readily calculated from Eq. (2.38) using

the grid node coordinates. The interpolated velocity for the membrane point at (xi,yi) is

then obtained from the following 2D version of Eqs. (2.2-2.3):

D(x) = 1
(4δx)2

(
1+ cos πx

2δx

)(
1+ cos πy

2δx

)
, |x| ≤ 2δx and |y| ≤ 2δx , (2.39)

D(x) = 0, otherwise ;

un(xm) = (∆x)2
∑
x f

D(x f −xm)u(x f ) . (2.40)

Here the membrane position xm = (xi,yi) is calculated above at different ti by integrating

the theoretical velocity along the streamline, and the fluid velocity u(x f ) is the IBM inter-

polated velocity at grid node x f . Hereafter, we use the subscript n for numerical values and

the subscript t for theoretical values from Eq. (2.38). Figure 2.11(b) compares the inter-

polated (un and vn, dashed lines) to the theoretical (ut and vt , solid lines) velocities along

the streamline ψ = 0.2, and the differences are displayed in Figure 2.11(c). The error in

the interpolated velocity is approximately 5% of the velocity magnitude. Please note that

this is not relevant to the time step δ t (see Eqs. 2.39-2.40), and the errors are purely from

IBM interpolation since the flow velocities at grid nodes are exact. In spite of the deviation
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noticed here, the velocity and the velocity difference curves in Figures 2.11(b, c) appear

smooth with no significant noise.
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Figure 2.11: (a) The flow streamlines from the stream function Eq. (2.38), (b) the velocities
u and v along the ψ = 0.2 streamline (blue in a), and (c) the difference between the IBM
interpolated velocity and the theoretical velocity from Eq. (2.38). The circles along the
ψ = 0.2 streamline in (a) show the positions of a particle along this streamline at different
time instances: the first circle at t = 0 and the last at t = 500δ t with an interval of 50δ t
between. The time step is δ t = 0.0015.

We then examine the strain rate along the streamline calculated from the interpolated

velocity (un, vn) via the backward finite difference with different sampling interval Nδ t

[82, 88]:

ε̇n(xi) =
(un, i−un, i−N) · (xn, i−xn, i−N)

|xn, i−xn, i−N |2
. (2.41)

When N = 1, the sampling interval ∆t = δ t and Eq. (2.41) is simply the regular backward

finite-difference scheme. Figure 2.12 displays (a, a′) the membrane strain rates obtained

analytically (ε̇t , solid lines) and numerically using different sampling frequency N (ε̇n,

dashed lines and symbols) and (b, b′) the difference ε̇n− ε̇t as the membrane particle mov-

ing along the streamline. It can be seen that, unlike the relatively smooth curves for the

interpolated velocity in Figure 2.11(b), the calculated strain rate from a simple backward
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finite-difference scheme with N = 1 (dashed lines in Figure 2.12) exhibits strong noisy

variations all the way along the streamline. Clearly, the abruptly varying strain rate ε̇n

with N = 1 will result in noisy viscous stresses according to Eqs. (2.9) and (2.13), and

consequently the sudden variations in membrane nodal forces can damage the numerical

stability of the IBM simulations, as mentioned in Ref. [9] and experienced in our previous

attempts. The variations in ε̇n with N = 1 in Figures 2.12 (b, b′) exhibit a smaller amplitude

and a lower frequency in the period 280δ t < t < 360δ t. The variations also show some

periodicity, and the period is ∼ 5δ t for t < 50δ t and ∼ 15δ t for 280δ t < t < 360δ t. To

understand this phenomenon more quantitatively, we check the sharp turning points (i.e.,

local minimums) in Figures 2.12 (b, b′), and find that they all occur when the membrane

point crosses a grid line. For example, t = 21δ t is one turning point at the early stage of

the process, and we have y20 = 0.8840 and y21 = 0.8793, indicating that the membrane

point has just crossed the y = 88δx = 0.88 horizontal grid line. Similarly, t = 326δ t is

another turning point in the center part of the streamline, and we read x325 = 0.5598 and

x326 = 0.5610, i.e., the membrane point has just crossed the x = 56δx = 0.56 vertical grid

line. This analysis clearly suggests that the quasi-periodic variations are induced by the

interpolation scheme Eq. (2.40), since whenever a grid line is crossed, a different set of

stencil grid nodes x f will be utilized in the interpolation. This yields discontinuity in the

interpolated velocity (although almost invisible in Figure 2.11(b)) and the noise becomes

much more profound when calculating the strain rate from the interpolated velocity via the

regular backward finite-difference method.

When a larger sampling interval Nδ t is adopted, the improvement in the calculated

ε̇n is significant. For N = 5 (black circles) and N = 10 (blue squares), we still see some

variations in Figure 2.12, but much less dramatic. Further increasing the sampling interval
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Figure 2.12: (a, a′) The strain rates along the streamline ψ = 0.2 from theory (solid lines)
and calculated with different finite intervals (dashed lines and symbols), and (b, b′) the
differences of the calculated strain rates from the theory (dashed lines and symbols). The
left panels show the entire time period 0 ≤ t ≤ 500δ t, and the right panels enlarge the
period 200δ t ≤ t ≤ 320δ t for a better view of details. The black straight lines in (b) and
(b′) are plotted to indicate the zero-difference state.

to N = 20 (red diamonds) and 40 (purple triangles) can reduce the periodic noise more

effectively, and the calculated ε̇n appears more stable. We also calculate the L2 errors by

L2 =

[
∑(ε̇n− ε̇t)

2

∑ ε̇2
t

]1/2

, (2.42)

where the summations are conducted for all calculated ε̇n values. The L2 errors are:

8.63×10−2 for N = 1, 3.93×10−2 for N = 5, 3.66×10−2 for N = 10, 3.40×10−2 for

N = 20, and 2.88×10−2 for N = 40. We do not see a quick decrease in the L2 errors with

the increase in N, since the difference between ε̇n and ε̇t in Figure 2.12 does not become

smaller as we have N increased from 20 to 40. The reason for this inefficiency of larger N

values is simple: ε̇n is calculated from the interpolated velocity, and the upstream interpo-

lation errors in velocity cannot be removed by the downstream finite-difference schemes

for the ε̇n calculation.
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B The Lattice Boltzmann Method for Flow Field and Simulation Setup

In this work we employ the lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) [93] to solve the flow field.

In LBM, the fluid is modeled as pseudo-particles moving over a lattice domain at discrete

time steps. The major variables in LBM are the density distributions fi(x, t), representing

the particle amount moving with the i-th lattice velocity ei at position x and time t. The time

evolution of density distributions is governed by the so-called lattice Boltzmann equation:

fi(x+ eiδ t, t +δ t) = fi(x, t)+Λi( f ) , (2.43)

which can be considered as a discrete version of the Boltzmann equation in classical statis-

tical physics [93]. Here δ t is the time step, and Λi is the collision operator incorporating the

change in fi due to the particle collisions. When an external body force F f (such as gravity

or the spread membrane force at fluid nodes in IBM) exists, a forcing term f F
i should be

added to the right-hand-side of Eq. (2.43) [94]:

f F
i = αi

(
1− 1

2τ

)(
ei−u

c2
s

+
ei ·u
c4

s
ei

)
·F f . (2.44)

The collision operator is typically simplified with the single-time-relaxation approximation

[93]

Λi( f ) =−
fi(x, t)− f eq

i (x, t)
τ

, (2.45)
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where τ is the relaxation parameter. The equilibrium distribution f eq
i can be expressed as

f eq
i = ραi

[
1+

u∗ · ei

c2
s

+
1
2

(
u∗ · ei

c2
s

)2

− u∗ ·u∗

2c2
s

]
. (2.46)

Here ρ = ∑i fi is the fluid density and u∗= u+ δ tF/(2ρ)= ∑i fiei/ρ + δ tF/(2ρ) is the

equilibrium velocity for f eq
i calculation. Other parameters, including the lattice sound

speed cs and weight factors αi, depend on the lattice structure employed. Through the

Chapman-Enskog expansion [94], one can recover the macroscopic continuity and mo-

mentum (Navier-Stokes) equations from the above-defined LBM algorithm:

∂ρ

∂ t
+∇ · (ρv) = 0 , (2.47)

∂v
∂ t

+(v ·∇)v =− 1
ρ

∇P+
µ

ρ
∇

2v+F f ,

where µ = (2τ − 1)c2
s δ t/2ρ is the fluid viscosity, P = c2

s ρ is the fluid pressure, and v =

u+F f δ t/(2ρ) is the corrected flow velocity.

In this work, we utilize the D3Q19 (3D and 19-lattice velocity) lattice model, and the

19 lattice velocities are



e0

e1

e2

...

e18



T

=


0 0 1 0 −1 0 0 1 1 −1 −1 0 1 0 −1 0 1 0 −1

0 1 0 −1 0 0 0 1 −1 −1 1 1 0 −1 0 1 0 −1 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 −1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 −1 −1 −1 −1


δx
δ t

,
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where δx is the lattice grid space. The lattice weight factors for the D3Q19 model are α0 =

1/3, α1−6 = 1/18, and α7−18 = 1/36; and the lattice sound speed is cs = (1/
√

3)δx/δ t.

The 3D simulation box is 120δx× 120δx× 120δx in dimension, and the lattice grid is

δx = 0.0524a (a is the radius of the undeformed droplet or capsule). The simulation time

step δ t = 6.667×10−4γ̇−1 (γ̇ is the imposed shear rate). As in typical LBM calculations,

the initial fluid density is ρ(t = 0) = 1 and the relation parameter is τ = 1. All these val-

ues are nondimensional, and other variables can be calculated from these values once the

nondimensional control parameters Ca, Bqs, and Bqd are given. The shear flow is intro-

duced by applying boundary velocities with the same magnitude but opposite directions on

the top and bottom boundaries. More details on the simulation setup can be found in Ref.

[81].
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Abstract

The immersed boundary method (IBM) has been frequently utilized to simulate the motion

and deformation of biological cells and capsules in various flow situations. Despite the

convenience in dealing with flow-membrane interaction, direct implementation of mem-

brane viscosity in IBM suffers severe numerical instability. It has been shown that adding

an artificial elastic element in series to the viscous component in the membrane mechanics

can efficiently improve the numerical stability in IBM membrane simulations. Recently

Li and Zhang (Int J Numer Meth Biomed Engng, 35: e3200, 2019) proposed a finite-

difference method for calculating membrane viscous stress. In the present paper, two new

schemes are developed based on the convolution integral expression of the Maxwell vis-

coelastic element. We then conduct several tests for the accuracy, stability, and efficiency

performances of these three viscous stress schemes. By studying the behavior of a one-

dimensional Maxwell element under sinusoidal deformation, we find that a good accuracy

can be achieved by selecting an appropriate relaxation time. The twisting sphere tests

confirm that, compared to the numerical errors induced by other components in capsule

simulations, such as the finite element method for membrane discretization and IBM for

flow-membrane interaction, the errors from the viscous stress calculation are negligible.

Moreover, extensive simulations are conducted for the dynamic deformation of a spherical

capsule in shear flow, using different numerical schemes and various combinations of the

artificial spring constants and calculation frequency for the membrane viscous stress cal-

culation. No difference is observed among the results from the three schemes; and these

viscous stress schemes require very little extra computation time compared to other com-

ponents in IBM simulations. The simulation results converge gradually with the increase
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of the artificial spring stiffness; however, a threshold value exists for the spring stiffness to

maintain the numerical stability. The viscous stress calculation frequency has no apparent

influence on the calculation results but a large frequency number can cause the simulation

to collapse. We therefore suggest to calculate the membrane viscous stress at each simula-

tion time step, such that a better numerical accuracy can be achieved. The three numerical

schemes have nearly identical performances in all aspects and they can all be utilized in

future IBM simulations of viscoelastic membranes.

Keywords

Viscoelastic membrane · Membrane viscosity · Immersed boundary method · Red blood

cell · Finite difference method · Integral scheme · Computational fluid dynamics
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3.1 Introduction

The membrane viscous effect on deformation and dynamics of red blood cells and other

biological vesicles has been of interest to fundamental and clinic research for decades

[50, 57, 95–97]. Due to the difficulty in direct measurements, numerical simulations be-

come valuable tools for such microscopic biological systems. The immersed boundary

method (IBM) [60, 64, 98] has been utilized extensively to study many complex flow sys-

tems, including the motion and deformation of biological vesicles and cells in various flow

situations [9, 47, 55, 58, 66, 68, 69]. However, numerical instability has been encoun-

tered when IBM is applied for viscoelastic biological membranes [9, 99]. Recently, Li and

Zhang [99] explored the underlying mechanism and attributed the sudden change in the in-

terpolated velocity when a boundary node crosses the Eulerian grid lines as the cause of the

numerical instability. To overcome this difficulty, Yazdani and Bagchi [9] and Gounley and

Peng [58] added an artificial spring in series to the viscous component of the membrane,

and the stress in the combined Maxwell element was solved using the integral techniques

that have been often used in finite element simulations of viscoelastic materials [59, 100].

As pointed out by Li and Zhang [99], several concerns exist in these attempts, including the

contradiction between the Prony series expression and the neo-Hookean stress-strain rela-

tionship for the artificial elastic spring, the lack of capacity to model general membrane

constitutive relationships, and the complex matrix computation required. For a better rep-

resentation of the viscoelastic membranes in flows, a finite-difference (FD) approach has

been developed in Ref. [99]. This method was carefully validated and numerical calcula-

tions were performed to demonstrate the membrane viscous effects on capsule deformation
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dynamics in shear flows.

Despite the satisfactory performance of the FD algorithm, the successful applications of the

integral approach in viscoelastic finite element calculations [59, 100] motivated us to devise

appropriate numerical schemes based on the convolution integral expression of membrane

viscous stress for IBM simulations. In this paper, two such integral algorithms are pre-

sented and their performances in accuracy, stability, and efficiency are compared to the

FD method. Results show that all these three numerical models have virtually identical

performances in our test simulations and they can be employed for IBM simulations of

viscoelastic membranes. The analysis and discussions provide in-depth information on

the effects of the numerical schemes and simulation parameters on the overall simulation

accuracy, and such information could be helpful for selecting appropriate values for such

parameters in future IBM simulations.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we briefly review the classical

formulations for the IBM algorithm and membrane viscoelastic mechanics for biological

cells and capsules. In Section 3.3, the FD method from Ref. [99] is described first and

then the two new integral schemes for viscoelastic membranes are developed. The three

numerical schemes are then evaluated for their performances in accuracy, stability, and

efficiency in Section 3.4. At last, Section 3.5 summarizes the results and findings.
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3.2 Immersed Boundary Method and Membrane Mechanics

3.2.1 The Immersed Boundary Method

A flexible membrane may deform significantly under the hydrodynamic interaction be-

tween the fluid flow and the membrane, and internal stresses will be developed according

to the material constitutive relationship, as to be discussed in Sect. 3.2.2. In IBM simula-

tions, a membrane is represented by a series of boundary nodes, and the membrane force

Fm at a membrane node xm can be calculated from the membrane stresses using the finite

element theory [9, 99, 101]. The nodal force Fm is then transferred to nearby fluid nodes

x f as a body force F f in the Navier-Stokes equation:

F f (x f ) = ∑
xm

D(x f −xm)Fm(xm) (3.1)

where the discrete delta function D(x) is given by [46]:

D(x) = 1
(4δx)3

(
1+ cos πx

2δx

)(
1+ cos πy

2δx

)(
1+ cos πz

2δx

)
, (3.2)

|x| ≤ 2δx , |y| ≤ 2δx ,and |z| ≤ 2δx

D(x) = 0, otherwise.

Here x, y, z are the three elements of location vector x, and δx is the Euler grid resolution.

Other forms for the function D(x) have also been proposed in the literature [60, 64, 66].

The membrane nodes move with the ambient flow and the configuration thus deforms con-

tinuously. The node velocity um(xm) can be obtained from the flow field u via interpolation,
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which also uses function D:

um(xm) = (∆x)3
∑
x f

D(x f −xm)u(x f ) . (3.3)

Here the summation runs over all fluid nodes with D > 0. When neglecting the interpo-

lation errors, the interpolated membrane node velocity matches the ambient flow and thus

the no-slip requirement between fluid and membrane is satisfied. The membrane node lo-

cations can then be updated, for example, using the Euler approximation according to the

membrane velocity um.

3.2.2 Membrane Viscoelasticity

For a thin membrane with negligible thickness and mass, the elastic stress caused by in-

plane membrane deformation can be obtained from the strain energy function, such as the

Skalak function for red blood cell membrane [12]:

Ws =
Es

8
(I2

1 +2I1−2I2)+
Ea

8
I2
2 , (3.4)

where Ws is the strain energy per membrane area, and Es and Ea are, respectively, the shear

and dilation moduli. I1 and I2 are the strain invariants and they can be calculated from the

two principle stretch ratios ε1 and ε2 in the local two-dimensional (2D) membrane plane as

I1 = ε
2
1 + ε

2
2 −2 ; I2 = ε

2
1 ε

2
2 −1 . (3.5)
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The principle stresses associated with these two principle stretch ratios are

τ
e
1 =

1
ε2

∂Ws

∂ε1
, τ

e
2 =

1
ε1

∂Ws

∂ε2
; (3.6)

and the principle directions e1 and e2 can be obtained as the unit eigenvectors of the left

Cauchy–Green deformation tensor G = FFT with F as the deformation gradient matrix

[9, 66]. With the membrane being discretized into triangular elements, the matrix F can be

readily calculated by comparing the deformed and original configurations of each element

[86]. The strain tensor E is related to matrices G or F as:

E =
1
2
(GT − I) =

1
2
(FT F− I) . (3.7)

The elastic stress tensor τe can then be obtained from the principle stresses and directions

[9, 12]

τ
e = τ

e
1e1⊗ e1 + τ

e
2e2⊗ e2 . (3.8)

For dynamic processes, the membrane deformation varies with time, and viscous stresses

could be introduced as well in response to the strain change in membrane. The viscous

stress τv in membrane is typically expressed in two parts: the shear viscous stress τv
s in-

duced by the shear (deviatoric) part of the strain rate tensor D, and the dilatational viscous

stress τv
d from the dilatational (hydrostatic) part of D [2, 9, 82, 87, 88]:

τ
v = τ

v
s + τ

v
d ; τ

v
s = µs [2D− tr(D)I] ; τ

v
d = µdtr(D)I . (3.9)
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The coefficients µs and µd are the shear and dilatational membrane viscosities, respectively.

The matrix D is the strain rate tensor of the membrane and I is the 2×2 unit matrix. The

strain rate tensor D can be obtained via the membrane velocity gradient [2, 82, 87, 88]

D =
1
2
[
∇mum +(∇mum)

T ] , (3.10)

where ∇m is the gradient operator and um is the membrane velocity, both in the local

membrane plane. Please note that we work in the local 2D plane of the membrane, and

the projection tensor (typically denoted by P) for the three-dimensional strain rate tensor

in previous studies [82, 87, 88] is not necessary here.

At last, the total viscoelastic stress τ developed in membrane due to its dynamic deforma-

tion is simply the sum of the elastic and viscous stresses [9, 82, 87, 88]:

τ = τ
e + τ

v. (3.11)

With the total viscoelastic stress tensor τ obtained from Eq. (3.11), the nodal force at each

Lagrangian membrane node can be calculated using the shape functions of the triangular

elements according to the finite element theory [9, 99, 101]. Other aspects of the membrane

mechanics, such as the bending modulus, area conservation, and intercellular aggregation

[9, 66, 81], are not considered in this study for simplicity.
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3.3 Numerical Schemes for Membrane Viscosity in IBM

3.3.1 The Maxwell Viscoelastic Model for Stability Improvement

The velocity interpolation in Eq. (3.3) inevitably introduces numerical errors in the cal-

culated membrane velocity [99]. When calculating the membrane viscosity directly ac-

cording to the mathematical formulation in Sect. 3.2.2, the noises in the calculated strain

rate affect the numerical stability greatly and the simulations cannot proceed [9, 99]. To

improve the system stability, Yazdani and Bagchi [9] proposed to add an artificial spring

element in series to the original membrane viscous component; and this technique has been

proven to be effective [9, 58, 99].

According to the membrane viscoelastic stress given in Eq. (3.11), the elastic and viscous

stresses respond independently to the same membrane strain function. This suggests that

membrane viscoelastic behavior can be conceptually visualized by the Kelvin–Voigt model

in Figure 3.1(a). The elastic part of the membrane mechanics is represented by the spring

element k and the viscous part is displayed as the dashpot element µ . These two elements

are connected in parallel and thus they share the same membrane deformation and strain.

To improve the numerical stability, we follow previous practices [9, 58] and add an artifi-

cial spring element k′ in series to the dashpot µ (Figure 3.1b). Now the dashpot µ and the

new spring k′ form a Maxwell viscoelastic element; and the original Kelvin–Voigt model is

transferred into the so-called standard-linear-solid (SLS) model in the viscoelasticity the-

ory [83]. When the stiffness of k′ is sufficiently large, its effect on the system performance

becomes negligible [99]. We would like to clarify that the elastic part of the membrane me-
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chanics (Eq. 3.8, represented by the spring k in Figure 3.1) is not involved in the viscous

stress calculation, and therefore in the next descriptions, we focus on the viscous stress part

only.

(b)

k

µ µ
k’

k

(a)

Figure 3.1: Schematic drawings showing (a) the Kelvin–Voigt model for viscoelastic mem-
brane mechanics (spring k for membrane elasticity and dashpot µ for membrane viscosity)
and (b) the standard linear solid (SLS) model with an artificial spring k′ added to improve
the numerical stability in IBM simulations. In (b) the dashpot µ and the spring k′ together
form a Maxwell viscoelastic model.

Since the dashpot µ and the spring k′ are connected in series, the internal stress in these

two components is the same as that in the overall Maxwell element

σM = σµ = σk′ ; (3.12)

and the strain of the Maxwell element is the sum of those for the dashpot µ and artificial

spring k′

εM = εµ + εk′ ; (3.13)

where all these strain terms are defined according to the same undeformed length of the

Maxwell element. Here we use σ for the stresses and ε for the strains, and subscripts

are used to indicate the corresponding components for these properties: M for the Maxwell

element, µ for the dashpot µ , and k′ for the spring k′. The stresses and strains in the dashpot

µ and spring k′ are related via the coefficients for the viscous dashpot and the linear spring
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as

σµ = µε̇µ ; σk′ = k′εk′ . (3.14)

In this equation, µ and k′ have also been used to denote, respectively, the viscosity of the

dashpot µ and the Hookean coefficient of the spring k′. Applying the time rate to Eq. (3.13)

and utilizing relations in Eqs. (3.12) and (3.14) yield

σ̇M +
1
τ

σM = k′ε̇M , (3.15)

where τ = µ/k′ is the relaxation time of the Maxwell element [83]. This can be considered

as the dynamic constitutive relation for the Maxwell element.

In IBM membrane dynamics simulations, the strain rate in a membrane element is avail-

able from the flow field via Eq. (3.10), and the viscous stress is required to calculate the

membrane node forces [9, 58, 81]. Unlike the linear, straightforward relation between

the viscous stress and strain rate in Eq. (3.9), the explicit solution for the Maxwell vis-

cous stress σM(t) from Eq. (3.15) under an arbitrary strain function εM(t) is not available.

Therefore, appropriate numerical schemes are necessary to calculate the membrane vis-

cous stress from the membrane strain. Below three numerical methods are presented for

this purpose, including the FD method from Ref. [99] and two new methods based on

the convolution integral solution of Eq. (3.15). Please note that the above relations and

the numerical schemes below are all given for the one-dimensional (1D) Maxwell element

in Figure 3.1b, which is just an illustrative representation of membrane mechanics. Ta-

ble 3.1 lists the necessary substitutions when applying these relations to IBM membrane

calculations.
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Table 3.1: Parameter substitution for applying the numerical schemes in this work to IBM
simulations of viscoelastic membranes.

1D Maxwell Model Shear Membrane Viscosity Dilatational Membrane Viscosity
εM E− tr(E)I/2 tr(E)I/2
ε̇M D− tr(D)I/2 tr(D)I/2
σM τv

s τv
d

µ 2µs 2µd
k′ k′s k′d

3.3.2 Scheme FD: The Finite-Difference Method for Maxwell Viscous Stress

Consider the IBM membrane simulation currently at time t. For the time interval from

current time t to t +∆t (where ∆t is the finite difference interval for viscous stress calcu-

lation), we can apply the central finite difference approximation for the time rate terms in

Eq. (3.15) as

ε̇M(t +∆t/2)≈ εM(t +∆t)− εM(t)
∆t

; (3.16)

σ̇M(t +∆t/2)≈ σM(t +∆t)−σM(t)
∆t

. (3.17)

In the meantime we write the stress at t +∆t/2 as the average of those at t and t +∆t:

σM(t +∆t/2)≈ σM(t)+σM(t +∆t)
2

. (3.18)

Using these approximations, Eq. (3.15) now is written as

k′
[

εM(t +∆t)− εM(t)
∆t

]
≈ 1

µ

[
σM(t)+σM(t +∆t)

2

]
+

[
σM(t +∆t)−σM(t)

∆t

]
, (3.19)
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from which the stress term σM(t) can then be solved as

σM(t +∆t)≈
(

2τ−∆t
2τ +∆t

)
σM(t)+

(
2∆t

2τ +∆t

)
µ

[
εM(t +∆t)− εM(t)

∆t

]
. (3.20)

With the initial condition specified [typically the system dynamics starts from a stress-free

state εM(0) = 0 and τM(0) = 0], and a time interval ∆t being selected properly, the above

equation can be employed to calculate the stress in the Maxwell element σM(t) from the

imposed strain function εM(t). This method is referred to as the FD scheme in the rest of

this paper.

3.3.3 Scheme Int1: The First Integral Scheme for the Maxwell Viscous Stress

In the viscoelasticity theory [83], the stress in the Maxwell element (Figure 3.1b) under a

strain history εM(t) is given as a convolution integral

σM(t) = k′
∫ t

0
e−

t−s
τ ε̇M(s)ds . (3.21)

Similarly, the stress σM(t +∆t) at time t +∆t can be written as

σM(t +∆t) = k′
∫ t+∆t

0
e−

t+∆t−s
τ ε̇M(s)ds , (3.22)

which can be further expressed as

σM(t +∆t) = e−
∆t
τ σM(t)+ k′

∫ t+∆t

t
e−

t+∆t−s
τ ε̇M(s)ds . (3.23)
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During the small time interval from t to t +∆t, we assume the strain rate ε̇M constant as

the finite-difference approximation in Eq. (3.16), and the integral term in Eq. (3.23) can

be expressed as

∫ t+∆t

t
e−

t+∆t−s
τ ε̇M(s)ds≈

[
εM(t +∆t)− εM(t)

∆t

]∫ t+∆t

t
e−

t+∆t−s
τ ds

= τ

(
1− e−

∆t
τ

)[
εM(t +∆t)− εM(t)

∆t

]
. (3.24)

Combining Eqs. (3.23) and (3.24), we now write the stress for the Maxwell element at

t +∆t from the previous value at time t as

σM(t +∆t)≈ e−
∆t
τ σM(t)+

(
1− e−

∆t
τ

)
µ

[
εM(t +∆t)− εM(t)

∆t

]
. (3.25)

This makes up another numerical scheme for membrane viscosity and we refer it as the

scheme Int1 since this is our first method based on the integral stress expression Eq. (3.21).

This scheme may appear similar to the formulations in previous integral methods for mem-

brane viscosity [9, 58]; however, fundamental differences exist among them. First, our

method treats the artificial spring k′ independently to the membrane elasticity (represented

by the spring k in Figure 3.1). This allows us to use a linear Hookean spring for k′ to apply

the convolution integral expression Eq. (3.21), and in the meantime an appropriate consti-

tutive relation for the membrane elasticity, such as the Skalak function Eq. (3.4), can be

adopted in IBM simulations. As explained in Ref. [99], requiring the artificial spring k′ to

follow the same elastic relation as the membrane is unnecessary and also causes the con-

volution integral solution Eq. (3.21) invalid. Also, our method avoids the complex matrix

computation in Refs. [9, 58], since each element of the membrane viscous stress tensor τv
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is obtained individually from the corresponding strain and strain rate elements.

3.3.4 Scheme Int2: The Second Integral Scheme for the Maxwell Viscous Stress

The integral term in Eq. (3.23) can also be reformed as follows using the integration by

parts rule:

∫ t+∆t

t
e−

t+∆t−s
τ ε̇M(s)ds =

∫
εM(t+∆t)

εM(t)
e−

t+∆t−s
τ dεM

=
[
εM(s)e−

t+∆t−s
τ

]t+∆t

t
−
∫ s=t+∆t

s=t
εM(s)d

[
e−

t+∆t−s
τ

]
. (3.26)

Similar to the approximation for the Maxwell viscous stress σM in Eq. (3.17), we assume

that the strain εM during the time interval t to t +∆t is approximately constant as

εM(s)≈ εM(t)+ εM(t +∆t)
2

, s ∈ [t, t +∆t] ; (3.27)

and therefore the last term in Eq. (3.26) becomes integrable:

∫ s=t+∆t

s=t
εM(s)d

(
e−

t+∆t−s
τ

)
≈
[

εM(t)+ εM(t +∆t)
2

]∫ s=t+∆t

s=t
d
(

e−
t+∆t−s

τ

)
=
(

1− e−
∆t
τ

)[
εM(t)+ εM(t +∆t)

2

]
. (3.28)

Putting these relations together one can obtain the following expression as our second

integral scheme Int2:

σM(t +∆t)≈ e−
∆t
τ σM(t)+

(
1+ e−

∆t
τ

)(
∆t
2τ

)
µ

[
εM(t +∆t)− εM(t)

∆t

]
. (3.29)
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Table 3.2: The coefficients in the general expression Eq. (3.30) for viscous stress σM for
different numerical schemes and the key assumptions involved in the derivations of these
schemes.

Numerical Schemes FD Int1 Int2
A 2τ−∆t

2τ+∆t e−
∆t
τ e−

∆t
τ

B 2∆t
2τ+∆t 1− e−

∆t
τ

(
1+ e−

∆t
τ

)(
∆t
2τ

)
Assumptions Eqs. (3.16–3.18) Eq. (3.16) Eqs. (3.17) and (3.27)

It is interesting to notice that the three numerical schemes in Eqs. (3.20), (3.25) and (3.29)

have similar expressions for the viscous stress σM(t +∆t), and we hence write them in the

following unified form:

σM(t +∆t)≈ AσM(t)+Bµ

[
ε(t +∆t)− ε(t)

∆t

]
= AσM(t)+Bµε̇M(t +∆t/2) , (3.30)

with the expressions for coefficients A and B varying with different schemes as given in

Table 3.2. Also listed there are the key assumptions adopted in the derivations of these

schemes.

3.4 Results and Discussion

Three numerical schemes are described in the previous section for calculating the mem-

brane viscous stress. Although with similar final expressions, they are established via

different mathematical paths and adopt different assumptions. In this section, we examine

their performances from three different perspectives, namely the accuracy, stability, and ef-

ficiency. The test systems include the 1D Maxwell unit under a cosine-like imposed strain,
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the twisting deformation of a spherical shell, and the deformation dynamics of a spheri-

cal capsule in shear flow. These systems are carefully designed and selected to serve our

evaluation and comparison purposes.

3.4.1 1D Maxwell Element Test

To test the validity and accuracy of a numerical algorithm, usually one can compare the

results from this algorithm with theoretical or reliable numerical results. Scheme FD has

been validated in Ref. [99] by comparing its results to the theoretical solution of the 1D

Maxwell model and to the numerical results from boundary integral method simulations for

drop deformation and inclination in shear flows with various interfacial viscous situations.

No such tests were performed for the previous methods in Refs. [9, 58]. Next, we first

apply the three schemes to the 1D Maxwell system in Ref. [99] and examine the effect of

the spring constant k′ on the relative errors to the theoretical solution.

We consider the 1D Maxwell element in Figure 3.1b (including the dashpot µ and the

artificial spring k′). The spring k (representing the elastic part of membrane mechanics) is

not involved in the viscous stress calculation and it will not be discussed here. We impose

a model deformation

εM(t) = ε0[1− cos(2πt/T0)] , (3.31)

where ε0 serves as the variation amplitude and T0 as the variation period. Assuming the

system starts from the stress-free state with σM(0) = 0, the viscous stress can be solved
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theoretically with the following solution:

σM,t(t) = µωε0

(
sinωt−ωτ cosωt +ωτe−t/τ

ω2τ2 +1

)
, (3.32)

where ω = 2π/T0 is the variation frequency. For a large artificial spring constant k′, the

relaxation time τ = µ/k′ approaches 0. Under this situation, the last two terms in the

numerator and the ω2τ2 term in the denominator in the above equation become negligible,

and the solution is simplified to

σµ(t) = lim
k′→∞

σM,t(t) = µωε0 sinωt = µε̇M(t) , (3.33)

meaning that the Maxwell element reduces back to the original dashpot µ only and the

effect of the artificial spring k′ disappears.

In our next calculations, we use the following parameters for the Maxwell element: strain

variation amplitude ε0 = 1, variation period T0 = 600, and dashpot viscosity µ = 100. The

spring constant k′ varies in a range of 1∼ 750, and its effect on the accuracy in the calcu-

lated viscous stress using different numerical schemes is examined. In addition, two values

for the viscous stress calculation interval are considered: ∆t = 1 and 6. All these parameter

values are non-dimensional and they are related to dimensional physical values via charac-

teristic quantities. For example, when using the characteristic time 0.1 s and characteristic

force 5 N, the corresponding physical system has the variation period 600×(0.1 s) = 60 s,

the dashpot viscosity of 100×(5 N)×(0.1 s) = 50 N·s, and the artificial spring constant k′
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varies in (1∼ 750)×(5 N) = (5∼ 3650) N.

To quantify the inaccuracy induced by adding the artificial spring k′ to the dashpot µ and

the numerical errors from the numerical schemes, we define the following three discrep-

ancy parameters for this 1D Maxwell system:

L0 =

[
∑
(
σM,t−σµ

)2

∑σ2
µ

] 1
2

; L1 =

[
∑(σM,n−σM,t)

2

∑σ2
M,t

] 1
2

; L2 =

[
∑
(
σM,n−σµ

)2

∑σ2
µ

] 1
2

.

(3.34)

The stress terms in these equations are: σM,t - the theoretical stress value of the Maxwell

element given by Eq. (3.32), σµ - the dashpot stress as k′ → ∞ given by Eq. (3.33),

and σM,n - the numerical stress value of the Maxwell element calculated from different

schemes. The summations in these equations run through the first period of the strain

variation. According to their respective definitions, L0 represents the artificial effect caused

by adding the spring k′ and it is independent of the numerical schemes for viscous stress; L1

indicates the numerical errors introduced by a specific numerical scheme for the Maxwell

element; and L2 is the overall deviation of the calculated viscous stress σM,n from the

original dashpot stress σµ by a numerical scheme.

Figure 3.2 collects the error values for the 1D Maxwell system discussed above. As the

spring constant k′ increases, L0 decreases, suggesting the artificial effect from k′ becomes

less significant for a stiffer spring k′. A non-dimensional analysis has been conducted

for the 1D Maxwell model in Ref. [99], and it shows that error L0 depends on the non-

dimensional relaxation time τ/T0 only. This is consistent to the L0 results in Figure 3.2(a):

as k′ increases, the relaxation time τ = µ/k′ and therefore the non-dimensional relaxation

time τ/T0 decrease. To expect a reasonable numerical accuracy, one should select a suf-
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Figure 3.2: Numerical accuracy for the 1D Maxwell element using different artificial spring
constant k′: (a) Error L0 for the stress discrepancy in the Maxwell element from the original
dashpot element; (b) Error L1 for the stress inaccuracy caused by the numerical schemes
FD, Int1, and Int2 for the Maxwell element; and (c) Error L2 for the overall difference
between the numerical calculated Maxwell stress and the original dashpot stress. In (b)
and (c), two viscous stress calculation intervals ∆t = 1 (solid lines) and ∆t = 6 (dashed
lines) are used for each numerical scheme. Also the L0 line in (a) has been re-presented in
(c) as the thick dashed line for a direct comparison of L0 and L2.

ficiently large k′ value such that the Maxwell model does not deviate from the original

dashpot too much. When solving the viscous stress using a numerical scheme, additional

errors, which are represented by L1 in Eq. (3.34), are introduced. Figure 3.2(b) shows

the L1 values from different numerical schemes. Unlike the L0 errors in Figure 3.2(a), L1

is increasing with the spring constant k′, especially for the two integral schemes Int1 and

Int2. The rapid increase in L1 for Schemes Int1 and Int2 is due to the assumptions adopted

when simplifying the integral terms for the interval t ∼ t +∆t in Eqs. (3.24) and (3.28).

For large k′ values, the relaxation time τ = µ/k′ can be comparable to or even smaller

than the time interval ∆t. In such situations, the value of the exponential term e−(t+∆t−s)/τ

in the first integral in Eqs. (3.24) and (3.28) varies largely in the t ∼ t +∆t interval, and

this makes the approximations there less accurate. On the other hand, for Scheme FD, the

assumptions Eq. (3.16) and (3.17) are applied to rate terms in the original differential equa-

tion Eq. (3.15), and thus the accuracy is less sensitive to the τ decrease caused by the k′
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increase. Nevertheless, a large k′ value can amplify the finite difference error for ε̇M in Eq.

(3.15), and consequently increase the L1 error for Scheme FD as well in Figure 3.2(b). As

for the effect of the viscous stress calculation interval ∆t, obviously a larger ∆t makes the

assumptions less accurate for the numerical schemes, and this is evident in Figure 3.2(b).

The overall error L2 in Figure 3.2(c), although not a simple sum of L0 and L1, can be

considered as a combination of the opposite effects of k′ on the calculated viscous stress:

the favorable lower L0 from the smaller non-dimensional relaxation time τ/T0 versus the

unfavorable larger L1 due to the less accurate assumptions in the numerical schemes. For

low k′ values, the viscous scheme error L1 is small, the overall error L2 is dominated by

the relatively large artificial spring error L0, and the difference among numerical schemes

is indistinguishable. On the other hand, at the larger k′ end, the increase in L1 surpasses the

decrease in L0. As a result, the overall error L2 starts to deviate from the declining trend

of L0. For Scheme Int2, the fast growing of L1 with k′ quickly turns the overall error L2

from declining to increasing and V-shape L2 profiles are produced in Figure 3.2(c). The

turning point shifts to the left at the larger ∆t because of the larger L1. For Scheme FD,

because of the small magnitude and the slow increase in L1 (10−5 ∼ 10−4) for ∆t = 1, the

overall error L2 follows the L0 line (dashed thick line) up to the maximum k′ value in our

test. For the Scheme FD with ∆t = 6, the effect of L1 only becomes apparent after k′> 100.

Scheme Int1 has intermediate L1 values in Figure 3.2(b) and correspondingly its L2 curves

lie between those from Schemes FD and Int2 in Figure 3.2(c). It is also interesting to notice

that, at very low k′ values (k′< 3), we have the overall error L2 less than the artificial spring

error L0, implying that the inaccuracy from the numerical schemes, by chance, has reversed
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the error induced by the artificial spring.

Figure 3.2 and the above analysis suggest that, for a reasonable overall accuracy in the

calculated viscous stress, the spring constant k′ should be selected such that the relaxation

time τ is sufficiently smaller than the characteristic time T0 of the strain variation, and

meanwhile sufficiently larger than the viscous stress calculation time interval ∆t. Fortu-

nately, in general IBM simulations, the capsule deformation process (corresponding to the

strain variation) is orders longer than the calculation time interval, and the above require-

ment for k′ is not difficult to meet. In addition, with the large difference between T0 and ∆t,

a relatively large k′ value can be utilized to reduce the overall error L2 without triggering

the severe deviation of L2 from L0 in Figure 3.2(c).

3.4.2 Twisting Spherical Shell Test

The 1D Maxwell model investigated above is a highly simplified representation of the vis-

cous effect in biological membranes. It is helpful for our analysis of the numerical accuracy

of individual schemes; however, for practical IBM simulations of biological capsules, the

overall accuracy of the simulation results depends on many other factors, including the dis-

cretization and resolutions for the fluid domain and the membrane surface, the numerical

method for solving the flow field, and the IBM algorithm for the flow-membrane inter-

action. While it is out of the scope of this current research to conduct a comprehensive

study of their individual and coupled effects, here we present some demonstration results

for the relative magnitudes of individual effects from membrane discretization and force

calculation, IBM velocity interpolation, and our numerical schemes for viscous stress.
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Figure 3.3: (a) The spherical coordinate system adopted in the twisting sphere test and
(b) a schematic visualization of the surface deformation under Eq. (3.35): The original
φ=constant arc (solid line) deforms into the dashed curve, and the position of a surface
point originally at P moves to the new position P′.

Consider a spherical surface with radius R shown in Figure 3.3. The position of a point on

this shell surface is denoted by the polar angle θ and the azimuthal angle φ (Figure 3.3(a)).

To generate strain and stress in the shell, we impose the following artificial dynamic dis-

placement in the azimuthal angle φ :

φ(t) = φ0 +A0 sinθ(1− cosωt) , (3.35)

where φ0 is the original azimuthal angle at t = 0, ω is the twisting frequency and therefore

the period is T0 = 2π/ω , and A0 is the twisting amplitude. This particular deformation

is designed such that non-uniform strain and stress variations are developed in the shell

surface and analytical solutions for the strain and stress are attainable. The velocity on the

shell surface from this deformation is

ur = uθ = 0 ; uφ (t) = Rsinθ
dφ(t)

dt
= A0Rω sin2

θ sinωt . (3.36)
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Then the strain rates can be obtained from the velocity and the only non-zero item is the

shear element

ε̇θφ (t) = ε̇φθ (t) =
A0ω

4
sin2θ sinωt . (3.37)

This expression is similar to that in Eq. (3.33) for the 1D Maxwell system and thus the

corresponding viscous stress developed in the shell surface is

σφθ (t) = σθφ (t) =
A0ωµs

4
sin2θ

(
sinωt−ωτs cosωt +ωτse−t/τs

ω2τ2
s +1

)
, (3.38)

where τs = µs/k′s is the relaxation time from the shear viscosity µs and the artificial mem-

brane elasticity k′s for shear viscous stress calculation.

In our next calculations, the shell surface with R = 20 is discretized into 5120 triangu-

lar elements, similar to those in typical IBM capsule simulations [9, 66, 81]. The shear

membrane viscosity is set as µs = 10 and the corresponding artificial elasticity is k′s = 0.1,

resulting in a relaxation time τs = 100. The deformation defined in Eq. (3.35) does not

introduce any dilatational strain in the shell surface and thus the dilatational viscosity is

not involved in this twisting shell system. The membrane elasticity is not involved either

in the following tests of viscous stress calculation algorithms. The variables for the defor-

mation dynamics are: the variation period is T0 = 104 and the angle variation amplitude is

A0 = π/18. The time interval for viscous stress calculation is taken as ∆t = 1. Based on

our analysis above, with this large difference between τs and ∆t, the performances among

the three schemes (FD, Int1, and Int2) would be very close, as to be seen below.

Two groups of calculations are conducted here. First, we use Eq. (3.35) to calculate the

surface node positions changing with time, and the strain of each triangular element is
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calculated from the positions of its three nodes using the finite element method (FEM)

[66, 101]. The viscous stress is then obtained from the calculated strain via one of the three

numerical schemes. We call this method as the twisting surface approach. Please note that

IBM is not involved in this approach. Considering that the purpose for the viscous stress

schemes is for IBM simulations of viscoelastic membranes, we extend the surface velocity

in Eq. (3.36) to the space surrounding the sphere surface:

ur = uθ = 0 ; uφ (r,θ , t) = A0ωr sin2
θ sinωt . (3.39)

Assuming the surface at r = R is moving with this swirling flow with no relative slip, the

surface velocity Eq. (3.36) and surface position Eq. (3.35) can be recovered exactly. In

our second group of calculations, we use Eq. (3.39) to define the flow velocity at Eulerian

nodes. As in typical IBM simulations, the surface node velocity is obtained via local

interpolation Eq. (3.3), and the surface node position is then updated according to this

interpolated velocity. The rest steps are the same as the first group: The element strain is

calculated from the node positions via FEM, and one viscous stress scheme can be used

to find the viscous stress in the element. This later method is termed as the swirling flow

approach.

Figure 3.4 collects the shear strain rate (left panels) and viscous stress (right panels) results

from the FD scheme at t/T0 = 1/4 and t/T0 = 3/4 (dots) and compares them to the theo-

retical solutions Eqs. (3.37) and (3.38) (solid lines). The strain rate and stress values have

been normalized, respectively, with respect to the following nominal strain rate ε̇∗ and σ∗:

ε̇
∗ = A0ω/4, σ

∗ = µsε̇
∗ (3.40)
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(a) Twisting Surface Approach
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(b) Swirling Flow Approach
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Figure 3.4: Comparisons of the calculated strain rates (left panels) and viscous stresses
(right panels) using Scheme FD (symbols) with theoretical solutions (solid lines) in the
spherical shell under the twisting deformation defined in Eq. (3.35). The numerical results
from the other two schemes Int1 and Int2 are not displayed since they would be indistin-
guishable from those from Scheme FD shown here.

according to the theoretical expressions in Eqs. (3.37) and (3.38). The linear strain rate and

stress components ε̇θθ and σθθ are also displayed since the numerical values for them are

not exact zeros as predicted by theory. Due to the axisymmetry about the azimuthal angle

φ , both the theoretical and numerical values for the linear components ε̇φφ and σφφ are

zeros and thus they are not shown in Figure 3.4. For both the twisting surface and swirling

flow approaches and at both t/T0 = 1/4 and t/T0 = 3/4 instants, we find the scattering

patterns and deviation magnitudes are similar in the strain rate (left panels) and viscous

stress plots (right panels). This similarity suggests that inaccuracy in the calculated stress

is mainly caused by the upstream errors in the strain rate, and the FD viscous stress scheme

has no apparent adverse influence on the final stress accuracy. The agreement between the

numerical results and the analytical solutions is better in the twisting surface approach. The
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errors observed in strain rates in Figure 3.4(a) are purely due to the surface triangulation

and FEM. On the other hand, for the swirling flow approach, additional steps are involved:

the node position is obtained from the interpolated node velocity. Accordingly, extra errors

are introduced by this IBM velocity interpolation and node position update, and therefore

the agreement in the calculated strain rate becomes less accurate than that in the twisting

surface approach.

The three viscous stress schemes generate almost identical results. For this reason, we do

not plot the results from Schemes Int1 and Int2 in Figure 3.4. To show the closeness of

their performances quantitatively, we introduce the following error parameters:

Lε̇ =

[
1

Ne
∑(ε̇n− ε̇t)

2
]1/2

ε̇∗
, Lσ =

[
1

Ne
∑(σn−σt)

2
]1/2

σ∗
; (3.41)

where the summations run over all surface elements and Ne = 5120 is the total number

of triangular surface elements. The calculated error values for both the shear (θφ ) and

linear (θθ ) components from the three schemes are summarized in Table 3.3. These values

confirm our visual observations in Figure 3.4: The Lσ errors from the FD scheme are

very close to Lε̇ values for all cases, and the error values for the swirling flow system are

larger than those in the twisting surface system. The Lσ errors are almost identical among

the three numerical schemes, due to the relatively small time interval ∆t compared to the

relaxation time τs. It is interesting to notice that, for the swirling flow approach, the Lσ

values from all the three schemes are slightly smaller than Lε̇ , meaning that the schemes

take a less accurate strain rate and produce a more accurate viscous stress. This is similar to

our observation of L2 < L0 at low k′ values in Figure 3.2(c). One hypothetical explanation
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Table 3.3: Numerical errors for the calculated strain rates (Lε̇ ) and viscous stresses (Lσ )
from different numerical schemes. Only the digit terms are listed and the common expo-
nential term 10−4 has been omitted for clarity.

t/T0
shear, θφ -components linear, θθ -components

Lε̇ Lσ , FD Lσ , Int1 Lσ , Int2 Lε̇ Lσ , FD Lσ , Int1 Lσ , Int2
Twisting Surface Approach

1/4 2.834806 2.887311 2.887312 2.887145 2.681534 2.722547 2.722548 2.722570
3/4 2.834816 2.889782 2.889783 2.889617 2.681686 2.741682 2.741683 2.741706

Swirling Flow Approach
1/4 6.538770 6.273621 6.273618 6.273725 4.832064 4.562048 4.562045 4.562083
3/4 6.538093 6.228608 6.228605 6.228714 4.832441 4.626541 4.626539 4.626578

could be: while the strain rate is purely determined by the simultaneous node positions,

the viscous stress depends on the viscous stress at the previous step and the current strain

rate (see Eq. 3.30). The viscous stress schemes happen to offset the original discrepancy

in strain rates slightly and to yield slightly more accurate viscous stresses. However, it is

difficult to identify the exact mechanism, considering the complexity in this system, which

involves the IBM velocity interpolation, FEM calculation of surface strain, and viscous

stress schemes. Nevertheless, the graphic comparison in Figure 3.4 and the error values

in Table 3.3 demonstrate that, compared to IBM and FEM, the viscous stress schemes

should not be a significant contributor to the overall numerical errors in IBM simulations

of biological membranes.

3.4.3 Capsule Deformation in Shear Flow

The above tests use highly simplified systems, and several necessary components of IBM

simulations, such as the IBM force distribution and flow field computation, are not in-

volved. Next, we test the realistic performances of the three viscous stress algorithms

by simulating the dynamic deformation of a spherical capsule with a viscoelastic mem-

brane in shear flows [9, 58, 87, 99]. Following our recent publication [99], we adopt the
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Skalak strain function Eq. (3.4) for the membrane elasticity, and the spherical surface of

the undeformed capsule is discretized into 5120 triangular elements. The capillary number

Ca = µoγ̇a/Es is 0.3 and the fluid viscosity contrast ratio is λ = µi/µo = 1. Here µi and µo

are respectively the interior and ambient fluid viscosities, γ̇ is the imposed shear rate, and

a is the capsule radius before deformation. The simulation box is cubic with size of L, and

the initial capsule radius is a = L/2π [9, 99]. The capsule is set at the center of the sim-

ulation box at the beginning of the calculation, and the shear flow is imposed by moving

the top and bottom boundaries at velocity U0, however, in opposite horizontal directions.

The shear rate induced from such a configuration is then γ̇ = 2U0/L. Periodic boundaries

are applied on the other sides of the simulation box. The flow field is solved by the lat-

tice Boltzmann method (LBM) [102], and the flow-membrane interaction is incorporated

via IBM [98]. In our LBM calculations, we set the fluid density ρ = 1 δm/δx3, the fluid

viscosity µo = µi = 1/6 δm/δxδ t, the simulation domain size L = 120 δx, and the bound-

ary velosity U0 = 2× 10−4 δx/δ t. The average edge length for the triangular membrane

elements is 1.442 δx and this resolution has been tested in our previous publications with

good accuracy [81, 99]. More details on the numerical implementation of this immersed

boundary-lattice Boltzmann method (IB-LBM) can be found in the literature [66, 81, 99].

The exact values for these simulation units δm, δx and δ t depend on the particular proper-

ties of the physical system being simulated. The time interval ∆t for the membrane viscous

stress calculation, in principle, is not necessary to be the same as the LBM simulation time

step δ t, and a calculation frequency N = ∆t/δ t (N ≥ 1) can be introduced [99].

We only consider the shear membrane viscosity µs as in previous studies [9, 58, 99], since

the membrane of biological capsules and cells typically has a large dilatation module and
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the dilatation deformation is negligible [50]. Two representative values, 10 and 40, for

the Boussinesq number Bqs = µs/µoa are examined. The corresponding artificial elastic

modulus k′s is implemented via a non-dimensional stiffness parameter κ = Lk′s/U0µs in our

IBM simulations.
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Figure 3.5: Profiles of deformation index D of a spherical capsule in shear flows: (a)
Comparisons of the deformation index D from different numerical schemes for Bqs = 10
(with N = 25 and κ = 100) and Bqs = 40 (with N = 50 and κ = 10); (b) The κ effect on
the simulated capsule deformation for Bqs = 10 with N = 25; and (c) The N effect on the
simulated capsule deformation for Bqs = 40 with κ = 70. The inset figures enlarge the D
profiles at the profile peaks for a close view of the influences of N and κ values and the
numerical schemes on simulation results.

Figure 3.5(a) displays the capsule deformation index D = (l−w)/(l +w) (l and w repre-

sent, respectively, the major and minor axes of the deformed capsule in the shear plane)

for Bqs = 10 and 40 obtained from the three different numerical schemes. These schemes

produce virtually identical results. This is consistent to our observations and analysis in
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previous sections: Figure 3.2(c) shows that the difference among the three schemes would

be notable only when the viscous stress calculation interval ∆t is comparable to the relax-

ation time τs = µs/k′s; whereas in Figure 3.5(a) we have τs/∆t = 240 for Bqs = 10 and

τs/∆t = 1200 for Bqs = 40. The similar error values in Table 3.3 also suggest that the

three schemes should yield similar simulation results. We have tested more cases and the

three schemes always generate almost identical results. Based on this observation, we only

present results from the FD scheme in the rest of this section, except otherwise mentioned.

The motivation for adding the artificial elastic element k′ in series to the viscous dashpot

in Figure 3.1(b) is to improve the numerical stability [9, 58, 99]. In general, a large value

of k′ is favorite for a good accuracy in the calculated viscous stress; on the other hand,

a too large spring constant k′ may cause the simulation to collapse. This issue has not

been carefully tested in previous studies. Figure 3.5(b) shows the capsule deformation for

Bqs = 10 using N = 25 but different κ values. For κ = 1, it seems the artificial spring is

too weak and the deformation is relatively large. As κ increases (i.e., the artificial spring

becomes stiffer), the capsule deformation decreases and the profiles gradually approach to

a steady curve. The difference between the deformation profiles from κ = 100 and 250 is

negligible (see Figure 3.5(b) inset), indicating that the results from such high κ values are

reliable. Further increasing the κ value (for example, to κ = 300) causes the computation

to break down soon after the shear boundary velocity imposed. We then examine the effect

of the viscous stress calculation frequency N using the Bqs = 40 system with κ = 70, and

the results are displayed in Figure 3.5(c). It is evident that in the range of 1∼ 20, N has no

influence on the calculated results; however, the calculation breaks down when N = 25 is
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tried.

To have a better understanding of the effects of κ and N on the simulation accuracy and

stability, we conduct extensive calculations for the Bqs = 10 and 40 systems with various κ-

N combinations, and take D1, the first peak value of deformation index D, as a measure of

the simulation accuracy. Again the results from the three different schemes appear identical

and thus here we only present those from the FD method. Figure 3.6 collects results for

all these calculations, with black crosses (×) for the unstable calculations and boxes for

the stable calculations. In addition, the peak deformation D1 for the stable simulations are

indicated by the filling colors of those boxes. The critical κ value for the stable-unstable

transition decreases approximately linearly with the viscous stress calculation frequency N

in the log10 κ ∼ log10 N graphs (see the dashed lines). Comparing Figure 3.6(a) for Bqs =

10 and Figure 3.6(b) for Bqs = 40, one can see that the critical κ values are also smaller

for more viscous membranes, meaning simulations are less stable for higher membrane

viscosities.

For the stable simulations with a same N value (along a vertical line in Figure 3.6), the

peak deformation D1 decreases gradually with κ and a stable value is gradually approached

(0.355 for Bqs = 10 and 0.215 for Bqs = 40). On the other hand, for a fixed κ (along a

horizontal line in Figure 3.6), the simulated peak deformation D1 appears insensitive to the

change in the viscous stress calculation frequency N, as indicated by the same filling color

of the boxes. The dependence of D1 on κ and N is more quantitatively shown in Figure

3.7, where the peak deformation D1 is plotted versus the non-dimensional stiffness κ for

all stable simulations. Apparently, the two sets of data points, one for Bqs = 10 and one

for Bqs = 40, follow two smooth curves (dashed curves), which can be nicely described by
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the following power function

D1 = aκ
−b + c , (3.42)

where the fitting parameters are (a, b, c)=(0.0329, 0.997, 0.355) for Bqs = 10 and (0.0588,

0.728, 0.215) for Bqs = 40. The difference in D1 from simulations with a same κ but

different N is negligible.
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Figure 3.6: Phase diagrams for the simulation stability (crosses: unstable; boxes: stable)
and accuracy (the filling color of each box represents the calculated D1 value according to
the color bar on the right) of capsule deformation in shear flow with (a) Bqs = 10 and (b)
Bqs = 40. The dashed lines separate the stable and unstable regions approximately.

Another important concern for scientific simulations is the computational efficiency. With

the relatively simple expressions in Eq. (3.30) and Table 3.2, one can expect that the extra

computation cost for the membrane viscous stress would not be significant when compared

to other parts of IBM simulations. For more quantitative information, we record the com-

putation time of one single CPU for repeating 105 executions of one specific computational
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Figure 3.7: Dependence of the peak deformation D1 on the non-dimensional stiffness κ for
all stable simulations in Figure 3.6. The dashed curves are obtained by fitting the D1 ∼ κ

data points with the power function Eq. (3.42).

component in our capsule simulation. The test results are listed in Table 3.4. Clearly, the

three schemes for the membrane viscous stress calculation have similar computational ef-

ficiency, and moreover, they take a nearly negligible fraction of the total computation time,

the majority of which is spent on the LBM calculation solving the flow field and the IBM

treatment for the flow-membrane interaction. The numbers in Table 3.4 are collected from

our homemade program, and they may vary with the computer hardware, programming

and coding, IBM algorithms, and numerical methods for solving the flow field. However,

the difference by orders of magnitude evidently demonstrates that the membrane viscous

stress calculation should not be a concern for computation time in IBM simulations.

Table 3.4: The one-CPU computation time (in seconds) for 105 executions of individual
computational components in our capsule IBM simulation.

FD Int1 Int2 IBM LBM
7.220 5.793 5.809 1510.2 78201.8

Based on the capsule simulation results and analysis of the computational accuracy, stabil-

ity and efficiency, we find that the viscous stress calculation frequency N has no impact on
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the simulation accuracy; however, a large N value can reduce the simulation stability and

thus prevent the use of a large κ value for a better accuracy. Li and Zhang [99] proposed

that a large N could be helpful for improving the simulation accuracy and stability based

on the interpolated velocity of a particle moving along a streamline in a two-dimensional

flow. Clearly this is not the case for the capsule deformation simulations in this study. The

disagreement might be due to the over simplification in Ref. [99] for the complex IBM

simulation of a viscoelastic capsule. Another potential benefit by using a large N is that the

membrane viscous stress can be calculated less often (i.e., once every N simulation time

steps). However, the reduction in computation time is tiny considering the negligible ex-

ecution time for the membrane viscous stress calculation compared to other parts of IBM

computation. Therefore, we recommend N = 1 (i.e., ∆t = δ t) for future IBM simulations.

3.5 Summary

We have developed two numerical schemes based on the convolution integral expression

of the Maxwell viscoelastic element for membrane viscous stress calculation in IBM sim-

ulations. These two integral schemes as well as the recent finite-difference approach [99]

have been carefully tested for their performances in accuracy, stability and efficiency. First,

the stress of a 1D viscoelastic Maxwell element was calculated using individual schemes

and their results were compared to analytical solutions. Our analysis showed that, to have

a good accuracy from these schemes, one should properly select the relaxation time: it

should be sufficiently smaller than the characteristic time T0 of the strain variation and, in

the meantime, it should be sufficiently larger than the viscous stress calculation interval
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∆t. With the large difference between T0 and ∆t in typical IBM simulations for biological

capsules, this requirement is easily to be met. We then compared the relative error magni-

tudes from the viscous stress schemes, the membrane discretization, and the IBM velocity

interpolation, and found that the errors due to viscous stress schemes are negligible. Fur-

thermore, the dynamic deformation of a spherical capsule in shear flow has been simulated

using these different numerical schemes and various combinations of the artificial spring

stiffness κ and the viscous stress calculation frequency N. The three schemes (FD, Int1

and Int2) show virtually identical performances in simulation accuracy and stability, and

the computation time of such schemes is insignificant compared to other calculations in

IBM simulations. The simulation accuracy improves with the stiffness κ , and it appears

independent to the change in the viscous stress calculation frequency N. On the other hand,

simulations become unstable when large κ and N values are used, and the critical κ value

for the stable-unstable transition decreases with the frequency N and the membrane viscos-

ity. Based one these results, we recommend to set N = 1 (i.e., calculate the viscous stress

at each simulation time step) in future IBM simulations. In summary, the three methods

for membrane viscous stress calculation have nearly identical numerical performances and

they can all be adopted for future IBM simulations of viscoelastic membranes. The analysis

and discussions in this paper are also useful for selecting proper simulation parameters in

such IBM simulations. Considering that most previous IBM simulations of biological cells

and vesicles and even liquid droplets have not considered the membrane/interfacial viscous

effect, it would be interesting to revisit such systems to pursue a better understanding of

the roles that the membrane/interfacial viscosity plays in various biological and industrial

situations.
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Abstract

Purpose: The dynamics of biological capsules and red blood cells in shear flows have been

studied extensively with experimental, analytical, and numerical methods. In particular, the

effects of various parameters, including the shear rate or shear stress, membrane elasticity,

capsule shape, and interior fluid viscosity, have been investigated carefully. The role of the

membrane viscosity for capsule deformation dynamics has not been examined adequately.

In previous studies, the so-called energy dissipation ratio has been used to account for the

membrane viscosity effect by increasing the interior viscosity; however, the applicability

and accuracy of this treatment have not been evaluated carefully.

Methods: In this study, using the recently developed finite-difference scheme for immersed

boundary simulations of viscoelastic membranes, we conduct comprehensive numerical

simulations of the deformation processes of an originally spherical capsule in shear flows

with various combinations of membrane and interior fluid viscosities.

Results: Our results show that the membrane and interior fluid viscosity have similar how-

ever different effects on the capsule deformation dynamics. While the capsule deforma-

tion decreases with both membrane and interior fluid viscosities, a typical decrease-then-

increase variation is observed for the inclination angle as the membrane viscosity increases,

instead of the monotonic decrease in the inclination angle with the interior fluid viscosity

increase. Also, although both large membrane and interior fluid viscosity values can in-

troduce oscillations in the capsule deformation and inclination, larger amplitudes and slow

decay processes are noticed at larger membrane viscosities. The variations of other dy-

namic parameters of the capsule, including the circumference, average membrane velocity,
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and rotation frequency, are also analyzed, and an intuitive mechanism is proposed to relate

the membrane velocity and rotation frequency to the capsule deformation and inclination

angle. The simple mechanism is then applied to explain the spoon-like variation patterns

for membrane velocity and rotation frequency observed in our results. Furthermore, we

examine the validity of the energy dissipation ratio approach based on the mathematical

functional dependence.

Conclusions: Our results and analysis show that the dissipation ratio is a system and pro-

cess dependent variable and it cannot be treated as a constant even for the same capsule.

This research is valuable for a better understanding of the complex capsule dynamics in

flows and also suggests that the membrane viscosity needs to be considered explicitly for

accurate and reliable results in future studies.

Keywords

Membrane Viscosity, Interior Fluid Viscosity, Capsule Deformation, Energy Dissipation

Ratio, Red Blood Cells, Immersed Boundary Method
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4.1 Introduction

Liquid drops enclosed by thin flexible membranes, usually called capsules (with solid-like

polymerized membranes) or vesicles (with fluid-like lipid bilayer membranes), are often

encountered in biological and artificial systems and process [103–107]. For example, the

erythrocytes or red blood cells (RBCs) can be considered as liquid capsules and they play

critical roles in the transport of oxygen and other gases in the bodies of human and other

animals. For these reasons, the dynamics of capsules in a flow has received considerable

attention in experimental, theoretical and computational studies [30, 47, 81, 103, 108–113].

To simulate the dynamics of a deformable capsule in flow field, several challenges exist due

to the continuous deformation of capsule membrane and the simultaneously flow-structure

interaction [50]. Tremendous efforts have been devoted to study the membrane dynamics

with the shear, bending, and dilation stresses considered [66, 81, 114]. In addition, bi-

ological capsule membranes also exhibit viscous resistance to strain rate due to dynamic

membrane deformation [57, 71, 72, 115, 116]. While the effect of interior fluid viscosity on

capsule deformation in shear flows and migration in channel flows have been investigated

extensively [43, 81, 117], the influence from the membrane viscosity on capsule dynamics

has not been addressed adequately. Evans and Hochmuth [118] and Chien et al. [119]

proposed that the energy dissipation rate in the membrane may exceed that in the interior

hemoglobin solution for RBCs. Fischer [120] found that although both dissipation rates

showed a strong increase with flow shear rate, their ratio was essentially constant and of

the order of 1. Accordingly, Keller and Skalak [112] introduced the energy dissipation ratio
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d to take account of the membrane viscous effect by increasing the interior fluid viscosity

from the real value µc to (1+d)µc. Recently, Vlahovska [104] conducted asymptotic anal-

ysis for small deformations of a spherical capsule in shear flows, and an explicit relation for

the coefficient d was obtained. Clearly these theoretical studies were limited to the tank-

treading situation of originally spherical capsules with small deformations in shear flows.

In practice, however, this concept has been applied in later studies of capsules and RBCs

with larger deformations and unsteady dynamics. Fischer [120] and Tran-son-Tay et al.

[57] suggested the energy dissipation ratio d between 2 and 4 based on their experimental

measurements. Skotheim and Secomb [33] chose the apparent internal viscosity as 4 times

of the actual cytoplasm viscosity (corresponding to a membrane dissipation ratio d = 3)

in their theoretical analysis of the oscillatory dynamics and the tank-treading-to-tumbling

transition for RBCs and other nonspheical capsules. Recently, Yazdani and Bagchi [9] nu-

merically calculated the energy dissipation rates in the membrane and in the interior fluid

for capsules with different membrane viscosities, and they also suggested that it might be

possible to model a viscoelastic capsule as a purely elastic capsule with a higher internal

viscosity. The convenience for this equivalence (i.e., the membrane viscous effect can be

represented by an elevated interior fluid viscosity), if true, is apparent: one can simply

increase the interior fluid viscosity to compensate for the membrane viscous effect, and

the membrane can be treated as a purely elastic material. However, because of the validity

and accuracy for this treatment has not been examined carefully, the results from such a

simplification could be open to question.

Among the several numerical methods commonly used to simulate the motion and de-

formation of capsules in flow fields, the immersed boundary method (IBM) has several
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attractive features [9, 47, 65–69]. It combines the Lagrangian description for the mov-

ing/deforming objects and the Eulerian description for the surrounding flow in a novel

approach and thus avoids the complicated and time-consuming mesh regeneration. More-

over, in IBM, we solve the induced nodal forces from the deformation of the discretized

structure, instead of solving the structure deformation from the applied nodal forces as in

typical finite element calculations. This is computationally favorable since the nodal forces

can be efficiently calculated as the product of the nodal displacements and the stiffness ma-

trix [121]. Also, IBM can be easily integrated with typical computational methods for fluid

flows, such as the finite volume method, the finite element method, the finite-difference

method, and the recent lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) [9, 47, 65–69]. Unfortunately,

direct implementation of membrane viscosity in IBM calculations suffers severe numeri-

cal instability, which may cause an IBM simulation to break down before generating any

useful results [9, 99]. To improve the numerical stability, an artificial elastic element has

been introduced in series to the membrane viscous component [9, 58, 99]. The spring stiff-

ness needs to be large enough so its effect on the membrane dynamics can be neglected, as

shown by the non-dimensional analysis in Ref. [99]. Recently, Li and Zhang [99] proposed

a finite-difference approach for implementing membrane viscosity in IBM simulation. This

method had been carefully validated and its numerical performance, such as accuracy, sta-

bility, and efficiency have been examined [122], and recently it has been adopted to study

the RBC relaxation process after removing external mechanical loads [116].

In this study, we use the finite-difference method for IBM simulations of viscoelastic mem-

branes in Ref. [99] to examine the individual and combined effects of the membrane and

interior fluid viscosities on capsule dynamics in shear flows. Our results show that the
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membrane and interior fluid viscosities have similar but different effects on the capsule

behaviors. A simple intuitive mechanism is also proposed for the relationships among

the capsule membrane velocity, rotation frequency, deformation index, and inclination an-

gle. Based on this mechanism, qualitative explanations are provided for the spoon-like

variations of membrane velocity and rotation frequency with membrane and interior fluid

viscosities. At last, the validity of the energy dissipation ratio treatment for modelling

viscoelastic capsules as pure elastic ones is analyzed using mathematical functional rela-

tionships and numerical results of deformation and inclination angle. Based on our results

and analysis for systems considered in this study, it appears inappropriate to replace the

membrane viscosity with an elevated interior fluid viscosity. The results and analysis in

this paper could be valuable for a better understanding of the complex capsule dynamics in

flows, and also suggest that the membrane viscosity needs to be considered explicitly for

accurate and reliable results in the future.

4.2 Model and Methods

4.2.1 Membrane viscoelasticity

Considering the tiny membrane thickness for typical biological capsules (e.g., ∼10 nm

for RBCs) compared to the capsule size (e.g., ∼8 µm in diameter for RBCs), the capsule

membrane can be treated as a two-dimensional (2D) sheet with no mass and thickness. The

elastic stress induced by the membrane in-plane deformation usually is expressed in terms
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of the strain energy function, such as the Skalak function for RBCs [12]:

Ws =
Es

8
(I2

1 +2I1−2I2)+
Ea

8
I2
2 , (4.1)

where Ws is the strain energy per membrane area, and Es and Ea are, respectively, the shear

and dilation moduli. The strain invariants I1 and I2 are related to the two principle stretch

ratios ε1 and ε2 for a 2D membrane by

I1 = ε
2
1 + ε

2
2 −2 ; I2 = ε

2
1 ε

2
2 −1 . (4.2)

The elastic stress tensor τe can then be obtained from this energy function as [12, 85]

τ
e = τ

e
1e1⊗ e1 + τ

e
2e2⊗ e2 , (4.3)

where

τ
e
1 =

1
ε2

∂Ws

∂ε1
; τ

e
2 =

1
ε1

∂Ws

∂ε2
; (4.4)

are the two principal stresses; and e1 and e2 are their corresponding directions. The princi-

ple directions e1 and e2 can be obtained as the unit eigenvectors of the left Cauchy-Green

deformation tensor G = FFT with F as the deformation gradient matrix [9, 66]. With the

membrane being discretized into triangular elements, the matrix F can be readily calcu-

lated by comparing the deformed and original configurations of each element [86]. The

strain tensor E is related to matrices G or F as [103]:

E =
1
2
(GT −1) =

1
2
(FT F−1) . (4.5)
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The viscous stress τv in membranes or fluid interfaces is typically split into two parts: the

shear viscous stress τv
s induced by the shear (deviatoric) part of the strain rate tensor D,

and the dilatational viscous stress τv
d from the dilatational (hydrostatic) part of D [2, 9, 82,

87, 88, 103]:

τ
v = τ

v
s + τ

v
d = µs [2D− tr(D)I]+µdtr(D)I , (4.6)

where µs and µd are the shear and dilatational membrane viscosities, respectively. The ma-

trix D is the strain rate tensor of the membrane and I is the 2×2 unit matrix. A convenient

way to numerically obtain the strain rate tensor D is to apply a backward finite-difference

approximation to the strain tensor E; whereas another approach is via the membrane ve-

locity gradient [2, 82, 88, 103]

D =
1
2
[
∇mum +(∇mum)

T ] , (4.7)

where ∇m is the gradient operator and um is the membrane velocity, both in the local

membrane plane.

As to be seen below, IBM requires the nodal force at each Lagrangian membrane node.

This can be accomplished with the help of the shape functions of the triangular elements

according to the finite element theory [9]. The elastic part of the nodal force can also

be calculated directly from the energy function according to the virtual work principle

[66, 81]. Other aspects of membrane mechanics, including the bending modulus, area

conservation and intercellular aggregation, can be considered as well [9, 66, 81].
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4.2.2 Immersed Boundary Method (IBM)

Following the previous studies [47, 66, 99], we use the IBM [46] to model the dynamic

interaction between flow field and membrane motion and deformation. To solve the flow

field (both inside and outside of the capsule), we apply the lattice Boltzmann method over

a uniform Eulerian grid. In the meanwhile, the membrane surface is represented by a

triangular Lagrangian grid. IBM couples the fluid and structure meshes via two steps:

the force distribution and the velocity interpolation. When a membrane is deformed, the

membrane force will be developed according to the material constitutive relationship, as

discussed above in Sect.4.2.1. The membrane force Fm calculated at a membrane node xm

is then transferred to local fluid nodes x f as body forces F f :

F f (x f ) = ∑
xm

D(x f −xm)Fm(xm) (4.8)

using a discrete delta function D(x), which is chosen to approximate the properties of the

Dirac delta function [46]:

D(x) = 1
(4δx)3

(
1+ cos πx

2δx

)(
1+ cos πy

2δx

)(
1+ cos πz

2δx

)
, (4.9)

|x| ≤ 2δx , |y| ≤ 2δx ,and |z| ≤ 2δx

D(x) = 0, otherwise.

Here x, y, z are the three elements of location vector x, and δx is the Euler grid resolution.

On the other hand, as the fluid flows, the membrane moves with the ambient flow and

deforms accordingly. To enforce the no-slip requirement between the flow and the mem-
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brane surface, the membrane velocity um(xm) is obtained from the local flow field u via

interpolation, which also uses the kernel function D(x):

um(xm) = (∆x)3
∑
x f

D(x f −xm)u(x f ) . (4.10)

Here the summation runs over all fluid nodes with D(x)> 0. The membrane location and

configuration can then be updated, for example, using the Euler approximation according

to the membrane velocity um.

xm(t +∆t) = xm(t)+um(t)∆t . (4.11)

4.2.3 Finite-Difference Method for Membrane Viscosity in IBM Simulations

For simplicity and clarity, we employ the Kelvin-Voigt model (Figure 4.1(a)) as an ideal-

ization of the membrane viscoelastic behavior described in Sect. 4.2.1. The elastic part

of the membrane mechanics is represented by the spring element k and the viscous part is

displayed as the dashpot element µ . These two elements are connected in parallel and thus

they share the same membrane deformation and strain. Since in IBM the flow-membrane

coupling process is a strain-imposed problem (i.e., we are calculating the membrane stress

from the membrane deformation), the significant errors in strain rate discussed above pro-

duce abrupt variations in the viscous stress from the dashpot. To overcome this difficulty in

numerical stability, we follow previous practices [9, 58] and add an artificial spring element

k′ in series to the dashpot µ (Figure 4.1(b)). Now the dashpot µ and the new spring k′ form

a Maxwell viscoelastic element; and the original Kelvin–Voigt model is transferred into the

so-called standard-linear-solid (SLS) model in the viscoelasticity theory [83]. As shown in
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Ref. [99], when the stiffness of k′ is sufficiently large, its effect on the system performance

becomes negligible. However, with the addition of this spring k′, the stress induced in the

Maxwell element cannot be expressed explicitly for a given strain ε(t). Previous attempts

used the integral approach [9, 58]; however, several physical and mathematical concerns

exist in these implementations [99]. Here we adopt the finite-difference method recently

developed by Li and Zhang [99] to calculate the viscous stress in the Maxwell element.

(b)

k

µ µ
k’

k

(a)

Figure 4.1: Schematic drawings showing (a) the Kelvin–Voigt model for viscoelastic mem-
brane mechanics (spring k for membrane elasticity and dashpot µ for membrane viscosity)
and (b) the standard linear solid (SLS) model with an artificial spring k′ added to improve
the numerical stability in IBM simulations. In (b) the dashpot µ and the spring k′ together
form a Maxwell viscoelastic model.

Since the dashpot µ and the spring k′ are connected in series, the internal stress in these

two components is the same as that in the overall Maxwell element

σM = σµ = σk′ ; (4.12)

and the strain of the Maxwell element is the sum of those for the dashpot µ and artificial

spring k′

εM = εµ + εk′ ; (4.13)

where all these strain terms are defined according to the same undeformed length of the

Maxwell element. Here we use σ for the stresses and ε for the strains, and subscripts
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are used to indicate the corresponding components for these properties: M for the Maxwell

element, µ for the dashpot µ , and k′ for the spring k′. The stresses and strains in the dashpot

µ and spring k′ are related via the coefficients for the viscous dashpot and the linear spring

as

σµ = µε̇µ ; σk′ = k′εk′ . (4.14)

In this equation, µ and k′ have also been used to denote, respectively, the viscosity of the

dashpot µ and the Hookean coefficient of the spring k′. Applying the time rate to Eq. (4.13)

and utilizing relations in Eqs. (4.12) and (4.14) yield

ε̇M =
σM

µ
+

σ̇M

k′
. (4.15)

This can be considered as the dynamic constitutive relation for the Maxwell element. For a

time interval from t−∆t to t, we can apply the central finite-difference approximation for

the time rate terms

ε̇M(t−∆t/2)≈ εM(t)− εM(t−∆t)
∆t

; σ̇M(t−∆t/2)≈ σM(t)−σM(t−∆t)
∆t

. (4.16)

In the meantime we write the stress at t−∆t/2 as the average of those at t−∆t and t:

σM(t−∆t/2)≈ σM(t−∆t)+σM(t)
2

. (4.17)

Using these approximations, Eq. (4.15) now is written as

εM(t)− εM(t−∆t)
∆t

≈ σM(t−∆t)+σM(t)
2µ

+
σM(t)−σM(t−∆t)

k′∆t
, (4.18)
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Table 4.1: Simulation parameters used in this work. All values are non-dimensional based
on LBM simulation units: length in the lattice grid δx, time in the simulation time step ∆t,
and mass in the reference mass δm. The physical values of these simulation units can only
be determined when a specific system is given.

parameters values
domain size H 120
capsule radius a 19.10
fluid density ρ 1
boundary velocity U0 (1∼ 4)×10−3

exterior viscosity µ0 0.0333 ∼ 0.1667

from which the stress term σM(t) can then be solved as

σM(t)≈ (2µ− k′∆t)σM(t−∆t)+2µk′[εM(t)− εM(t−∆t)]
2µ + k′∆t

. (4.19)

With the initial condition specified [typically the system dynamics starts from a stress-free

state εM(0) = 0 and τM(0) = 0], and a time interval ∆t being selected properly, the above

equation can be employed to calculate the stress in the Maxwell element σM(t) from the

imposed strain function εM(t).

4.3 Results and Discussion

4.3.1 Simulation Setup and Parameters

In this research, we consider the dynamic response of a spherical capsule of radius a in

shear flow, with the flow-membrane interaction incorporated via IBM [81]. The capsule

membrane is discretized into 5120 triangular elements from an icosahedron using recursive

subdivision [43, 66]. The side length H of the cubic computational domain is set as 2πa.
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To generate a shear flow, the top and bottom domain boundaries are treated as solid walls

moving with the same velocity magnitude U0 but in opposite directions, generating a shear

rate γ̇ = 2U0/H. Periodic boundary conditions are applied on the other four sides of the

simulation domain [102]. The exterior suspending fluid viscosity is µ0, and the interior

fluid viscosity is µc. The fluid viscosity contrast is then defined as the fluid viscosity

ratio λ = µc/µ0. To solve the flow field, we use the two-relaxation-time (TRT) lattice

Boltzmann method (LBM) for its good performance in reducing the artificial slip between

the membrane surface and fluid [123, 124]. The different fluid viscosities across the capsule

membrane are accomplished by assigning different relaxation times in LBM calculations

on the fluid nodes [124]. Table 4.1 lists the simulation parameters used in this research.

For the capsule membrane, we take Es = Ea in the Skalak energy function Eq. (4.1). The

capillary number Ca = µ0γ̇a/Es is kept as 0.3 for the simplicity of this study. In this work,

we mainly focus on the shear membrane viscosity as in previous studies [9, 58, 99], since

the membrane of biological capsules and cells typically have a large dilatation modulus and

the dilatation deformation is negligible [50]. The effect from the dilatational membrane

viscosity will be also be briefly examined in Sect. 4.3.5. The shear membrane viscosity

is represented by the shear Boussinesq number Bqs = µs/µ0a, where µs is the membrane

shear viscosity. For RBCs, the membrane viscosity values reported in the literature range

in (0.53∼ 10)×10−7 mPas [116]. Take the plasma viscosity as µ0 = 1.2 cP and the RBC

radius as a = 4 µm, the corresponding Boussinesq number for RBCs is in the range of

11∼208. As described in Sect. 4.2.1, an artificial elastic element is added in series to the

viscous component in the membrane mechanics to improve the numerical stability. The

corresponding artificial elastic modulus k′ is implemented via a non-dimensional stiffness

parameter κ = Hk′/U0µs, and we take κ = 1000 in the following simulations to minimize
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the artificial effect from the spring k′ [122]. The methods and programs used in this work

have been carefully validated in previous studies [81, 99, 122].

Typically, the capsule deformation in shear flow is described using two parameters: the

Taylor deformation index D and the inclination angle θ . Both are evaluated in the shear

plane. The deformation index is defined as D = (L−W )/(L+W ), where L and W rep-

resent the major and minor axes of the deformed ellipsoid-like capsule in the shear plane.

The inclination angle θ is the one between the flow direction and the major axis. These

parameters are calculated from the principal directions of the inertia tensor of the deformed

capsule [43]. In addition, we also calculate the capsule rotation frequency, which can be

readily obtained from the rotation period. There are two typical methods to find the capsule

rotation period T : (a) from the trajectory of a membrane marker point or (b) by integrating

the travel time of a membrane marker [43, 44, 125]. The results from these two methods are

very close, as reported in Ref. [125] and confirmed in this current work. Here we prefer to

the latter approach since we can relate the rotation frequency ν to the circumference C and

average velocity Vm of the membrane in the shear plane as ν = 2π/T = 2πVm/C, and this

is helpful for analyzing the frequency relation to the capsule deformation and rotation. In

this work, these quantities are normalized as follows: T ∗ = γ̇T , C∗ =C/2πa, V ∗m =Vm/γ̇a,

and ν∗ =V ∗m/C∗ = 2π/T ∗.

4.3.2 Individual Effects of λ and Bqs on Capsule Deformation

We first perform two series of simulations for the capsule deformation processes in shear

flows: (a) pure elastic membrane (i.e., Bqs = 0) with varying fluid viscosity contrast λ=0.2,
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Figure 4.2: Variations of the capsule deformation D (a and c) and inclination angle θ (b
and d) with time in shear flows in responding to increases in interior fluid viscosity (a and
b, Bqs = 0) and membrane viscosity (c and d, λ = 1), respectively.

1, 3, 5, and 10; and (b) fluid viscosity ratio λ = 1 with varying membrane viscosity Bqs=0,

5, 10, 20, and 40. Figure 4.2 displays the evolution profiles of deformation index D and

inclination angle θ for capsules with these different fluid viscosity contrast λ or membrane

viscosity Bqs values. Starting from the case (λ ,Bqs)=(1, 0) (black solid lines), deformation

index D decreases as the fluid viscosity contrast λ or the membrane viscosity Bqs increases.

Larger values of λ and Bqs can introduce oscillations in the deformation index D, and a

longer time is required for the capsule to reach a stable deformation state, the tank-treading

state. It seems that Bqs has a more significant effect on the deformation oscillation than

the deformation magnitude when compared to the viscosity contrast λ . As an example, we

look at the D variations for cases (λ , Bqs) =(10, 0) in Figure 4.2(a) and (1, 40) in Figure
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4.2(c), both as green dashed lines. Case (10, 0) reduces the deformation index D lower

than Case (1, 40), however, the oscillation in D dies out quickly in case (10, 0) but it lasts

much longer in case (1, 40). The different responses in the inclination angle θ to the λ

and Bqs changes are more profound. While θ continuously decreases as λ increases in

Figure 4.2(b), the Bqs effect is more complicated in Figure 4.2(d). θ reduces with Bqs first

and reaches a minimum value at ∼ 0.072π (13o) for Bqs = 10. Further increasing Bqs to

20 and 40, in addition to generating more significant and long-lasting oscillations, causes

the inclination angle θ rebound slightly. Based on these brief observations for D and θ ,

it is evident that the membrane viscous effect cannot be simply represented by increasing

the interior viscosity. Again we can take the case with (λ , Bqs)= (1, 40) as a specific

example. The equilibrium deformation 0.219 (the deformation as t → ∞, estimated as the

mean values of the last peak and valley values at γ̇ ∼ 45) might be generated using λ ∼ 7.72

and Bqs = 0 (purely elastic membrane); however, the strong oscillations in D and θ and

also the rebounded inclination angle cannot be reproduced from this pure elastic capsule.

Despite that several technical concerns have been raised [99, 122] for the membrane vis-

cosity implementation in Ref. [9], we compare the capsule deformation D and inclination

angle θ results from our simulations to those from Ref. [9] in Fig. 4.3 for cases with

Ca = 0.3 and λ = 1. Similar calculations were also conducted by Gounley and Peng [58];

however, different membrane mechanics model and capillary number were used there. The

general variation trends with Bqs for both D and θ from these two studies are similar: As

the membrane viscosity Bqs increases, the deformation index D decreases continuously,

while the inclination angle θ exhibits a decrease-then-increase dependence on Bqs. When

membrane viscosity is not involved (Bqs=0), a relatively good agreement is observed; how-
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of the capsule deformation D (a) and inclination angle θ (b) ob-
tained in this work and those from Ref. [9] for Ca = 0.3 and λ = 1.

ever, for Bqs > 5, significant deviations exit between our results and those from Ref. [9].

Obviously this is due to the different methods used for the membrane viscosity. In partic-

ular, Yazdani and Bagchi [9] used the same elasticity ratio k′/k = 50 for all cases. On the

contrary, our non-dimensional analysis and numerical experiments [99, 122] have shown

that k′ is not related to the membrane elasticity k, instead, for a good accuracy, it should

increase with the membrane viscosity Bqs. In addition, our membrane viscosity method

has been carefully validated by comparing simulation results to those from the boundary

integral method for droplets with interfacial viscosity [2] and a satisfactory agreement is

observed [99].

In addition to the deformation D and inclination angle θ , we also examine several param-

eters for the capsule dynamics. Figure 4.4 shows the temporal variations of the position

and velocity of a membrane marker point and the membrane circumference in the shear

plane. For the convenience of our discussion, the deformed capsule shapes at γ̇t=40 are
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Figure 4.4: Three representative cases (labeled on top) for the individual effects of λ and
Bqs on capsule deformation dynamics: the deformed shapes at γ̇t = 40 (top row), the x and z
positions of a membrane marker in the shear plane (second row); the marker velocity (third
row), and the membrane circumference in the shear plane (bottom row). Also displayed in
the top row panels are the black particles for a membrane node, the dashed circles for the
original undeformed capsule shape, and the dashed straight lines for the inclination angle.
In the third and bottom rows, the mean values calculated at the late stage of the simulations
(γ̇t = 30∼ 50) are displayed and indicated by dashed segments on the right.
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also shown in the top row, with the black circle for the membrane marker and the blue

dashed circles for the initial capsule shape in each panel. The x-position variation ampli-

tude and circumference magnitudes can be intuitively related to the capsule deformation:

The larger the deformation index D, the longer the capsule stretched in the shear flow, and

therefore the larger x variation of the marker position and the longer capsule circumfer-

ence. The z position of the marker point is related to the deformation D and the inclination

angle θ , and hence its variation is more complicated. For these three cases, the average

membrane velocities (Figures 4.4(c1 to c3)) are very similar. The variations are signif-

icant for the two cases with Bqs=0; however, the strong membrane viscous effect in the

case (λ , Bqs)=(1, 40) inhibits the membrane velocity variation and therefore the strain rate

of membrane deformation. As mentioned, there are two approaches to obtain the period

and frequency of capsule rotation in shear flows: (a) from the periodic variations in the

marker positions or (b) integrating the marker travel time along the membrane. The non-

dimensional frequency values from these two methods for the three cases in Figure 4.4 are:

ν∗ = 0.33490 (method a) vs. 0.33243 (method b) for (λ , Bqs)=(1, 0); 0.36682 vs. 0.36685

for (10, 0); and 0.34874 vs. 0.35274 for (1, 40). The largest deviation, with a relative

error of 1.14%, is observed in the case for (1, 40), where the exact steady state has not

been established and therefore the calculations are less accurate. Nevertheless, this com-

parison suggests that the two methods for rotation period and frequency yield close results;

we only present frequency values from the travel time integration method (b) in the next

sections. For these three cases, since the membrane velocity V ∗m is approximately the same

(0.3624∼0.3662), and thus the relative frequency magnitude ν∗ is mainly determined by

the circumference C∗: The maximum C∗ = 1.1015 correspondends to the minimum fre-

quency in case (1, 0), and the minimum C∗ = 0.9935 yields the maximum frequency in
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case (10, 0). As to be seen in the next section, in general, the membrane velocity V ∗m ac-

tually plays a more determinant role than the circumference for the variation features of

rotation frequency ν∗.
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Figure 4.5: Simulated deformation D (top panels) and inclination angle θ (bottom panels)
with various λ and Bqs combinations. Error bars are utilized to show the property varia-
tions at γ̇t ∼ 40, and the horizontal positions for data points with error bars at Bqs = 20,
30, and 40 have been slightly shifted to avoid the overlapping of error bars.

4.3.3 Capsule Dynamics with Various λ −Bqs Combinations

Without considering the membrane viscosity, the effect of fluid viscosity contrast λ on

the capsule and RBC dynamics in shear flows has been studied extensively [43, 44, 66,

81]. On the other hand, in the few numerical studies of membrane viscosity effect [9,

99], the fluid viscosity contrast λ is set at 1. For a more complete picture of the capsule

behaviors in shear flows under different fluid and membrane viscosity situations, extensive

calculations are conducted in this research with a λ ×Bqs matrix covering ranges of 0.2∼
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10 for λ and of 0 ∼ 40 for Bqs. In these simulations, the change of capsule volume is

limited in a range of ±0.2% of the initial volume, indicating the numerical mass leakage is

negligible. Results for deformation index D and inclination angle θ from these simulations

are collected in Figure 4.5. For a better visualization of the dependence of D and θ on λ

and Bqs, we plot the same set of results in two different ways: one as constant-λ curves in

the left panels, and one as constant-Bqs lines in the right panels. For cases with large

λ (≥ 3) and Bqs (≥ 20) values, the oscillations observed in Figure 4.2, especially for

the inclination angle θ , become more profound. For these cases, we show the estimated

equilibrium values with error bars for the variation ranges in the left panels. Also to avoid

the overlapping of error bars, we shift the horizontal positions slightly for data points with

larger variation magnitudes. The error bars are not displayed in the right panels for clarity.

The observations for D and θ with λ = 1 in the previous section, namely the monotonic

decrease in D and the decrease-then-increase transition in θ with Bqs, are confirmed for

other λ values (Figures 4.5(a1, b1)). The decreasing slope in D is steeper at low Bqs values

and it becomes more gentle at high Bqs values. For the θ ∼ Bqs curves with λ=constant,

the turning point from the relatively fast declining to the slow recovery shifts to the right

(i.e., higher Bqs values) for larger viscosity contrast λ values. For the constant-Bqs curves

in the right panels, both D and θ decrease monotonically with λ , consistent with the lower

curves at higher λ values in Figures 4.5(a1, b1). The D ∼ λ curve for Bqs = 0 appears

linear, however, the non-linearity becomes more evident at high Bqs values. Due to the θ

rebound with Bqs, the θ ∼ λ curves with constant-Bqs tangle together, except the Bqs = 0

curve. These curves are concave and the declining slope becomes flatter at larger λ values.

For λ up to 10 calculated here, we do not see the turning-up trend in θ ∼ λ curves.
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cient Bqs (left) and fluid viscosity ratio λ (right).

To examine the rotation frequency behaviors, we plot the circumference C∗, mean mem-

brane velocity V ∗m, and the rotation frequency ν∗ in Figure 4.6. The circumference C∗ and

the deformation index D are both calculated in the shear plane, and they are both deter-

mined directly by the deformed capsule shape. A larger D means that the capsule has

deformed more severely from the original spherical shape, and thus a longer circumfer-

ence C∗ is expected. This is true for most cases with relatively large deformation index D

in our simulation results, as indicated by the general decreasing trend in the C∗ ∼ Bqs and

C∗ ∼ λ plots (Figures 4.6 (a1, a2)). For those cases with D < 0.2 in Figures 4.5(a1, a2),

the corresponding circumference C∗ are approximately 1 and no apparent difference is ob-

served. In particular, for the cases of λ = 10 (green downward triangles in Figure 4.6(a1)),
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we have C∗ = 0.9935 at Bqs = 0 (see the capsule shape in Figure 4.4(a2)), and it gradually

increases with Bqs, while the deformation index D is decreasing with Bqs. C∗ < 1 suggests

that the cross-sectional area in the shear plane has reduced and accordingly the dimension

in the rotation axial direction (the direction perpendicular to the shear plane) will increase,

considering the nearly constant capsule volume during the simulation. For example, for

the minimum C∗ case in Figure 4.6(a1) with λ = 10 and Bqs = 0, the capsule dimension in

the rotation axial direction increases to 2.08a from the original capsule diameter 2a.
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Figure 4.7: Schematic illustrations for the effects on capsule deformation and inclination on
membrane velocity in shear flow. Compared to the reference configuration in (a), Capsule
(b) has the same inclination angle but a smaller deformation, and Capsule (c) has the same
deformation but a larger inclination angle.

The membrane velocity V ∗m in Figures 4.6(b1, b2) exhibits interesting patterns. In general,

a spoon-like curve is noticed in for both V ∗m ∼ Bqs and V ∗m ∼ λ curves. The membrane

velocity decreases first and then turns up and starts to increase with Bqs or λ . With the rel-

atively small variation range in the circumference C∗ (0.9935∼ 1.1196, variation±5.97%)

compared to that in the membrane velocity V ∗m (0.273∼ 0.456, variation±25.08%), the ro-

tation frequency ν∗ =V ∗m/C∗ in Figures 4.6 (c1, c2) has very similar spoon-like variations

to V ∗m. Similar behaviors for the rotation frequency ν∗ has also been reported by Yaz-

dani and Bagchi [9] for systems with λ = 1 and different capillary numbers Ca, although
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some technical concerns have been raised [99]. The authors provided qualitative analysis

on the correlation between the inclination angle θ and rotation frequency ν∗ in terms of

the competition and balance of moments from the external shear flow, capsule inclination

oscillation, and capsule rotation. Here we attempt to explore the mechanism for the spoon-

like V ∗m profile shape based on the deformation D and inclination angle θ , both commonly

measured in capsule and RBC rheology experiments. Consider the three capsule config-

urations in the same external shear flow as shown in Figure 4.7. Here capsule (a), with a

certain deformation index Da and inclination angle θa, serves as the comparison reference.

Capsule (b) has the same inclination angle θb = θa, but with a smaller deformation index

Db < Da. On the other hand, capsule (c) has the same deformation index Dc = Da however

a larger inclination angle θc > θa. A capsule with a smaller D (cases b vs. a) is associated

with a larger width W in the minor axis direction (close to the shear gradient direction).

Similarly, for the same capsule shape in (a) and (c), the larger inclination angle θc makes

the capsule tilted more vertically. From an intuitive, fluid mechanics point of view, the

disturbance on the external shear flow caused by the capsule, and therefore the resulted

membrane movement, are more profound in cases (b) and (c) than in case (a). A general

statement can be made based on this simple analysis: the membrane velocity V ∗m increases

with the inclination angle θ and decreases with the deformation index D. With this general

relation established, now we can look back at the spoon-like variation of V ∗m again. We take

the V ∗m ∼ Bqs curve with λ = 0.2 (red line with diamonds in Figure. 4.6-b1) as an example.

For low Bqs values (Bqs < 6), the inhibiting effect from the declining θ (Figure 4.5(b1))

and the promoting effect from the declining D (Figure 4.5(a1)) compete with each other,

and it appears that the fast drop in θ (Figure 4.5(b1)) dominates more on the membrane

velocity behavior, resulting in a decrease in V ∗m in this Bqs range. As Bqs further increases
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(Bqs > 6), θ increases up slightly and then stays approximately constant. In the meantime,

deformation D keeps decreasing with Bqs. Consequently, the membrane velocity V ∗m starts

to increase after Bqs > 6. However, due to the relatively slow increase trend in D, and

probably also the less profound influence of D than θ as discussed in the Bqs < 6 range,

the increase of V ∗m for Bqs > 6 is gentle and becomes very slow at high Bqs. Connecting the

fast drop at low Bqs and the slow increase at high Bqs, we have the spoon-like V ∗m variation

in Figure 4.6(b1). As the fluid viscosity ratio λ increases from 0.2 to 10, the declining

slope of θ in the low Bqs end flattens, and the inhibiting effect from the reducing θ be-

comes less dominant compared to the promoting effect from the reducing D. This causes

the minimum location of V ∗m shift left and the V ∗m valley become less apparent, and even

completely disappear for Bqs ≥ 5. With the circumference C∗ approximately constant, the

rotation frequency ν∗ shows very similar variation patterns as those for V ∗m we describe

above. However, for quantitative values, the circumference may play the determinant role

on the frequency value when the membrane viscosity is relatively constant, just like the

three cases in Figure 4.4.

After discussing the V ∗m and ν∗ variations with Bqs in Figure 4.6(b1), the V ∗m ∼ λ plot in

Figure 4.6(b2) can be understood easier. Unlike the decrease-then-increase response of θ

to Bqs in Figure 4.5(b1), the declination of angle θ with λ in Figure 4.5(b2) is monotonic.

Nevertheless, the different declining fashions for deformation D and inclination angle θ

with the fluid viscosity ratio λ (i.e., the approximately linear D∼ λ curves in Figure 4.5(a2)

versus the gradual decrease in the θ declination slope in Figure 4.5(-b2)) implies that the

promoting effect from deformation angle D could have overcome the inhibiting effect for

inclination aθ as BqS increases. The combined promoting and inhibiting effects result
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in the particular decrease-then-increase variations in Figure 4.6-b2. The relatively wide

transition range of λ here could be attributed to the gentle variations in the declination

slope in Figures 4.5(a2, b2). The minimum locations of the V ∗m ∼ λ curves also shift left

as Bqs increases, and this might be related to the more profound non-linearity in D ∼ λ

curves at larger Bqs values in Figure 4.5(a2). Again, with the limited variation range for

the circumference C∗, the rotation frequency ν∗ shown in Figure 4.6(c2) exhibits similar

variation features as the membrane velocity V ∗m in Figure 4.6(b2). We would like to clarify

that all the above analysis and discussions for the correlations among D, θ , V ∗m and ν∗ are

at the qualitative level, and one should not apply them for quantitative comparisons.
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Figure 4.8: A reproduction of Figure 13b in Ref. [9] for the energy dissipation rates Φmem
due to membrane viscosity µs, Φint due to interior fluid viscosity µc, and the sum of them
Φtot = Φmem +Φint at different membrane viscosity Bqs. The energy disppasion ratio d
calculated from these dissipation rates via d = Φmem/Φint is plotted in (b), showing a
strong non-linear relationship between d and Bqs.

4.3.4 On the Energy Dissipation Ratio d

As briefly reviewed in the Introduction section, the energy dissipation ratio d, defined as

the ratio of the energy dissipation rate due to the membrane viscosity to that due to the

interior fluid viscosity, has been often used to characterize the membrane viscous effect for
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capsule and cell dynamics [9, 33, 57, 112, 120]. In particular, Tran-Son-Tay et. al [57]

calculated the membrane viscosity µs and energy dissipation ratio d from experimental re-

sults of RBCs using the mathematical description for tank-treading elliptical capsules by

Keller and Skalak [112]. The membrane viscosity is found approximately constant at high

shear rates (γ̇ > 100 s−1), but the dissipation ratio d appears continually increase with the

shear rate even for the same RBCs. Also, Yazdani and Bagchi [9] presented the dissipation

rates due to membrane and interior fluid viscosities with different membrane viscosity Bqs

for constant fluid viscosity ratio λ = 1 and capillary number Ca = 0.3. One may expect

a linear relationship between the dissipation ratio d and the only variable Bqs there. We

calculate the dissipation ratio d from the dissipation rates in Ref. [9], and the calculated

d ∼ Bqs plot shows strong non-linearity (Figure 4.8). In particular, the membrane dissi-

pation rate decreases with the membrane viscosity increase for larger Bqs values, meaning

the membrane-interior dissipation ratio is smaller for capsules with more viscous mem-

branes. This analysis implies that it is not appropriate to elevate the interior fluid viscosity

to compensate the membrane viscous effect.

In this section, other than calculating the membrane and interior dissipation rates explicitly,

we check the functional relationships among the system parameters. For all the cases we

simulate in this research, we have two independent input variables, λ and Bqs. The systems

we consider here then is a 2D system in mathematics, and all parameters for the capsule

dynamics description are functions of λ and Bqs only, for example, D = D(λ ,Bqs) and

θ = θ(λ ,Bqs). If the membrane viscous effect due to a certain Bqs can be accurately

represented by an elevated interior fluid viscosity λapp = λ +d and Bqs = 0 (the ratio d does

not need to be a constant), then the 2D (λ , Bqs) system is then converted to a 1D system
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Figure 4.9: Simulated capsule deformation D and inclination angle θ for all cases consid-
ered in this study with various (λ , Bqs) combinations. Four different symbols are adopted
to indicate the λ and Bqs ranges: red circles for λ in 0.2 ∼ 3 versus blue squares for λ

in 5 ∼ 10, and filed symbols for Bqs in 0 ∼ 10 versus open symbols for BqS in 20 ∼ 40.
Three specific series of such (λ , Bqs) data points are connected by lines: Curve I for
λ = 0.2∼ 10 and Bqs = 0, Curve II for λ = 1 and Bqs = 0∼ 40, and Curve III for λ = 5
and Bqs = 0 ∼ 40. These curves and data points are re-presented in (b) for clarity and
convenience of our discussions in the text. The respective λ and Bqs values for each data
point in (b) are also provided in parenthesis in the format of (λ , Bqs).
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with the only independent variable λapp. Therefore all parameters for the capsule dynamics

are single-variable functions of λapp such as D = D(λapp), θ = θ(λapp), V ∗m = V ∗m(λapp),

ν∗ = ν∗(λapp), etc. Since all these single-variable functions depend on the same variable

λapp, we should see a smooth curve if we plot a pair of any these parameters in a graph.

To verify this hypothesis, we plot the θ ∼ D data points for all cases considered in this

research in Figure 4.9. Four types of symbols are employed to indicate the ranges of λ and

Bqs: filled red circles for λ ≤ 3 and Bqs ≤ 10, open red circles for λ ≤ 3 and Bqs ≥ 20,

filled blue squares for λ ≥ 5 and Bqs ≤ 10, and open blue squares for λ ≥ 5 and Bqs ≥ 20.

Clearly no one-to-one correlation can be established and the points are scattered in a wide

area in the θ ∼ D space: For a same deformation D = 0.24, the inclination angle θ can

vary in a range of 7o ∼ 21o (θ/π = 0.0389 ∼ 0.1167); and for a same angle θ = 16o

(0.0889 π), the deformation D can assume a value between 0.22 and 0.39. Even for the

filled symbols (low membrane viscosity, Bqs ≤ 10) where a general variation trend might

be established, significant dispersion still exists. In the group of λ ≤ 3 and BqS ≤ 10

(filled red circles), for a deformation D ∼ 0.33, the inclination angle θ varies in a range

of (0.067 ∼ 0.1)π (12o ∼ 18o); and for the angle θ ∼ 0.1π (18o), the deformation D can

have values from 0.33 to 0.40. Similarly for the group of λ ≥ 5 and Bqs ≤ 10 (filled blue

squares), at θ = 0.033π (6o), the deformation D can be as small as 0.15 or as large as 0.22.

Obviously large errors would be introduced if one attempts to fit them with a smooth curve.

This clearly illustrates that for the two commonly used tank-treading parameters, D and θ ,

no such one-to-one relationship exists, even for systems with limited λ and Bqs ranges.

Furthermore, we connect the data points for three series: Curve I for Bqs = 0 and λ =

0.2 ∼ 10, Curve II for λ = 1 and Bqs = 0 ∼ 40, and Curve III for λ = 5 and Bqs = 0 ∼
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40; and these data points and curves are displayed separately in Fig. 4.9b for clarity and

convenience of our following discussions. Curve I describes the D ∼ θ dependence for

capsules with non-viscous membrane as the fluid viscosity ratio λ varies from 0.2 to 10.

When the membrane viscosity is introduced, the D ∼ θ curves, Curve II for λ = 1 and

Curve III for λ = 5, deviate from the non-viscous Curve I quickly from the starting points,

case (λ , Bqs)=(1, 0) for Curve II and case (5, 0) for Curve III. The viscous Curves II and

III proceed first below the non-viscous Curve I, then bend upward and finally overpass

Curve I at high Bqs values. This is consistent to the continuous decrease in D and the

decrease-then-increase variation pattern of θ with Bqs as discussed above. The deviation

of Curves II and III from Curve I in Fig. 4.9b clearly illustrates the improperness for

compensating membrane viscosity with an elevated interior fluid viscosity. Take the case

(λ 0, Bq0
s )=(1, 5) on Curve II as an example, and we denote its deformation as D0 and its

inclination angle as θ 0. Assume this capsule can be represented with an equivalent capsule

(i.e., same deformation D∗ = D0 and same inclination angle θ ∗ = θ 0) with no membrane

viscosity Bq∗s = 0 but a higher interior fluid viscosity λ ∗ > λ 0. Considering the relatively

low membrane viscosity Bq0
s = 5, it is reasonable to assume λ ∗ < 10. Since the new

capsule (λ ∗, 0) has no membrane viscosity, its deformation and inclination (D∗, θ ∗) should

correspond to a point on the non-viscous Curve I in Fig. 4.9b. Clearly this is not what

we see in the plot: instead (D∗ = D0, θ ∗ = θ 0) for case (1, 5) locates below the point for

case (3, 0) on Curve I. Similar discussions can be made for other points on Curves II and

III such as cases (1, 20) and (5, 3). Based on these results from the systems we consider,

we therefore question the appropriateness and accuracy of using an elevated interior fluid

viscosity to compensate the membrane viscous effect in theoretical and numerical analysis
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of capsule dynamics.
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Figure 4.10: Variations of the capsule deformation D (a and c) and inclination angle θ

(b and d) with time in shear flows in responding to increases in dilatational viscosity Bqd
alone (a and b, Bqs = 0) and in combination with the shear viscosity (c and d, Bqs = Bqd),
respectively.

4.3.5 Effect of Dilatational Membrane Viscosity

Considering the large dilation modulus for biological vesicle and cell membranes [50], we

have been focusing on the effect of shear membrane viscosity Bqs so far in this research, as

in previous studies [9, 58]. However, the relatively low dilation modulus C = 1 used in this

work does allow the membrane area to change, especially for large deformation D: For the

cases with D= 0.4∼ 0.5, the membrane area increases∼ 14% from the original area 4πa2.

Here we examine the dilatational membrane viscosity effect, alone and in combination

with the shear membrane viscosity. Similarly, a dilatational Boussinesq number is defined

as Bqd = µd/µ0a, where µd is the dilatational membrane viscosity in Eq. (4.6). Two sets

of simulations are performed: (1) with the dilatational viscosity Bqd = 0∼ 40 but no shear
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viscosity (Bqs = 0), and (2) with the shear and dilatational viscosities varying together as

Bqs = Bqd = 0∼ 40. The fluid viscosity contrast λ is held at 1 in these simulations.
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Figure 4.11: Capsule shapes during the deformation process of Bqs = Bqd = 40 in shear
flows. The dashed blue circles denote the original undeformed capsule shape for compar-
ison, and the black dots represent the positions of one membrane node to show the mem-
brane rotation. The dashed straight lines are plotted based on the calculated inclination
angle θ values, which are also shown with the deformation D in each subplot.

Figure 4.10 shows the evolution processes of the capsule deformation D and inclination

angle θ when the shear flow is imposed. When the shear viscosity is absent (Bqs = 0),

the dilatational viscosity Bqd alone has negligible influence on the capsule deformation

and inclination after the steady tank-treading state is established; however, the transition

process is prolonged as Bqd increases (Figures 4.10(a, b)). The relatively weak influence

of Bqd on D and θ is similar to those observed in previous studies for droplets [2, 99];

and it is reasonable to see that a larger Bqd slows down the deformation process since

the membrane viscosity, by definition, attempts to reduce the deformation rate (Eq. 4.6).

Comparing Figures 4.2(b, d) and 4.10(b, d), it is interesting to note that the addition of Bqd

only starts to play an apparent role when Bqs = Bqd > 10, before which the steady tank-
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treading deformation D and inclination angle θ appear approximately the same for Bqs

only and Bqs =Bqd cases. For Bqs =Bqd > 10 cases, Bqd further enhances the suppression

effect from Bqs on the capsule deformation and also reduces the inclination angle θ to lower

values. This could be associated with the unsteady oscillations in D and θ in these cases,

since larger viscous stresses will be generated in the membrane with stronger oscillations

and such viscous stresses will restrain the capsule deformation. The oscillation amplitude,

especially for θ , becomes more profound in cases Bqs = Bqd = 20 and Bqs = Bqd = 40.

This might be due to the nearly undeformed capsule shape, for which the calculated value

for the inclination angle from the method in Ref. [43] become very sensitive. To illustrate

this aspect, in Figure 4.11 we plot the capsule shapes at several representative instants

during the deformation process of Bqs = Bqd = 40. It can be seen that, after γ̇t > 16, the

capsule shape and orientation are very similar, although apparent oscillations exist in the

calculated D and θ values in Figures 4.10(b, d).

Now we briefly discuss the applicability of the energy dissipation ratio d for systems with

the dilatational viscosity Bqd involved. Apparently, according to Figures 4.10(a, c), at the

steady state, we should have d ≈ 0 for Bqd alone since the changes in D and θ with Bqd are

negligible there. On the other hand, the Bqd influence during the deformation process is

obvious. This poses a dilemma on the choice of energy dissipation ratio d: d = 0 or d > 0,

if one plans to simulate such systems by increasing the interior viscosity to replace the Bqd

effect. For the Bqd =Bqs cases in Figure 4.10(b, d), we see Bqd has a weak influence on the

capsule dynamics for Bqd = Bqs < 15, but the Bqd effect becomes much more significant

for Bqd = Bqs = 20 and 40. Again this disagreement makes the selection of an appropriate

d value very difficult: The d value for Bqd =Bqs = 10 should be approximately the same as
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that for Bqd = 0 and Bqs = 10, but on the other side, d for Bqd = Bqs = 20 should be quite

different from that for Bqd = 0 and Bqs = 20. Without the general proportionality between

d and the membrane viscosity (Bqs, Bqd , or their combination), the practical usefulness of

d for theoretical analysis and numerical simulations is debatable.

4.4 Conclusion

We have simulated the capsule deformation processes in shear flow with various membrane

and interior fluid viscosity values to explore their individual and combined effects on the

capsule dynamics. Our results show that, while both higher membrane and interior fluid

viscosities can reduce the capsule deformation, their effects on the inclination angle are

distinctive. The inclination angle decrease monotonically with the interior fluid viscosity

increase; however, a decrease-then-increase variation is noticed for inclination angle re-

sponse to the membrane viscosity increase. In addition, compared to a higher interior fluid

viscosity, a higher membrane viscosity can introduce more severe oscillations in the cap-

sule deformation and inclination angle. A simple, intuitive mechanics has also been pro-

posed to qualitatively explain the spoon-like variations in membrane velocity and capsule

rotation frequency from the observed capsule deformation and inclination. At last, we have

examined the validity and accuracy of the simplification treatment suggested in previous

studies of replacing the membrane viscous effect with an elevated interior fluid viscosity.

For the systems studied in this research (Ca = 0.3, λ = 0.2 ∼ 10, and Bq = 0 ∼ 40), our

results and analysis suggest that the membrane viscous effect cannot be accurately repre-

sented by increasing the interior fluid viscosity, and explicit modeling of the membrane
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viscosity is necessary in future theoretical and numerical studies for capsule dynamics.

We acknowledge that our simulations are limited to originally spherical capsules and we

have held the capillary number at 0.3. According to previous studies for capsules with pure

elastic membranes [44, 81], the definition of the capillary number Ca, the capsule defor-

mation increases and the inclination angle decreases as the capsule appears more flexible

at a larger Ca. We anticipate that these general trends will be still true when membrane

viscosity is involved; however, the detailed dynamic features are difficult to predict consid-

ering the complex non-linear and non-monotonic relationships among system parameters.

In addition, other system parameters and situations, such as the constitutive relations for

membrane elasticity, the pre-stress state of the capsule, and more general flow situations,

can affect the capsule dynamic behaviors as well as the roles played by the membrane and

interior fluid viscosities. All these are interesting topics for future research for a better

understanding of the complex capsule dynamics and the individual and combined roles of

these system parameters. Nevertheless, our results, analysis and discussions in this pa-

per have revealed the complexity of capsule dynamics, and therefore attention needs to be

executed on modelling the membrane viscosity accurately.
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Chapter 5

Concluding Statements

5.1 Summary of Thesis

This dissertation has developed three different numerical schemes for implementing mem-

brane viscosity in IBM, and comprehensive tests have been conducted to study their numer-

ical performances, such as accuracy, stability and computational efficiency. Furthermore,

the effects of membrane viscosity on the capsule dynamics in shear flow have been exam-

ined in detail.

The thesis started with an introduction of the complex structure of RBC membrane and its

mechanical properties due to its natural structure. Subsequently, the particular behaviours

of RBCs in various flows were reviewed. A single RBC may exhibit tank-treading, swing-

ing or tumbling motion in simple shear flow. Multiple RBCs flowing in a vessel show a

two-phase-separation, the core RBCs and CFL. The Fahreaus and Fahraeus-Linqvist ef-

fects in tube flows and the hematocrit separation at bifurcations were introduced as well.

The literature review explained that an appropriate numerical scheme for membrane vis-
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cosity in IBM simulations is lacking and the viscosity effect on RBC dynamics has not

been well addressed yet. Moreover, three typical numerical methods, namely DPD, BIM

and IBM, for analyzing biological capsule and vesicle dynamics in flow were discussed

from their advantages and limitations.

To achieve the motivation and objectives, my Ph.D. research is conducted in three major

steps: model development and validation, algorithm analysis from accuracy, stability and

efficiency, and investigation of the effects of membrane viscosity on capsule dynamics in

shear flow.

In Chapter 2, a finite-difference scheme for the RBC membrane viscous stress simulation

was developed. This approach can efficiently avoid severe numerical instability while im-

plementing the membrane viscosity in IBM. The method had been validated by comparing

with theoretical and previous numerical studies. Good agreements were observed in these

comparisons. Thereafter, this scheme is utilized to analyze the membrane viscosity effect

on the dynamics of an individual capsule in shear flow. It was observed that the membrane

viscosity can reduce the capsule deformation and even transfer the capsule motion from

tank-treading to oscillation modes. The inclination angle decreases with the membrane

viscosity to an apparent minimum value, before strong oscillations in capsule deformation

and orientation were observed at high membrane viscosity. Accompanied by the appear-

ance of capsule oscillation, the equilibrium inclination angle starts to increase from the

minimum value. Besides, tests for the membrane mesh resolution and simulation time step

were also conducted. The results further prove there is no apparent influence of this method

on the simulation accuracy. This finite-difference scheme has several advantages over other

existing attempts for membrane viscosity simulation, such as the consistency to the classi-
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cal membrane viscosity definition, the ability to include independent shear and dilatational

membrane viscosities, the simple algorithm formulation, and the easy implementation in

IBM programs.

In Chapter 3, apart from the finite-difference scheme in Chapter 2, two new numerical

schemes had been developed based on the convolution integral expression of the Maxwell

viscoelastic element for membrane viscous stress calculation in IBM simulations. The

three schemes were rigorously examined in the aspects of accuracy, stability and efficiency.

Our analysis confirmed that these schemes can have a good accuracy as long as the relax-

ation time is in a proper range: it should be sufficiently smaller than the characteristic time

T0 of the strain variation and, in the meantime, it should be sufficiently larger than the vis-

cous stress calculation interval ∆t. Next, it was shown that the simulation errors caused

by viscous stress schemes could be negligible, comparing with the membrane discretiza-

tion and the IBM velocity interpolation processing. At last, we applied these schemes to

simulate the dynamic deformation of a spherical capsule in shear flow with various com-

binations of the artificial spring stiffness κ and the viscous stress calculation frequency N.

Results showed that these schemes demonstrated virtually identical performances in simu-

lation accuracy and stability, while the computation time is insignificant compared to other

calculations in IBM simulations. In addition, we defined a nondimensional parameter, the

artificial spring stiffness κ , on which the simulation accuracy and stability essentially de-

pend. As concluded in this chapter, the accuracy improves with κ and is independent of

the viscous stress calculation frequency N. Meanwhile, simulations can become unstable

when large κ and N values are used, and the critical κ value for the stable-unstable transi-

tion decreases with the frequency N and the membrane viscosity. Based on these results,
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we suggest to set N = 1, which means to calculate the viscous stress at each simulation

time step.

With the membrane viscosity method established, simulations were conducted to study the

effects of the membrane and interior fluid viscosities on capsule dynamics in shear flows

in Chapter 4. Although higher values of both membrane and interior fluid viscosities can

reduce the capsule deformation, their effects on the inclination angle are distinctive: the in-

clination angle decreases monotonically with the interior fluid viscosity increases. On the

other hand, a decrease-then-increase variation was noticed for inclination angle response

to the membrane viscosity increase. Furthermore, comparing to a higher interior fluid vis-

cosity, a higher membrane viscosity can introduce more severe oscillations in the capsule

deformation and inclination angle. In addition, an intuitive qualitatively mechanics expla-

nation was also provided for the spoon-like variations in membrane velocity and capsule

rotation frequency from the observed capsule deformation and inclination. At last, I ex-

amined the validity and accuracy of the previous simplification treatment which suggested

replacing the membrane viscous effect with an elevated interior fluid viscosity. The analy-

sis indicates that the membrane viscous effect cannot be represented by simply increasing

the interior fluid viscosity, and the results from such treatment could be inaccurate or even

misleading. Explicit modelling of the membrane viscosity is therefore necessary for future

theoretical and numerical studies for capsule dynamics.

In summary, I have developed three different schemes for the numerical simulation of the

membrane viscosity in the biological capsule and vesicle dynamics in flow with IBM. Ex-

tensive validations and examinations were performed to study the accuracy, stability and

computational efficiency of my algorithms. Meanwhile, the effects of membrane viscos-
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ity on the capsule dynamics were investigated. The results confirmed that the membrane

viscosity is an essential property for the complicated capsule dynamics and it should be

considered explicitly in future related researches. In addition, the analysis and discussions

in this dissertation are also useful for selecting proper parameters in membrane viscosity

simulation implemented in IBM.

5.2 Future Work

Membrane viscocity is an important property that effects the dynamics of biological cap-

sules and vesicles in flow. The algorithms implementing membrane viscosity in IBM have

been developed with validation and extensive comparison. Also, general guidelines for

selecting simulation parameters are provided. Based on the achievements of this thesis,

several topics can be explored in the future. Although RBC has some common properties

as capsule, the varieties still exist, such as geometry, membrane bending, area and volume

conservation forces internal mechanics. In future work, researchers can apply the current

model to examine the effects of membrane viscosity on a single RBC in shear flow.

First, with our new methods, the membrane viscosity effect on RBC dynamics can be ex-

amined. The simulations in Chapter 4 have considered a spherical capsule is shear flow of

capillary number Ca=0.3 and the membrane has a relatively area dilatation modulus. This

system is different from human RBCs in several aspects, including the bi-concave shape,

the high area dilatation modulus, and the membrane bending modulus [50]. In addition,

the capillary number, which characterizes the relative strength of shear stress to mem-

brane elasticity, is also a crucial factor in determining the RBC behaviors in shear flows
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[126–128]. Previous RBC simulations [31, 41, 47, 126] have often neglected the mem-

brane viscosity effect due to the absence of a convenient and reliable numerical method.

For a better understanding of the role of membrane viscosity in RBC dynamics, this topic

needs to be explored carefully using realistic RBC parameters. Considering the complex

capsule behaviors and relations among the system parameters when membrane viscosity

is involved, this research would be complicated and caution should be executed for the

simulation design, result collection, and data analysis.

In this thesis, only one capsule in the shear flow has been considered. In the future, numer-

ical simulations can be performed to study multiple RBCs in other flow situations, such

as the RBC migration process in straight vessels and the separation process at bifurcations

with the membrane viscosity considered [68, 129–131]. For these simulations, the vessel

structure could be complex and also a larger simulation domain might be necessary. To

improve computational efficiency, the data structures and programs need to be updated. In

particular, the MPI (message passing interface) technology [132] or even GPU (graphic

processing unit) computation [133–135] could be considered for their good performances

with advanced computational facilities.

For all simulations in this thesis, the flow field has been solved by LBM. As a matter of

fact, the membrane viscosity methods developed in Chapters 2 and 3 are independent of

the flow solvers, and they are applicable to other numerical techniques for the fluid flow,

such as the finite volume method and even the dissipative particle dynamics method. These

methods have been used in capsule and RBC simulations before [37, 40, 134, 136, 137] and

I would be glad to see future applications of the membrane viscosity methods developed in

this thesis with other numerical schemes.
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